


THEME: BRAVE WARRIORS - THOUSANDS THANKS

The year 2021 witnessed a period of unprecedented difficulties and challenges for the global economy, including 
Vietnam. The world economy fell into recession due to the massive impact of the pandemic, which promted a holistic 
change in customers’ needs and business operation. 

It can be said that Covid 19 has turned the picture of life into a dark gray color. The supply chain was almost completely 
broken and all activities came to a stagnation. Never before had people felt such a strong need for each other like in 
this stage, and similarly had the community needed such a close-knit consolidation to overcome challenges. As a 
general message of life, DHG Pharma chose the theme: “BRAVE WARRIORS - THOUSANDS THANKS” for the 2021 
Sustainability Report as a way to convey the story of a positive outlook and a positive attitude towards life - the key for 
community union and joint efforts to strive for the best. In particular, through this message, DHG Pharma would like to 
express its gratitude to the frontline medical team - those who sacrificed silently like brave warriors.
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We've just gone through a tough year of Covid-19 
pandemic. On behalf of all employees of DHG Pharma, 
I would like to extend my most  sincere sympathy to all 
those that contracted Covid-19 and my deepest gratitude 
and respect to frontline medical staff, those who worked 
tirelessly to stop the spread of the disease. There will still be 
many difficulties and challenges, but with the government's 
determination and health policies, I believe the pandemic 
will soon be repelled. All employees and the Board of 
Management of DHG Pharma will make great efforts with 
all their heart - mind – determination to fulfill the targets in 
2022, bringing sustainable value to shareholders.

PROFIT BEFORE TAX 
in 2022 is projected to reach

VND BILLION

MESSAGE OF 
THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

Dear shareholders, partners, customers and 
all employees!

Ladies and gentlemen!

Like many other pharmaceutical enterprises, DHG Pharma 
encountered sigificant challenges of the market last year 
when raw material prices increased, sales from the Hospital 
channel dropped sharply, and the supply chain faced 
difficulties due to prolonged social distancing. However, DHG 
Pharma firmly overcome those obstacles when it skilfully 
managed to stabilize production and business activities while 
ensuring growth targets, in the condition of complying with 
regulations on pandemic prevention and control.

Thanks to the strength of its distribution system, DHG 
Pharma flexibly coordinated production plans, ensuring the 
supply of goods to consumers nationwide even during a 
strong outbreak. DHG Pharma’s market share has expanded 
in both value and output while ensuring safe and efficient 
production conditions for all employees. It was also thanks 
to the efforts and consensus of all employees, along with 
the continuous improvement of software applications in 
corporate governance, that DHG Pharma experienced a 
year of going upstream and reaping its highest business 
results within its last 47 years of establishment and 
development.

Sales: VND 4,003 billion, reaching 100.8% of the yearly plan, 
up 6.6% over the same period. 

Profit: VND 864 billiom, reaching105.3% of the yearly plan, 
up 5.2% over the same period. 

It can be said that Covid-19 has completely changed the 
way the world works. In response to the social problems 
facing the world today, the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) were proposed, which urged all sectors to 
change their directions and revise their previous business 
models. Accordingly, many of DHG Pharma’s activities were 
immediately transformed to adapt to the new changes: 
organizing 3-onsite production amid prolonged social 
distancing; all training - recruitment activities as well as 
Back-Officer Sector’s activities promptly switched from 
face-to-face to online. Contributions to the community 
were also redirected, focusing on activities related to 
Covid-19 treatment and vaccine.

Being a production and business enterprise, DHG Pharma 
has always been well aware of its mission to make 
contributions to the environment for a sustainable future 
for future generations. We always strictly comply with 

MASASHI NAKAURA
General Director 

environmental regulations; apply monitoring measures in 
energy consumption, discharge and reuse during operation. 
All of these contribute to minimizing negative impacts on 
the general environment.

Besides, corporate governance is highly effective according 
to the best standards in the region. In particular, by 
taking sustainable growth and development based on 
transparency criteria as a strong foundation for all of its 
activities, DHG Pharma is successful in managing risks and 
controlling compliance, which in turn ensures the interests 
and fairness of its shareholders.

At DHG Pharma, we are fully aware that  sustainable 
development lies not only in the direction of the Board 
of Directors, but also in the close direction of the Board 
of Management and all of its employees’ thorough 
implementation. Therefore, DHG Pharma’s issues and 
sustainable development goals are closely linked with its 
business development plan.

Entering 2022, although many unfavorable factors such 
as a prolonged pandemic with new variants, the Russia-
Ukraine war, etc persit., DHG Pharma continues to maintain 

its orientation by promoting sustainable production and 
consumption by developing new products and upgrading 
existing products to improve customer satisfaction. We will 
constantly improve the quality of management, aiming 
to stabilize production and business, while ensuring 
environmental and social responsibility. In addition, we 
will continue to optimize corporate value by prioritizing 
investment in digital technology throughout the Group, 
creating a driving force for fast and sustainable corporate 
economic development in the new period.

Looking back on the past journey and continuing with 
our efforts for the upcoming goals on the journey of 
sustainable development, DHG Pharma hopes to continue 
to receive your wholehearted companionship and trust.

Wishing you health and success.
Best regards,

853
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OVERVIEW OF  
THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

Sustainable development report (SDR) is prepared as a bridge between 
DHG Pharmaceutical JSC (DHG Pharma) and its stakeholders to provide an 
overall picture representing the announcements, reviews and re-evaluation of 
DHG Pharma’s sustainable development activities in line with the Company’s 
sustainable strategic orientation in the year. 

The content of the report demonstrates DHG Pharma’s approach to sustainable development issues such 

as commitments to stakeholders, medium and long-term sustainable development strategies, product 

commitment, etc. All are prerequisites to the Company’s sustainable strategy with the desire to bring a life 

not only healthy but also sustainable.

METHOD OF DEFINING REPORTING CONTENTS

SCOPE OF THE REPORT 

The SDR 2021 is prepared in accordance with the accounting year, starting from 01 Jan 2021 to 31 Dec 2021. The SDR 

is separate from the Annual Report and has the same reporting period with the 2021 Annual Report. 

Latest report: 31 Dec 2020

Reporting cycle: Every year

Scope of the report: This report was prepared within the scope of operation of DHG Pharma in Vietnam’s territory in 

the field of pharmaceutical production and trading. It is made up of DHG Pharma’s Plant under the parent company, 

DHG Pharmaceutical Plant Branch in Hau Giang, and branches in provinces and cities across the country (personnel, 

salary and bonus figures). The financial figures in this Report are referenced from the 2021 audited consolidated 

financial statements.

CONTACT INFORMATION

DHG Pharma is making efforts to satisfy the expectations of stakeholders in terms of 

information transparency and sustainable growth in business, and demonstrating 

corporate responsibilities to the community. Therefore, we look forward to receiving your 

sincere comments. All suggestions, questions about sustainable development issues, 

please send to the address below: 

PRINCIPLES 
FOR DEFINING 

REPORT 
CONTENTS

www.dhgpharma.com.vn (Contact section)

02923 891 433 (Ext: 242), Finance Department 

Ms. Le Thi Hong Nhung (hongnhung@dhgpharma.com.vn) – Finance Director 

ENVIRONMENT ECONOMY SOCIETY

Based on the monitoring and measurement management 

systems, as well as the reports made in 2021, DHG Pharma 

develops the sustainable development report based on the 

latest standard - GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards of Global 

Report Initiative (GRI). This is the latest and broadly recognized 

reporting standard for the Sustainable Development Report, 

which is aimed to increase transparency and accountability.

Simultaneously, we further refer to the Guidebook for 

Environmental and Social Information Disclosure conducted 

by the State Securities Commission (SSC) in collaboration with 

IFC (International Finance Corporation).

Additionally, the Company’s development strategy is also 

triangulated with the National Action Plan in the Agenda 2030 

adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in Sept 2015 

with 17 sustainable development goals.

Stakeholder 
engagement

The context of 
sustainable development

Materiality level

Sufficiency level

PRINCIPLES FOR DEFINING REPORT QUALITY

Accurate  

Balanced

Clear

Comparable

Reliable

Timely



2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

LỢI NHUẬN SAU THUẾ (ĐVT: Tỷ đồng)

CHARTER CAPITAL

VND 1,307,460,710,000
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DHG PHARMACEUTICAL JOINT STOCK COMPANY 

The Company’s name in Vietnamese Công ty Cổ phần Dược Hậu Giang

Abbreviation DHG Pharma

Ticker symbol DHG (listed on HOSE) 

Headquarters 288 Bis Nguyen Van Cu, An Hoa Ward, Ninh 
Kieu District, Cantho City

Owner’s equity (As at 31 Dec 2021) VND 3,793,143,627,133

Charter capital (As at 31 Dec 2021) VND 1,307,460,710,000

Telephone (+84) 2923 891 433

Fax (+84) 2923 895 209

Email dhgpharma@dhgpharma.com.vn

Website www.dhgpharma.com.vn

Certificate of business registration 
and tax code 1800156801 

OVERVIEW OF THE COMPANY 

739

776

631

651

642

NET SALES 2021

VND billion 

 4,003
DHG PHARMA  
AT A GLANCE 
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DISTINGUISHED AWARDS IN 2021

TOP 10
PRESTIGIOUS PHARMACEUTICAL

COMPANIES

6 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

 voted by Vietnam Report

VIETNAMESE HIGH-QUALITY 
GOODS 

25 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

voted by consumers

TOP 50
BEST LISTED COMPANIES

 9 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
voted by Forbes Vietnam

TOP 50
VIETNAM’S BEST PERFORMING

COMPANIES

10 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

organized and voted by Vietnam Investment Review Magazine

1ST PRIZE FOR 
BEST CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT

3 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

(Midcap group in 2020 and 2021)(Midcap group in 2020 and 2021)

TOP 10
ANNUAL REPORTS

13 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

The non-stop efforts along 
with the spirit of solidarity to 
overcome difficulties and flexibly 
adapt to all circumstances have 
helped DHG Pharma successfully 
complete its production and 
business activities in 2021 and 
receive proud awards.

VIETNAMESE ENTERPRISES - 
ATTRACTIVE EMPLOYER 

BRANDS 

announced by Alphabe

TOP 50
SUSTAINABLE ENTERPRISES 

IN VIETNAM 

voted by Vietnam Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (VCCI)

TOP 100

DHG PHARMA 
AT A GLANCE (Cont.)



DHG PHARMA ALWAYS PROVIDES 
HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

TO SATISFY THE ASPIRATION 
FOR A MORE BEAUTIFUL AND HEALTHIER LIFE.

MISSION

OUR ACTIVITIES ALL 

CENTERED AROUND 

THE BENEFITS OF THE 

COMMUNITY

OUR HIGHEST 

COMMITMENTS
ARE QUALITY, SAFETY,

& EFFECTIVENESS

OUR FOUNDATION 

FOR DEVELOPMENT 

IS KNOWLEDGE & 

CREATIVITY

OUR WAYS OF DOING 

BUSINESS ARE 

WITH RESPONSIBILITY, 

COOPERATION, & 

PROMOTION

OUR PRIDE IS DHG 

PHARMA’S CULTURES 

AND IDENTITY

OUR LONG-TERM 

GOAL IS MUTUAL 

PROSPERITY WITH 

PARTNERS

Our COMPETITIVE 

ADVANTAGE is the 

superior differentiation

CORE VALUES

VISION

FOR A MORE 

BEAUTIFUL & HEALTHIER LIFE

DHG PHARMA 
AT A GLANCE (Cont.)

VISION - MISSION - CORE VALUES
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1974
Established and was 
formerly known as the 
2/9 Pharmaceutical SOE 
Factory.

2013
Completed the 
construction of the 
new Non-Betalactam 
factory and DHG Printing 
and Packaging 1 Plant 
Project in Tan Phu Thanh 
Industrial Zone.

2004
Hau Giang Pharmaceutical 
Integrated Factory was 
equitized to become 
DHG Pharmaceutical Joint 
Stock Company.

2014
Celebrated 40th years of 
establishing DHG Pharmaceutical 
Joint Stock Company and 10 years 
of equitization.

2006
DHG Pharma’s stocks 
were listed on HOSE.

2015
Laid the groundwork 
for restructuring and 
internally prepared 
for the new growth 
period.

2007
Reconfirmed the vision, 
mission and 7 core values. 
Increased the charter 
capital from VND 80 billion 
to VND 200 billion.

2017
Smooth transitions 
of the 2 senior 
positions in the 
Company: Chairman 
of the BOD and 
General Director.

2016
The first year of the 
five-year strategy 2016-
2020,  the beginning 
of a sustainable and 
effective development.

DHG Pharma continues to maintain

the INDUSTRY LEADING POSITION
after a challenging and difficult year,

creating new values for consumers

DHG PHARMA 
AT A GLANCE (Cont.)

2008
Implemented 
modern and effective 
management tools: 10.5S 
and Balance Score Card.

2012
The topic “Today’s solution is 
tomorrow’s issue” brought high 
efficiency to the Company in cost 
control, risk management and 
policies.

2009
Successfully 
implemented the 
strategy - 20/80 
products, customers 
and personnel.

2010
Successfully 
implemented the 
strategy “tripod”: 
shareholders, customers 
and employees.

2011
Successfully implemented 
the “Factory Productivity 
Improvement Project” and 
the “Project to improve 
performance of subsidiaries”.

2018
FOL Lifting at DHG Pharma 
from 49% to 100% of charter 
capital. PIC/s – GMP and Japan-
GMP standards were granted 
for production lines.

2019
Marked the 45th historical 
milestone and the first year 
to become a member of 
Multinational Pharmaceutical 
Companies when Taisho has 
officially owned 51.01% of the 
Company’s capital.

2020
The film-coated tablet 
production line was 
certified Japan-GMP and 
the tablet line continued 
to be re-granted Japan-
GMP certificate.

2021
Marking the decade of 
innovation, DHG Pharma 
constantly strives to overcome 
the pandemic to provide 
consumers with quality 
products of international 
standards.

HISTORICAL MILESTONES
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THE CORE BUSINESS LINES OF DHG PHARMA ARE 
            TO MANUFACTURE AND TRADE 

PHARMACEUTICAL

HEALTH
SUPPLEMENT

COSMECEUTICAL
To easily manage and invest in brand building, 

DHG Pharma divides its product portfolio by therapeutic function into the following categories:

DHG PHARMA 

OWNED A DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO OF

In which: 

~100 PRODUCTS  
ARE MANUFACTURED ON THE TABLET AND FILM-COATED TABLET 

PRODUCTION LINES 
MEETING JAPAN-GMP.

>300  
PRODUCTS

ANTIBIOTIC ANALGESIC – ANTIPYRETIC

RESPIRATORY NUTRITION MUSCULOSKELETAL GASTROINTESTINAL 
– HEPATOBILIARY

NEUROLOGY 
– OPHTHALMOLOGY

CARDIOVASCULAR 
– DIABETES

IMPORTED PRODUCTSBEAUTY CARE

BUSINESS LINES

DHG PHARMA 
AT A GLANCE (Cont.)
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Pharmacy Pharma

PHARMACY CHANNEL

CUSTOMERS 

>30,000

DHG PHARMACEUTICAL
MANUFACTURING PLANT IN HAU GIANG

PACKAGING AND PRINTING PLANT IN HAU GIANG 

DHG PHARMACEUTICAL
MANUFACTURING PLANT IN CAN THO Hà Nội

Hồ Chí Minh

Cần Thơ

BRANCHES 
    FROM THE NORTH 

TO THE SOUTH

34

CENTRAL WAREHOUSES 

3

OPERATING MODELS

PRODUC TION

DISTRIBUTION

TRADING

DHG PHARMA 
AT A GLANCE (Cont.)
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EXPORT

EXPORT MARKETS  
WITH 155 SKUS 

>16
MODERN CHANNEL

PHARMACIES OF 
5 MAJOR PHARMACY 

CHAINS

>1,500
HOSPITAL CHANNEL

PROVINCES ESTABLISHED 
THIS SPECIALIZED CHANNEL

>34



Direct report

Functional report

ORGANIZATIONAL APPARATUS

GENERAL
MEETING OF

SHAREHOLDERS

Strategy Committee Nomination Committee

GENERAL DIRECTOR

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR IN CHARGE OF
PRODUCTION - SUPPLY CHAIN -

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR IN CHARGE OF 
PRODUCTION - SUPPLY CHAIN

Supply Chain 
Director

Production 
Director

Technical 
Director

Quality 
Director

HR Director

Planning

Purchasing

Printing and
Packaging Factory

Raw Material -
Packaging 
Warehouse

Finished Product
Warehouse

Factory 1

Factory 2

Factory 3

Electromechanical

Research and 
Development

Regulatory Affairs

Quality
Management

Human 
Resources

Quality Control 
(NVC + TPT)

Administration

Legal

Construction

Environment and 
Labor safety

Audit Committee

Internal Audit Manager

Internal Audit

Sales Director Marketing 
Director

DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR IN CHARGE 
OF MARKET

DEPUTY GENERAL
DIRECTOR IN CHARGE 

OF FINANCE

Distribution 
Director

Finance 
Director

Sales

Pharmacy

Channel

Hospital

Channel

International

Market

Development

Marketing

Strategy

Trade

Marketing

Marketing Distribution Center Finance

Accounting

Accountants at 
sales branches

Information
Technology

Internal Control - 
Risk Management

Sales system
03 Central Warehouses 

(Mekong, HCMC, the North)

DHG PHARMA 
AT A GLANCE (Cont.)
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES

COVID-19 AND ITS IMPACTS ON THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY AMID THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

As we enter the second year of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is abundantly clear that this is a crisis of monumental 

proportions, with catastrophic effects on people’s lives and livelihoods and on efforts to realize the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development. Historically, pandemics have served as catalysts for political, economic and social change, 

and that still holds true today. The year 2021 is decisive as to whether or not the world can make the transformations 

needed to deliver on the promise to achieve the SDGs by 2030 – with implications for us all.

IN THE WORLD

IN VIETNAM

The IQVIA’s latest 5-year forecast through 2025 says 

COVID-19 increased spending on pharmaceuticals 

by USD 88 billion, or a compound annual growth rate 

(CAGR) change of 4.6%, compared with 4.5% if the 

pandemic hadn’t happened.

While COVID-19 vaccine spending is projected to add 

USD 157 billion to the market through 2025 (range, USD 

73 billion to USD 213 billion). According to IQVA, the 

pandemic caused a USD 68 billion loss due to disruptions. 

Overall, excluding COVID-19 vaccines, market spending 

will look largely similar to pre-pandemic times and 

should result in a 3% to 6% CAGR.

The strong outbreak of Covid-19 shows the importance 

of healthcare and pharmaceuticals in ensuring global 

security. During the pandemic, the pharmaceutical 

industry also faces certain challenges, including supply 

chain disruptions, rising raw material and transportation 

prices, changes in drug habits and demand, and 

regulatory requirements. The business picture of the 

pharmaceutical industry in 2021 also reflects a very 

clear differentiation with only about 50% of enterprises 

having sales and profit growth compared to 2020. 

However, despite the undeniable negative impact, 

the pandemic also helps pharmaceutical companies 

restructure their operations and supply chains, digitize 

processes, strengthen risk management, and prepare 

for the new normal. According to IQVIA’s 3Q/2021 

report, the value of Vietnam’s pharmaceutical market 

in 2021 reached VND 148,097 billion, witnessing an 

increase of 3% yoy. Of which, the Pharmacy channel 

grew by 11% and the Hospital channel saw a negative 

growth of 8% yoy.   

According to the General Department of Customs, 

the import turnover of pharmaceuticals to Vietnam 

in 2021 reached over USD 4 billion, up 21.4% yoy. The 

pharmaceutical supply market is quite rich, in which 

many enterprises imported from Germany, the US, 

China, France, Belgium, India, etc. Import turnover 

of pharmaceutical materials and auxiliary materials 

reached USD 419 million, up 1.7% yoy. The cooperation 

progress between Vietnamese pharmaceutical 

enterprises and foreign partners continued to be 

delayed due to travel restrictions, hindering the 

progress of high-standard factory evaluation and 

approval of the technology transfer process. In 

addition, M&A activities in the pharmaceutical industry 

continued to be active, as shown by the presence of 

big names in the world pharmaceutical industry in 

most domestic enterprises.

AT DHG PHARMA

Global standards

The spread of the 
pandemic

Global supply chain

Growth drivers

Resource costs and risks

Demand of customers 
and consumers

Expectations from stakeholders

THE FUTURE MODEL OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY THAT 
DHG PHARMA NEEDS TO PAY ATTENTION TO

The pharmaceutical industry has faced many challenges and changes in 2020 and 2021. The Covid-19 pandemic and 

social distancing have caused many businesses to rethink their business approach in order to ensure the overcome of 

shortages and supply constraints.

These changes are encouraged to adopt innovative methods to move forward. Here are the future models for the 

pharmaceutical industry that DHG Pharma needs to pay attention to:

$

Investing in 

improving product 

quality is a vital task

Strictly managing 

the distribution 

system – the key to 

the expansion and 

development

Digital 

transformation 

Changes in 

demographics 

and consumer 

demand

Development of 

the E-commerce 

channel
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FACTORS AFFECT THE SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT AT DHG PHARMA



ORIENTATION FOR THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 
AT DHG PHARMA 

Cultural 
integration

Technical 
integration

Global production 
standard 

integration

Improvement of 
product value 

Quality of 
product research

Transfer of 
technology and 

products

Professional 
management 

process

Corporate social 
responsibility  

Compliance of 3C 
principles 

CHANGECOMPLIANCE COMMUNICATION

SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

SCIENTIFIC 
DEVELOPMENT

IMPLEMENTATION 
SOLUTIONS

UPGRADING PRODUCTION LINES   
TO MEET GLOBAL GMP STANDARDS

• Upgrading or investing in the new factory to 

meet global GMP standards.

• Improving labor productivity.

• Transferring technology and expanding exports.

• Effectively managing inventories.

ENHANCING THE VALUE & 
COMPETITIVENESS 

OF DHG PHARMA AS A 

MULTINATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY

• Increasing investments in research and 

development of Generic products with high 

potential and high value.

• Continuously improving the distribution system, 

increasing the coverage of key products, and 

increasing coverage in major markets.

• Increasing investments, branding and brands.

STRENGTHENING THE ORGANIZATION 
AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF INTERNAL GOVERNANCE PLATFORM

• Developing and improving the quality of human 

resources with high qualifications, professional 

working style and being ready for globalization. 

Perfecting vacant senior positions.

• Improving internal control and risk management 

in accordance with international standards.

• Adjusting the management system based on 3C 

criteria: Compliance - Change - Communication

• Continuously updating and completing current 

processes/regulations.

• Promoting digital transformation in production 

and business activities.

• Assessing risks and confidentiality of information 

technology.

BEING A SYMBOL OF HUMANITY 
IN CONTRIBUTING TO THE SOCIETY AND 

ENHANCING THE QUALITY OF LIFE

• With the locality: always accompanying the 

locality with practical sponsorship programs 

during pandemic seasons, especially in the field 

of health and education.

• With the inhabitants: always caring for and 

helping them to proactively heighten the health-

care awareness for themselves and their families 

in a scientific and economic manner.

INTEGRATED 
DEVELOPMENT

3C

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES (Cont.)
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE OF DHG PHARMA

Economic development accompanied with environmental protection and the harmonization of the interests 

of stakeholders is always a matter of concern to DHG Pharma. Therefore, the sustainable governance process 

is regularly evaluated and reviewed based on the direction of the BOD and the dialogue process between 

DHG Pharma and stakeholders. An effective management process will ensure the progress of solutions and 

consistency in strategies and directions for sustainable development.

There are 5 steps in DHG Pharma’s sustainability management process:

ORIENTATION

DISCLOSURE

The BOD is responsible for identifying priorities in the Company’s sustainable operations, 

directing and issuing strategies and orientations on issues related to the Company’s 

sustainable development. These strategic directions are realized by objectives and action 

plans to implement the sustainable development strategy. At the same time, the BOD will 

supervise the implementation of the strategy, ensuring that DHG Pharma’s operations comply 

with the provisions of the law, the Charter, and the internal regulations of DHG Pharma.

ESTABLISHMENT AND MONITORING 

Sustainability is one of the core elements of DHG Pharma’s strategy. The General Director and 

the BOM are responsible for developing and submitting to the BOD the goals and action 

plans for sustainable development of DHG Pharma. Sustainable development strategies, 

goals and plans will be specifically oriented and implemented throughout the Company. 

The General Director and the BOM are also responsible for urging and supervising the 

implementation of the plan, ensuring the achievement of the goals.

EXECUTION

IMPLEMENTATION

Under Sectors and departments level, the sustainable development plan is implemented 

and realized in accordance with the direction of the General Director and the BOM, ensuring 

consistency in activities. In addition, leaders of the departments/boards are entitled to 

propose sustainable development orientations at the functional level.

Employees perform specific daily tasks related to the Company’s sustainable development 

goals, and fully comply with international frameworks and practices on sustainable 

development.

The Sustainable Development Report is developed to evaluate and disclose information about 

the Company’s performance in terms of environmental and social aspects, in addition to 

information on financial performance and management. The content of the report demonstrates 

DHG Pharma’s responsibility and commitment to sustainable development to stakeholders 

regarding the Company’s activities.

01

02

03

04

05

DHG Pharma builds and operates an internal control system according to the model of three lines 

of defense in accordance with COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organization) guidelines in order 

to improve the Company’s ability to achieve its goals. It is aimed to ensure the effectiveness and 

efficiency of its operations, reliability of financial statements in accordance with legal and internal 

regulations. A well-organized and well-functioning internal control system helps the Company 

protect its assets, reputation, values, and maintain and expand the effectiveness of investors.

INTERNAL CONTROL 

1 ST LINE 2 ND LINE 3 RD LINE

OPERATION

• Funtional 

clusters, sections.

• Departments, 

divisions, units.

• Branches, central 

warehouses.

COMPLIANCE

• Internal Control 

and Risk 

Management 

Department.

ASSURANCE, 
CONSULTANT

• Inspection, 

internal audit.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
AUDIT COMMITTEE

EX
TE

RN
A

L 
A

U
D

IT

ST
AT

E 
A

G
EN

CI
ES

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
RISK MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

CO
O

RD
IN

AT
E

AUDIT

DHG Pharma rolled out an operating framework throughout the internal control 

system including 05 components and 17 principles following the orientations of 

COSO. It helps the Company approach good practices in corporate governance and 

risk management in all areas and aspects of operations and governance.
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General Meeting of 
Shareholders 

Board of Directors 

Board of Management 

Audit Committee

Internal Audit

RM Department

RM Council

Risk owner

In 2021, the Covid-19 pandemic continues to ravage with new waves of infection, increasingly dangerous variations 

and increasingly serious effects on all aspects of socio-economic life. Risk management continues to strengthen as 

an effective means to help DHG Pharma adapt, flexibly and safely respond to the Covid-19 pandemic with an anti-

pandemic mindset in the direction of risk management to ensure operations business continuity and sustainable 

development.

Risk management is increasingly focused and applied to all aspects of the Company’s operations, helping the 

Company to have flexible and timely management solutions and stay on track to achieve plans and goals.

RISK MANAGEMENT RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE OF THE COMPANY

RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

CONTINUOUS 
PROCESS

Monitor

 Objective
 setting

Identify
risks

Measure
risks

Examine
Solutions

Confirmation layer Management layer

Implementation layer Guarantee report layer

Risk report channel

Information exchange/ 

RM coordination

Risk report channel

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (Cont.)
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MANAGEMENT OF CRITICAL RISKS

NO. RISK NAME RISK DESCRIPTION RISK TRENDS 

1 Domestic market competition
Not promptly prepare and address the competitive pressure 

from competitors in the market.

The competitive trend is increasing, and the risk of competitive pressure is assessed at a high level. 

The main solution is diversifying and differentiating products, and at the same time strengthening the 

implementation and application of quality standards for factories.

2 Raw materials for production
Not promptly and sufficient supply raw materials for production 

at reasonable costs.

The risk of not providing materials in time tends to increase when travelling is restricted between 

regions and localities. Therefore, an important measure is to be proactive in the procurement process 

and develop diverse channels for purchasing raw materials.

3 Product quality assurance Products delivered to end-users do not guarantee its quality.

Product quality is always the first concern and focus of the company. Therefore, in addition to ensuring 

stable product quality, the Company also regularly checks and evaluates product quality and conducts 

risk assessment before applying new technology or implementing changes that affect product quality.

4 Information security
Risk of system disruption and loss of important information to 

the outside.

Since the Covid-19 pandemic took place, the trend of remote working has become popular. However, 

there is also a potential risk of information security. Therefore, the enhancement of implementation of 

solutions to improve control points in IT and training communication to improve user knowledge are 

the two core solutions and are executed throughout the operation process.

5
Maintain a high-quality 

labor force

Loss of high-quality personnel without appropriate and timely 

replacements.

High-quality personnel are an important factor, contributing to the sustainable development of DHG Pharma. 

Over the years, in order to control this risk, the Company has always improved its remuneration policy in 

order to attract and retain employees, and at the same time, develop a human resource plan, focusing on 

training, especially the successors to get ready to meet the changing requirements of the Company.

6 Business continuity plan
Inability to maintain business continuity when serious risk events 

occur, or at a high cost.

Building an effective business continuity plan (BCP) helps the Company minimize adverse impacts on 

production and business activities, especially in the context of complicated and unpredictable Covid-19. 

The Company regularly updates information, checks, reviews and updates appropriate adjustments to 

help the Company's operations not be interrupted.

7
Compliance with HSE 

regulations

Failure to timely detect and prevent violations of HSE regulations 

(Health, Safety and Environment).

Risks to health, safety, and the environment always contain unexpected factors. Therefore, the Company 

always maintains training and inspects the implementation and compliance of HSE: Periodic training 

and practice on HSE, Fire prevention and rescue; measuring the working environment, checking the 

operation and efficiency of environmental treatment equipment, etc.

8
Fluctuations in exchange rate & 

interest rate

Exchange rate & interest rate negatively fluctuate for business 

activities.

The Covid-19 pandemic on a global scale is still complicated. However, by strictly managing import and 

export plans in terms of implementation time as well as payment terms to establish foreign currency 

demand and reserves; Regularly updating and forecasting exchange rate fluctuations to balance 

demand and adjusting plans have helped the Company control this risk stably.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (Cont.)
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PLANS FOR RISK MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES IN 2022

In order to bring risk management activities to become more and more applicable in daily work and become an 

indispensable part, helping DHG Pharma ensure the achievement of its goals and the risk management system also 

reached a new level of maturity. The 2022 operational plan contain the following main tasks: 

CONTROL OF THE COMPANY – LEVEL DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 

The governance-control document system is one of the important document systems that create an Integrity, 

Transparency, Ethics and Compliance control environment. Similar to the principles of building a control system 

at DHG Pharma, the documents are established on the principles that are material, appropriate and feasible for the 

Company. The appropriate authority will be responsible for content definition, approval and implementation.

CONTENTS APPROVAL 
COMPETENCE

DOCUMENT 
HIERARCHY

1ST LEVEL INTERNAL 
DOCUMENTS

• Charter is the basic document stipulating issues related to the 

organization, management, and operation of the Company.

• The Internal Regulation on Corporate Governance is a document 

that prescribes the basic principles of corporate governance to 

protect the legitimate rights and interests of shareholders, and 

establish standards of ethical behavior, profession and relationship 

between members of the BOD, BOM and managers of the 

Company. At the same time, it stipulates the order and procedures 

for issuing decisions in the Company in order to deal with risks and 

damages for the Company.

• Other equivalent documents.

• General 

Meeting of 

shareholders 

Reviewing and updating 

the risk portfolio periodically 

in line with the Company’s 

operational strategy, 

focusing on the key risks 

that affect the achievement 

of the Company’s strategic 

goals.

Continuing to combine 

with internal audit 

activities based 

on risks to ensure 

consistent connection, 

optimization on 

assessment results with 

the most reasonable 

cost and resources.

Reviewing and 

adjusting/updating 

the appropriate 

risk management 

policy and process 

for each period.

Building and developing 

a specific quantitative 

system of criteria - risk 

measurement parameters, 

dividing them down to 

levels and determining 

specific measurement and 

calculation methods for 

each assessed risk.

Researching, 

evaluating 

and updating 

automation tools 

and software 

to upgrade risk 

management 

activities.

1 2 3 4 5

DOCUMENT 
HIERARCHY

APPROVAL 
COMPETENCE

CONTENTS

• Managers • Instructions are detailed instruction documents, 

how-to-perform, technical requirements mentioned 

in a specific process or activity.

• Handbooks are documents that collect things to 

remember, points to note when performing one or 

several professions or undertaking a position.

• Other documents for the purpose of guiding and 

performing operations in Units. 

• GMP Quality Manual is a document describing the 

Company’s quality management system.

• Regulations are documents that prescribe specific 

issues to implement the contents specified in 

Regulations and stipulate other issues under the 

responsibility of Units. Regulations can also be 

promulgated and have specific names in accordance 

with provisions of law.

• General Director signs 
for promulgation. 

• Chief Operating 
Officer reviews.

3RD LEVEL 
INTERNAL 

DOCUMENTS

• Processes/Procedures are documents describing 

the implementation and operation process of one 

or several Units/Individuals to create products or 

services. Processes are described by flowcharts, 

interpreting flowcharts and forms in a certain order 

from creation to completion in order to perform the 

operation in accordance with the functions and tasks 

of Units/Individuals.

• Functional/job descriptions are documents 

describing the duties, obligations, responsibilities 

and authorities of the specific work unit/position.

Specifically applicable to:

• Processes: applied in 

accordance with the 

Internal Document 

Control Process.

• Procedures, job 

description: applied 

in accordance with 

Document Control 

Procedures.

4TH LEVEL 
INTERNAL 

DOCUMENTS

5TH LEVEL 
INTERNAL 

DOCUMENTS

• Internal management regulation is a document 

that sets out the principles, standards and general 

strategic regulations of the Company in the short or 

long term and other equivalent documents.

• BOD2ND LEVEL 
INTERNAL 

DOCUMENTS

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (Cont.)
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ETHICS 
AND INTEGRITY

With the motto:

DHG PHARMA CONSIDERS THIS MOTTO AS THE KEY TARGET 
THAT DETERMINES DHG PHARMA’S SUSTAINABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT.

LET DHG PHARMA ESSENCE 
BE THE COMPANY PRIDE

DHG Pharma continues to strengthen and promote DHG PHARMA’S CULTURAL IDENTITY 
to ensure that all DHG Pharma’s employees strictly abide by the Company’s regulations, 
understand and perform in the spirit that 

“ EACH MEMBER IS AN 
AMBASSADOR OF DHG PHARMA”  

who always creates the best impression when working with partners and customers as well 
as provokes their interest and goodwill in cooperation with DHG Pharma.

DHG PHARMA IS COMMITTED TO BECOME A REPUTABLE AND PROFESSIONAL 
COMPANY, GUIDED BY THE RIGHT AND APPROPRIATE POLICIES AND LED BY 
THE APPROPRIATE FUNDAMENTAL ETHICAL PRINCIPLES.

Complying with the constitution 

and the laws of Vietnam as well 

as in all jurisdiction in which the 

Company operates and bears 

the responsibility for its non-

compliance acts. 

Complying with rules and 

regulations issued by the 

Company and further ensure 

that all these documents are in 

compliance with the laws.

Ensuring information 

confidentiality, and 

effectively managing, 

utilizing and protecting 

assets of the Company.

Optimizing and increasing 

values added for all 

stakeholders but still ensure 

that these profits cannot 

compromise its moral values.

Performing social 

responsibility as a mandatory 

requirement for all members 

of the Company.

Ensuring fair competition 

on the principles of honesty, 

equality, and not invading 

benefits of the State, 

community, and consumers.

Treating customers and 

consumers as the most 

important and privileged 

stakeholders because they are 

indispensable to the success of 

the Company.

Viewing employees as valuable 

assets - a crucial resource 

that needs training, caring, 

respecting and treating fairly. 

Respecting the intellectual 

property of competitors, 

customers, partners, suppliers, 

etc.
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EMPLOYEES’ 
HONORED MORAL 

VALUES

RESPONSIBILITY

PROFESSIONALISM

CREATIVITY

LOYALTY

DEDICATION

PRIORITY ON THE 
COMPANY’S BENEFITS 

SOLIDARITY - LOVING 
- SHARING

RESPECT AND GRATITUDE PAID TO 
THOSE WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPANY

CULTURE OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Doing your best when at work. When problems arise, take 
personal accountability first.

If a plan does not work, make 
a new plan, never change your 
goals.

Getting together we commence, 
Sticking together we progress, 
Working together we succeed.

3
RIGHTEOUS 
COMPONENTS

Righteous Regulations

Righteous Processes

Righteous Standards
3
-NOT EXPERT

Not know how

Not be able

Not care
3
PRINCIPLES

Truth

Honesty

Usefulness

ETHICS 
AND INTEGRITY (Cont.)
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Always complying with Never becoming “3-not expert” In all cases, focusing on

CULTURE OF COMPLIANCE 



CODE OF CONDUCTS WITH 
STAKEHOLDERS

Behavioral culture in the enterprise is a premise to create a 

close and sustainable connection between individuals in an 

organization, contributing to the success of the enterprise in 

all business fields. Understanding the behavior culture as well 

as applying the right code of conduct will contribute to the 

establishment of a friendly, united and highly effective working 

environment.

Behavioral culture will determine the image, identity and 

even life cycle of the enterprise. Because each individual in 

the organization has a unique personality, it is not easy to 

harmonize and connect them.

DHG PHARMA’S STAKEHOLDERS

CUSTOMERS

SHAREHOLDERS, 

INVESTORS
EMPLOYEES

SUPPLIERS

GOVERNMENT 

AGENCIES 

M
ED

IA
 A

ND
 

PR
ES

S

COMMUNITY 

CUSTOMERS

SHAREHOLDERS 
AND INVESTORS

“OUR HIGHEST COMMITMENTS ARE QUALITY, 
SAFETY, AND EFFECTIVENESS”

The Company always refrains 

from deceiving customers, 

consumers about the quality 

and safety of products as 

well as the truthfulness of the 

advertisements, promotions.

The Company implements the 

policy of reasonable prices, 

healthy competition. Ensuring 

that the price justifies the 

value of products and services.

Not providing, sharing 

business information 

of customers with their 

competitors.

Handling inquiries and 

complaints about the 

product through the 

customer consultation 

hotline, the sales staff of the 

Company. 

Not providing or using 

internal information to 

advise or sell securities 

as well as not creating 

fake demand and 

supply.

Disclosing information 

transparently, accurately, 

truthfully, fully, clearly and 

in a timely manner.

Ensuring equal investment 

opportunities for all 

investors.

Maintaining effective 

communication channels.  

Not disclosing confidential 

information of investors 

and shareholders.
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Ensuring full benefits and the legitimate rights of employees.

Creating a working environment for unity, competition, emulation.

Do not use child labor, illegal labor.

Showing the most profound respect to the individual rights 
of workers, their religious preferences.

Committing to fair and equal treatment for employees.

EMPLOYEES

“OUR WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS ARE WITH 
RESPONSIBILITY, COOPERATION, AND PROMOTION”

SUPPLIERS

Ensuring fair and transparent competition 

between suppliers.

Not disclosing classified information of suppliers to 

their competitors.

Never taking advantages of individuals’ positions to ask 

for “commission” or gifts for personal gain.

“TAKE THE COMMUNITY BENEFITS TO CENTER UPON 
AT THE START OF ALL ACTIVITIES”

GOVERNMENT 
AGENCIES 

MEDIA AND PRESS

COMMUNITY

Not performing illegal acts.

Not committing acts of bribery.

Fulfilling tax obligations and contributing 

to the local budgets.

Establishing relationships on the principles of equality 

with accurate, complete, clear, legal information.

Assigning a person in charge of information exchange 

and disclosure.

Dedication to high quality products.

Taking “Care and Share” as a criterion for 

community activities.

CODE OF CONDUCTS WITH 
STAKEHOLDERS (Cont.)
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

GENERAL MANAGMENT METHOD 

DHG Pharma reaches out to stakeholders through multiple interactive channels and various forms. We always find out 

the aspirations and interests of our stakeholders so that we can ensure that the Company’s activities become more and 

more effective, especially effective economic growth, corporate governance, development of human resources, and 

environmental protection.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS

ASSESSING LEVELS OF PRIORITY FOR 
STAKEHOLDERS

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

CONSIDER IDENTIFIED BENEFITS 
AND EXPECTATIONS

• The Company’s stakeholders include 

various organizations and individuals 

who have ‘relations’ (or “benefits”) to the 

Company’s operations.

• These might include those who are 

positively or negatively affected by 

the Company’s activities in some way 

or are likely to affect the Company’s 

operations.

• We always look forward to listening 

to stakeholders’ expectations through 

direct or indirect means of dialogue in 

an effort to bring the highest values 

and benefits to the stakeholders.

• We classify, prioritize stakeholders based 

on their impact and influence on the 

Company’s business activities. 

• We develop a cohesive plan for most of 

the stakeholders based on classifcation 

results, then establish mechanisms, 

procedures to access the feedback and 

concerns.

• Maintaining effective interaction and 

dialogue with the stakeholders based 

on trust, transparency and consistency 

in all activities of DHG Pharma, and 

also promoting ethical standards and 

DHG Pharma’s corporate culture.

1 2

3 4

Step 01

Step 02

Step 03

Step 04

DHG PHARMA’S IMPORTANT STAKEHOLDERS ARE IDENTIFIED AS FOLLOWS

CUSTOMERS

SHAREHOLDERS 
AND INVESTORS

EMPLOYEES THE GOVERNMENT 
AND GOVERNMENT 

AGENCIES

MEDIA AND 
PRESS

COMMUNITY 

SUPPLIERS AND 
PARTNERS

HIGH

HIGH LOW

The Government 
and government 
agencies

Media and Press

Customers 

Employees

Suppliers and 
partners 

Shareholders and 
Investors

Community 

DEPEND ON DHG PHARMA

IM
PA

C
T 

O
N

 D
H

G
 P

H
A

RM
A
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Involvement of stakeholders in policies and activities of DHG Pharma

DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Commitment to product quality is the top criterion. 

• Continuous improvement of technology and modern 

production lines.

• Strict control by the closed process of product safety.

• Promotion of product research and development.

• Expansion of distribution channel nationwide. 

• Responses to customers’ questions and organization of 

conferences, seminars, etc.

• Improvement of brand reputation through prestigious 

awards.

• IT application in distribution process, managing the 

number of products sold and the inventory in all 

distributors, agents and pharmacies nationwide.

CONCERNS

• Product quality, efficiency, safety level .

• Diversified product portfolio.

• Reasonable prices. 

• Brand reputation.

• Wholehearted customer service. 

• Application of IT in sales support.

CONTACT CHANNELS

• Face to face meetings, information exchange via mobile/email

• Seminars, conferences, health care talk shows

• Customer care and hotline

• DHG Pharma’s website, social media: facebook, forum...

• Market research

CUSTOMERS

DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Effective use of invested capital. 

• Completion of management model, tightening 

risk control and improvement of the efficiency of 

production and business activities.

• Transparent information disclosure.

• Guarantee of high and fair dividends for shareholders 

and investors.

CONCERNS

• Business performances. 

• Effective use of invested capital.

• Governance capability. 

• Information transparency. 

• Stock market cap and enterprise value. 

• Dividend.

CONTACT CHANNELS

• Quarterly face to face meetings or per request

• Via email

• Annual/Extraordinary general meetings of shareholders, general 

meeting by solicitation of shareholders

• DHG Pharma’s website

SHAREHOLDERS AND INVESTORS  

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (Cont.) 
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DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Performing “Take responsibility, cooperation, and 

promotion as driving force for our actions”.

• Organizing internal and external trainings to improve 

employees’ professional level. 

• Creating the best conditions for capacity development 

and promotion opportunities.

• Applying training app for leaders, sales force and all 

employees via Magic Mirror App.

• Properly executing compensation and welfare policies for 

every position, role and responsibility. 

• Evaluating employees’ competence via KPI and 

competence framework.

CONCERNS  

• A comfortable working environment 

without discrimination.

• Training policies and development 

opportunities.

• Bonus and welfare policies.

• Care for employees’ material and 

spiritual life.

• Assessment of employees’ competence 

in a fair, objective and scientific manner. 

CONTACT CHANNELS

• DHG Pharma’s website, mobile, email...

• Face to face meetings, information exchange with the 

Company’s union

• Internal training programs

• Internal programs: Labor conference, the 

Company’s traditional days, year-end party, family 

day, International Women Day, sports, music 

performances. etc

• Employee’s surveys on the working environment

• General Director’s mailbox

• Quarterly, 6-month/ yearly review conferences

EMPLOYEES  

DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Mutual development principles. 

• Utilizing raw materials efficiently, operating modern 

production systems and processes to ensure the best 

product quality.

• Ensuring large and stable demands for raw material suppliers.

• Prioritizing suppliers meeting the requirements of 

management, progress, compliance with law, commitment 

to environmental and social responsibilities.

CONCERNS  

• Cooperation for mutual development. 

• Raw materials quality and price. 

• Specific requirements for projects invested 

by the Company and environmental, 

social issues, especially in the location 

where the factories are located.

• Criteria for suppliers about their 

environmental and social responsibilities.

CONTACT CHANNELS

• Face to face meetings, information exchange 

via mobile/email

• Information in paper such as bidding price, raw 

materials cost

• Conferences and programs connecting and 

improving relationships with suppliers

SUPPLIERS AND PARTNERS

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (Cont.) 
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DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Strict compliance with applicable law. 

• Fulfilling tax obligations to the government annually.

• Providing high-quality products and committing to 

the ethics and business principles.

• Resolving employment issues and supporting the local 

economic improvement.

• Corporate governance towards sustainable 

development, minimizing impacts on the environment 

and society.

CONCERNS  

• Law compliance.

• Tax obligations to the government 

budget.

• Responsible business and production 

activities for consumers’ health, 

environment, and society.

• Creating jobs and increasing income 

for local people.

CONTACT CHANNELS

• Factory visits and checks

• Reports and enquiries for instructions

• Participation in conferences, seminars in terms of Medical sector, tax, 

etc organized by the government and Ministerial level authorities

• Participation in relevant organizations and associations

THE GOVERNMENT

DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Taking the initiative in information disclosure 

through conferences, press releases, articles, 

news, etc. 

• Increasing the amount of information sent to 

the press through press releases and sending 

in-depth analysis articles to the press.

CONCERNS  

• Information disclosure in accordance 

with regulations, promptly and 

transparently. 

• Information exchange with the news 

agency clearly, accurately about the 

activities of the Company and the 

industry.

CONTACT CHANNELS

• Information disclosure, press conference

• Interview and press release

• DHG Pharma’s website

• Social media: facebook, youtube, etc

• DHG Pharma’s news

CONTACT CHANNELS

• Face to face meeting

• Medical consulting seminars and 

examinations

• Coordination with local authorities

• Press

DHG PHARMA’S ACTIONS

• Supporting the local economy, contributing to 

improve the lives of local people.

• Contributing to the local community in various forms.

• Organizing numerous health care activities, 

consultation conferences. 

• Strictly following environmental regulations, especially 

in the location where factories are located.

• Making sustainable development become an 

operating target.

CONCERNS  

• Creating jobs and increasing income 

for local people.

• Offering consultancy activities to 

improve public health.

• Implementing methods to minimize 

environmental impacts. 

MEDIA AND PRESS

COMMUNITY 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (Cont.) 
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IDENTIFYING MATERIAL ASPECTS

MATERIAL ASPECTS 

GRI - 200
ECONOMY

GRI - 400

SOCIETY 

GRI 202

Market 

Presence

GRI 206 

Anti-competitive 

behavior

GRI 207 

Tax

GRI - 300
ENVIRONMENT

GRI 303 

Water and 

effluents

GRI 306

Waste

GRI 307 

Environmental 

Compliance

GRI 417 

Marketing 

and labeling

GRI 416 

Customer 

Health and 

Safety

GRI 405 

Diversity – 

Equality

GRI 406 

Non-

discrimination 

GRI 419

Socioeconomic 

compliance 

GRI 404 

Training and 

Education

GRI 402

Labor/

Management 

Relations

GRI 407

Freedom of 

association

GRI 403 

Occupational 

Health and 

Safety

GRI 401

Employment

GRI 408 

Child Labor 
GRI 409 

Forced Labor
GRI 413 

Local 

Communities

GRI 418 

Customer 

privacy

GRI 301

Materials

GRI 302 

Energy

GRI 201 

Economic 

Performance

GRI 203 

Indirect 

Economic 

Impacts

GRI 205 

Anti-corruption

GRI 204 

Procurement 

Practices
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+ STAKEHOLDER CONCERNS

+ 
IM

PA
C

T 
O

N
 D

H
G

 P
H

A
R

M
A

T

Low Medium

High

High Customer Health 
and Safety

Child Labor

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

Education and Training

Occupational safety and health

Economic PerformanceMaterials

Waste

Energy

Local Communityt

Socio-Economic Compliance
Labor/Management Relations

Tax
EmploymentCustomer Privacy

Freedom of Association

Non-discrimination

Anti-Corruption

Market Presence

Marketing and Labeling

Anti-Unfair Competition

Indirect Economic Impact
Environmental 
Compliance

Water and Effluents

Forced Labor

Procurements Practices

IDENTIFYING MATERIAL ASPECTS (Cont.)

Upon completion of the report, DHG Pharma shall review all reporting contents, especially focusing on feedback from 

stakeholders. In addition, the Company proposes to internal stakeholders to check whether the report provides a 

comprehensive and balanced picture of the impacts of sustainable development that the Company has made. Thereby 

these parties shall recommend a process for drawing out the content that reflects the purpose of Reporting Principles 

on defined critical areas, as well as the effectiveness, achievements and limitations of 2021, creating the premise for 

improving the goals and strategies for sustainable development in the coming year.

EVALUATION REVIEW 

MATRIX OF MATERIAL ASPECTS 

IDENTIFYING KEY ISSUES THAT HAVE 
MAJOR IMPACTS ON THE ACTIVITIES OF 
THE COMPANY AND STAKEHOLDERS

• Surveying and collecting information 

timely, researching information from 

market reports, reporting the performance 

of domestic and international 

pharmaceutical industry.

• Analyzing assessment reports and 

customer surveys of the Company.

• Basing on the guidelines for developing 

the Sustainable Development Reports.

• Basing on feedback and suggestions by 

stakeholders, especially in the meetings 

with shareholders and investors.

ANALYZING AND IDENTIFYING MATERIAL 
ASPECTS THAT ARE CONCERNED 
MATTERS OF STAKEHOLDERS

• Selecting material aspects that are mostly 

concerned by stakeholders to include in 

the report.

• Evaluation of the Board of Executive and 

relevant parties to ensure the accuracy 

and honesty of the raised issues.

• Identifying material aspects through 

balancing the appropriate interests of 

the stakeholders and the Company’s 

development strategies.

ANALYZING MATERIAL ASPECTS 
IN RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
STAKEHOLDERS

• Developing a matrix of important 

issues “Stakeholder Concerns” and 

“Impacts on DHG Pharma”.

REVIEWING THE APPROVED EVALUATION

• Reviewing material aspects after releasing 

reports and gathering comments and 

feedback from stakeholders.

As for material aspects, DHG Pharma identifies the management method based on the context of the 

domestic and international pharmaceutical industry, feedback and concerns of related parties. 

DHG Pharma identifies material aspects in the relationship between the economy, society, environment and 

the Company’s business, thereby shaping the strategy, ensuring sustainable development in the long term.

PRINCIPLES

PROCEDURES TO IDENTIFY MATERIALS ASPECTS
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RESULTS IN IMPLEMENTING 17 SUSTAINABLE                                                                                         
DEVELOPMENT GOALS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) have been adopted by the United Nations, which is an urgent call for global 
efforts to end poverty and hunger, protect the environment and climate, and to build a 

better future for everyone.

Based on the contents of 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations, 
DHG Pharma analyzed and selected the goals to include in the Company’s orientation.

DHG PHARMA HAS GIVEN PRIORITY TO THE 
FOLLOWING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Quality 

education

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Good health and 

well-being

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Decent work and 
economic growth

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Responsible 

consumption and 
production

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Partnership for the goals

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Industry, Innovation 
and Infrastructure

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Affordable and 

clean energy

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
No poverty

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Zero 

hunger

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Gender equality

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Reduced inequality

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Clean water 

and sanitation

DHG PHARMA HAS BEEN CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
FOLLOWING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Climate action

RESULTS IN IMPLEMENTING 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS 



ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2021 TOWARDS MATERIAL ASPECTS
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OrientationMaterial aspects Achievements in 2021

Maintaining the leading position in 
Vietnam Pharmaceutical Industry.

Improving brand value, maintaining 
Top 50 leading brands in Vietnam.

Ensuring the quality of life for 
employees and their families to 

be above the average level.

Ensuring DHG Pharma’s operations 
are public and transparent. 

Economic Performance

Market Presence

• Maintained the leading position in Vietnam pharmaceutical industry for 
25 consecutive years in terms of sales and profit.
 » Net sales: VND 4,003 billion
 » Profit before tax: VND 864 billion

• Top 50 leading brands in Vietnam voted by Forbes Vietnam Magazine.

• The minimum income of DHG Pharma’s employees is 5 times higher than 
the minimum wage in the compared localities. 

• The Company did not record any violations related to corruption.

GRI 201

Creating decent jobs;

Maximizing enterprise values and 
increasing interests of stakeholders.

Indirect Economic Impacts

• Created jobs: nearly 2,700 employees nationwide.

• Dividend payment in 2021: VND 457.6 billion
• Total transaction value with suppliers: VND 5,230 billion
• Contribution to the community: > VND 19 billion

GRI 203

GRI 202

Searching for sources of raw 
materials, packaging with 

competitive quality and prices.
Procurement Practices

• Raw materials are always carefully reviewed by DHG Pharma and chosen 
from reputable suppliers in the world and in Vietnam.

• Each material of DHG Pharma has 2-3 suppliers.
GRI 204

Anti-corruptionGRI 205

Ensuring competition and fairness.

Contributing to the State budget;

Complying with tax laws.

Anti-competitive behavior

Tax

• All transactions, external relations, business activities, and other activities 
were closely monitored to ensure that DHG Pharma’s development goals 
are on track.

• Contribution to the government budget:  VND 311 billion
• Total contribution to the government budget in the last 5 years: VND 1,408 

billion

GRI 206

GRI 207

THE UNITED NATION STANDARDS

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Responsible 

Consumption and 
Production

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Partnerships 
for the Goals

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Decent Work and 
Economic Growth 

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Industry, Innovation 
and Infrastructure 

ECONOMY

RESULTS IN IMPLEMENTING 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS (Cont.)
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THE UNITED NATION 
STANDARDS

OrientationMaterial aspects Achievements in 2021

The Company’s activities are always 
associated with protecting the 

environment, saving raw materials, 
using clean technology machines and 

equipment.

Using energy efficiently and 
economically during production and 

daily operation.

Promoting initiatives, efficiency 
savings and waste reduction.

Materials
• Quantity of raw materials: 3,004 tons

• Electricity bills: VND 46 billion
• Total electricity consumption: 26,409,650 Kwh/year

GRI 301

EnergyGRI 302

Water and EffluentsGRI 303

WasteGRI 306

• DHG Pharma did not record any violations of environmental laws.Environmental ComplianceGRI 307

ENVIRONMENT 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Clean Water 

and Sanitation

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Affordable and 
Clean Energy

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Climate Action

• Water bills: VND 2.3 billion
• Total water consumption: 242,294 m3/year
• Wastewater recycled rate: 7.9%
• Wastewater treatment fee: VND 1.36 bllion/year
• In 2021, the Science and Technology Committee at DHG Pharma received 

141 ideas and improvements.

• Hazadous waste decreased by 17% compared to 2020. 

• Total hazadouse waste treatment: VND 740 million

RESULTS IN IMPLEMENTING 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS (Cont.)
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OrientationMaterial aspects Achievements in 2021

Maintaining and improving the quality 
of activities and programs caring 

about employees’ health and lives.
Employment

Occupational Health and Safety

Labor/Management Relations

Training and Education

Local Communities

Marketing and labeling

Customer privacy

Socioeconomic compliance

Ensure a safe working and production 
environment.

Minimum notice period for changes 
in operations.

• 100% of employees were offered periodic health check-ups.

• The Company complied with labor safety regulations.

• The labor collective agreement was consulted by all employees in the 
Company before signing.

Training human resources with 
expertise, skills, and being able to 
adapt to changes in science and 

technology.

• Total training hours: 70,466 hours
• Cost of training: nearly VND 1 billion
• Total number of training courses: 68 courses with 2,677 trainees

All employees are treated equally; 
Developing capacity assessment 
framework for each job position; 

Improving the quality of Union activities.

• Female employees accounted for 41%.
• 18% senior leaders are female. 

• 100% of employees provided comments on collective labor agreement and 
democratic regulations.

Training cultural identity and 
educating community awareness;

Providing knowledge about disease 
prevention, safe and effective use of 

products;

Continuing the free medical 
examinations and medicine program;

⦁Maintaining the Youth Union’s 
activities such as visiting the elderly, 
orphans and disabled children, etc.

• Contributed to the community: > VND 19 billion
• In 2021, DHG Pharma organized 13 free medical examinations and medicine 

for nearly 6,600 participants nationwide. Due to Covid 19, DHG Pharma 
converted this program into sponsorship programs for Covid-19 Hospitals, 
field hospitals nationwide (30 programs). 

• Monthly ordered necessities according to the needs of the supported units 
and centers.

⦁No use of child labor;

No forced or compulsory labor.

• DHG Pharma did not use child labor and did not mistreat, coerce or force its 
employees.

• DHG Pharma did not record any violations related to product information 
and labeling of DHG Pharma.

• DHG Pharma did not record any violations related to customer privacy.

• DHG Pharma always complies with laws and regulations in the economic 
and social fields.

GRI 401

GRI 403

GRI 402

GRI 404

Diversity – Equality – Non-discrimination – 
Freedom of association

GRI 405

GRI 406

GRI 407

GRI 408
Child Labor - Forced Labor

GRI 409

GRI 413

Customer Health and Safety

⦁Promoting the application of 
information technology in management;

Promoting product development and 
research.

• 02 production lines meeting Japan - GMP standard.

• 100% of infrastructure was evaluated and checked annually.
GRI 416

GRI 417

GRI 418

GRI 419

THE UNITED NATION 
STANDARDS

All products must be labeled before 
launching to market.

Confidentiality of customer 
information.

Compliance with laws and regulations 
in the economic and social fields.

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Good health and 

well-being

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
No poverty

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Quality education

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Zero hunger

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Gender equality

 

GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
CÁC MỤC TIÊU

GIẢM BẤT
BÌNH ĐẲNG

ĐÔ THỊ & CỘNG ĐỒNG
BỀN VỮNG

TIÊU DÙNG 
& SẢN XUẤT 
CÓ TRÁCH NHIỆM

HÀNH ĐỘNG ỨNG
PHÓ VỚI BIẾN ĐỔI
KHÍ HẬU

TÀI NGUYÊN 
NƯỚC

TÀI NGUYÊN
ĐẤT

 
Reduced inequality

 GIÁO DỤC
CHẤT LƯỢNG

BÌNH ĐẲNG 
GIỚI

NƯỚC SẠCH
& VỆ SINH

NĂNG LƯỢNG SẠCH
& BỀN VỮNG

VIỆC LÀM ĐÀNG 
HOÀNG & TĂNG 
TRƯỞNG KINH TẾ

CÔNG NGHIỆP,
ĐỔI MỚI & CƠ SỞ
HẠ TẦNG

XÓA NGHÈO
KHÔNG CÒN
NẠN ĐÓI

CUỘC SỐNG
KHỎE MẠNH

17 MỤC TIÊU
PHÁT TRIỂN BỀN VỮNG

CỦA LIÊN HỢP QUỐC

HÒA BÌNH, CÔNG
BẰNG & THỂ CHẾ
VỮNG MẠNH

HỢP TÁC ĐỂ
HIỆN THỰC HÓA
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Industry, Innovation 
and Infrastructure

• Employee retention rates: > 95%
• Average income: VND 20.6 million/person/month
• 100% of benefits for maternity, women raising children under 12 months of 

age, etc was guaranteed.

SOCIETY 

RESULTS IN IMPLEMENTING 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS (Cont.)
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EFFICIENT OPERATION

Management method

The Covid-19 pandemic has been affecting many aspects of economic and social life. Therefore, maintaining stable 

operations and business growth is a prerequisite for enterprises to persevere and persistently pursue a long-term 

sustainable development strategy. Therefore, DHG Pharma has proposed flexible safety adaptation measures, improved 

quality and operational efficiency, accelerated digital transformation to fulfill the target set by the General Meeting of 

Shareholders. For many years, DHG Pharma has always maintained its leading position in the pharmaceutical industry in 

Vietnam, contributing hundreds of billions of dong per year to the State budget, and simultaneously paying attractive 

dividends to shareholders.

GRI 201 - Scope of report

GRI 201 - 1: Direct economic value generated and distributed.

GRI 201 - 2: Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change.

GRI 201 - 3: Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans.

GRI 201 - 4: Financial assistance received from government.

GRI 207 - 2: Tax governance, control, and risk management.

The pandemic has been extremely complicated 

and becoming more and more serious. Along 

with the health hazards for people around the 

world, the corona virus also makes businesses 

face challenges, decisions that can be called 

vital for the survival of the business. In the last 

5 years, the enterprise has continuously led 

in the race to innovate technology, people 

and international quality, making practical 

contributions to the process of realizing the goal 

of exporting 1 billion USD of pharmaceutical 

products by 2030 targeted by the Government. 

DHG Pharma has excellently overcome the 

unfavorable factors of the Covid-19 pandemic 

to reach 101% of its net sales plan and 105% of 

its profit before tax plan assigned through the 

General Meeting of Shareholders. As a result, 

the profit after tax reached VND 776 billion, 

increasing by 5% over the same period. This 

is the highest profit in history; however, it also 

creates growth pressure for 2022.
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NET SALES IN 2020 - 2021

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

NET SALES 

in 2021

4,003 VND billion 

INDICATORS UNIT 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Income statement

Net sales VND Billion  4,063    3,882   3,897  3,756    4,003   

Gross profit VND Billion  1,783    1,717   1,712  1,811    1,921   

Profit before tax VND Billion  719    732   713  821    864   

Profit after tax VND Billion  642    651   631  739    776   

Balance sheet

Total assets VND Billion 4,087 4,206 4,147 4,448  4,618   

Current assets VND Billion 2,939 3,148 3,134 3,481  3,727   

Non-currents assets VND Billion 1,148 1,058 1,013 967  890   

Liabilities VND Billion 1,328 1,062 769 879  825   

Owner’s equity VND Billion 2,759 3,144 3,378 3,568  3,793   

Charter capital VND Billion 1,307 1,307 1,307 1,307  1,307   

Cash flow

Net cash inflows from operating activities VND Billion 460 291 838 826  452   

Net cash outflows from investing activities VND Billion -192 -461 -224 -248  46   

Net cash outflows from financing activities VND Billion -322 -304 -620 -575 -528   

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents VND Billion -53 -474 -6 3 -30   

Cash and cash equivalent at the beginning of the period VND Billion 603 550 76 70  73   

Cash and cash equivalent at the end of the period VND Billion 550 76 70 73  43   

  Basic financial ratios

Gross Profit Margin % 43.9% 44.2% 43.9% 48.2% 48.0%

Pre-tax profit margin % 17.7% 18.9% 18.3% 21.9% 21.6%

ROS % 15.8% 16.8% 16.2% 19.7% 19.4%

ROA  % 16.0% 15.7% 15.1% 17.2% 17.1%

ROE % 22.8% 22.1% 19.4% 21.3% 21.1%

 Shares information

Market price at the end of the year VND/share 113,350 79,000 91,500 104,000 113,000

Basic earnings per share VND/share 4,378 4,445 4,668 5,443 5,720

Dividend VND/share 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,000 3,500

Financial highlights 2017 – 2021
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PROFIT AFTER TAX IN 2020 - 2021

In the context that the economy still faces many challenges, DHG Pharma has always retained its position with 

positive profitability indicators. DHG Pharma can achieve it thanks to the effective management of production 

and operation costs.

YEAR 2017 2018 2019 2019* 2020 2020* 2021 2021*

Gross profit margin 43.9 44.2 43.9 44.2 48.2 48.6 48.0 48.4

Before-tax profit margin 17.7 18.9 18.3 19.4 21.9 23.2 21.6 22.9

ROS 15.8 16.8 16.2 17.2 19.7 20.9 19.4 20.6

ROA 16.0 15.7 15.1 16.0 17.2 18.3 17.1 18.2

ROE 22.8 22.1 19.4 20.6 21.3 22.6 21.1 22.4

* The Company changed the allocation of the Bonus and Welfare Fund. Therefore, in order to be equivalent, the data of 2019*, 2020*, 2021* were applied the same accounting 
method with the past figures. (From  2019, the Company changed the recognition method of Bonus and Welfare Fund from profit after tax to expenses). 

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 2017 – 2021 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (Cont.)

PROFIT AFTER TAX 

in 2021

776 VND billion

TAX PAYMENT STRUCTURE IN 2021

TARGET CIT EXEMPTION CIT AT 5% CIT AT 10%

Printing and Packaging Plant in Hau Giang 2014 – 2017 2018 – 2026 2027 – 2028

DHG Pharmaceutical Plant in Hau Giang 2015 – 2018 2019 – 2027 2028 – 2029

ASSISTANCE RECEIVED FROM THE GOVERNMENT & CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
GOVERNMENT’S BUDGET

To encourage investment from enterprises, the State issued preferential investment policies for industrial parks and 

economic zones. At DHG Pharma, the Company also owns DHG Pharmaceutical Plant and Printing and Packaging Plant 

in Hau Giang, which are subject to the above preferential policies. The factory is entitled to a 10% corporate income tax 

rate for 15 years from the commencement date of operation. Specifically, DHG Pharma’s plant is entitled to corporate 

income tax exemption for the first 4 years, 50% reduction for the following 9 years (corporate income tax at the rate of 

5%), and corporate income tax at the rate of 10% for the 2 remaining years.

In 2021, in addition to receiving tax incentives from the State, DHG Pharma strictly complied with tax payments in 

accordance with the provisions of law and the State. The total contribution to the State budget in 2021 was VND 311 

billion. In particular, the contribution to the State budget in Can Tho City and Hau Giang province was VND 145 billion 

and VND 41 billion, respectively. Value-added tax (VAT) accounted for the highest proportion, nearly 50% in the tax 

payment structure. It was followed by corporate income tax (CIT) and personal income tax (PIT). The total contribution 

to the State budget in the last 5 years was VND 1,408 billion.
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OUTSTANDING BENEFITS FOR SHAREHOLDERS AND INVESTORS

SHARE INFORMATION

• Share name: Share of DHG Pharmaceutical JSC

• Share sticker: DHG

• Share exchange: Ho Chi Minh City Stock Exchange

• Charter capital: VND 1,307,460,710,000

• Number of outstanding shares: 130,746,071 shares

DIVIDEND PAYMENT POLICY
Witnessing many difficulties in 2021, many businesses struggled to survive amid the Covid-19 pandemic, so paying 

dividends from 3,000 VND – 4,000 VND/share for many consecutive years is a solid commitment to the shareholders. 

DHG Pharma is also one of the few pharmaceutical companies that bring attractive returns to shareholders. From 2017 

to 2021, more than VND 2,400 billion has been paid to shareholders in cash. 

THE DIVIDENDS OF DHG PHARMA 2017 – 2021 

INVESTOR RELATIONS
DHG Pharma’s Investor Relations Team (IR) plays an essential role in the information disclosure activities, ensuring that 

information is disclosed to the public timely, accurately, and in compliance with applicable law. Simultaneously, IR Team 

acts as a bridge connecting shareholders and the investor community with DHG Pharma, contributing to enhancing 

the position and increasing the value of the Company.

NO. CRITERIA 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

1 Dividend (VND/share) 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,000 3,500

2 Total dividend value (VND billion) 392.2 457.6 523.0 523.0  457.6   

3 % dividend/profit after tax (%) 61.1 70.3 82.8 70.8  58.9   

4 EPS (VND/share) 4,378 4,445 4,668 5,443 5,720

• DHG Pharma always pays full dividends to shareholders 

within 30 days after the approval of the Resolution of 

the BOD/the AGM.

• Dividends for the fiscal year 2020: The Company has 

paid dividends in cash with the rate of 40% par value, 

information disclosure on 20 Apr 2021, record date on 

10 May 2021, payment date on 18 May 2021.

• Dividends for the fiscal year 2021: it is tentatively 

approved by the General Meeting of Shareholders 

(Mar/2022) with a dividend of VND 3,500/share.

• Information on dividends is published within 

24 hours since the issuance of the BOD/AGM 

Resolution. The Company will consider disclosing 

dividend policy on the Company’s website. 

SHAREHOLDER’S TRUCTURE

Taisho (51.01%)

SCIC (43.31%)

Other shareholders  (5.68%)

5.68%

43.31%51.01%

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (Cont.)

In 2021, DHG Pharma excellently surpassed hundreads of listed 

companies to enter the voting round of the Mid Cap group. 

Accordingly, DHG Pharma achieved two award categories at the 

“Vietnam Listed Company Awards 2021” ceremony as follows: 

Top 10 Best Annual Reports and First Prize in the Best Corporate 

Governance Reports. In addition, DHG Pharma was proud to be 

honored in the Top 100 “Vietnam’s Most Sustainable Enterprises 

2021” that reflects the Company’s efforts in jointly promoting 

sustainable development activities in Vietnam.

At DHG Pharma, the information is strictly disclosed by 
DHG Pharma in accordance with the following principles:

• Information disclosure in bilingual language must be 

performed in an accurate, sufficient, clear, and timely 

manner as prescribed on DHG Pharma’s website, the 

State Securities Commission, and the Ho Chi Minh Stock 

Exchange. The aim is to achieve higher international 

standards so that domestic and foreign investors enable 

access information timely and consistently.

• All shareholders and investors have the right to access any 

information disclosed on DHG Pharma’s website under 

the following link: https://www.dhgpharma.com.vn/en/

investor-relations

Important information was informed to shareholders promptly 
and disclosed on the Company’s website in English and 
Vietnamese includes:

• Annual report and Sustainable development report, which 

provide the overall picture of the business situation, major 

changes, development strategies in the short/medium/

long term.

• Notice, meeting materials, minutes/resolutions of the AGM.

• Reports on corporate governance, which are 

periodically carried out 6 months/year provide sufficient 

information on the AGM, the BOD members, meetings, 

and transactions with related stakeholders.

• Quarterly/interim/audited financial statements help 

shareholders capture the latest business results of the 

Company. Financial statements are also reviewed by 

the Audit Committee before being issued to ensure the 

integrity of financial statements.

• Other extraordinary information disclosures such as 

appointment/dismissal of BOM members, functional 

directors, share transaction notices, etc.

• The declaration of conflicts of interest is complied at all 

levels of management.

• In 2021, DHG Pharma performed approximately 20 times 

of information disclosure within the prescribed time 

limit and without prompting or breach of information 

disclosure. 

• Due to Covid-19 pandemic, DHG Pharma limited the 

organization of face-to-face meetings and alternate 

it with online meetings, discussion via email, etc. to 

regularly update operations, business performance, and 

strategies of the Company to shareholders and investors.

Recognizing the role of investor relations activities as an essential part of corporate governance, DHG Pharma 

will continue to promote channels to share information, increase professionalism and enhance the reputation 

of DHG Pharma on the stock market. All towards the goal of sustainable development and creating long-term 

values for shareholders and investors. This is also the vision throughout the entire strategy of the Company.

CONTACT INFORMATION OF THE IR TEAM

Ms. Le Thi Hong Nhung  - Finance Director 

Email: hongnhung@dhgpharma.com.vn

Tel: (8429) 23 891 433 - Ext: 242

Address: 288 Bis Nguyen Van Cu, An Hoa Ward, Ninh Kieu District, Can Tho City
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES BROUGHT BY CLIMATE CHANGE 

Aside from the Covid-19 pandemic, climate change is an 

urgent global challenge and has become a top priority 

of countries and the international community today. 

Climate change has far-reaching economic, political, 

and social impacts and threatens international peace 

and security with rapid acceleration. Climate change is 

disrupting lives, increasing the flow of refugees due to 

the loss of accommodation and the failure of traditional 

ways of life. In addition, climate change causes several 

natural disasters, seriously threatening security factors 

such as human security, food security, water scarcity, 

energy, healthcare, etc. To answer the question of today’s 

climate change problem, the world needs more effective 

cooperation from countries, international organizations, 

and businesses. At the Partnership Summit for Green 

Growth and Global Goals 2030 (P4G), Prime Minister 

Pham Minh Chinh said that “The world is experiencing 

the unprecedented synergistic effects of three disasters, 

the Covid-19, climate change, and the depletion 

of natural resources. This leaves huge, multifaceted 

consequences, not only for today but also for future 

generations. The pandemic itself and the difficulties and 

challenges also let countries realize the importance of 

protecting the living environment, ensuring harmony 

between people and nature, and being a driving force 

to promote countries to cooperate and overcome.

More than ever, the international community should collaborate to harmonize the urgent need for economic recovery 
with the requirement for green development and more sustainable development in the post-Covid-19 period” and 
proposed six strategic solutions including:

Green recovery, green economy, 

the circular economy should be 

implemented drastically at national, 

regional, and global levels. The 

standard framework is the SDGs of 

the United Nations and the Paris 

Agreement on climate change.

Continuing to be a pioneer in 

implementing commitments on 

emission reduction while providing 

financial, technological, and 

institutional support to developing 

countries and countries heavily 

affected by climate change.

Encouraging the response and participation 

of all societal actors, especially businesses and 

citizens, to further vigorously promote public-

private projects in green growth, forming new 

value chains and industries through greening 

industrial - agricultural production and services.

Enhancing proactive adaptation 

capacity of places significantly 

influenced by climate change, 

promoting international cooperation 

in the management and sustainable 

use of transboundary water 

resources, contributing to ensuring 

security food, water security of the 

region and the world.

Preventing, repelling, and 

solving the Covid-19 pandemic 

is the current urgent solution. 

Proposing to strengthen support 

for the supply of vaccine sources 

for travel cooperation, maintain 

the stability of the global supply 

chain, and promote international 

trade and investment.

Upholding the spirit of solidarity, 

responsibility, and respecting for the 

common interests of all humanity, ensuring 

an international environment of peace, 

stability, cooperation, and development.

1 2 3

4 5 6

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (Cont.)

With the tradition of “Our activities all centered around the benefits of the 
community”, members of the “DHG Pharma family” are willing to support 

and help each other through the difficult period of the Covid-19 pandemic 

and climate change as well. In addition, as a leading enterprise in Vietnam’s 

pharmaceutical industry, DHG Pharma constantly innovates, improves its 

product quality, and simultaneously promotes research on new products and 

technology transfer to bring new products to the market with high quality 

and at a reasonable price for citizens, given the times of stressful epidemics 

and extreme weather phenomena have become increasingly frequent.
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RETIREMENT REGIME

Employees are the most valuable source of an enterprise, so DHG Pharma always creates favorable conditions to promote 
in the best way. To show gratitude to employees who have devoted many years to DHG Pharma, the Company has built 
the best retirement regimes for employees to dedicate. The retirement policies of DHG Pharma are as follows:

Employees who complete their duties and reach the retirement age in accordance with the current Labor Law 
and have a total of 20 years working at DHG Pharma, are entitled to get benefit from the Welfare Fund at the 
following levels:

In addition, the Board of Management and the Executive Committee of the Trade Union have a letter of thanks and gifts for 
the above cases.

EMPLOYEES ARE THE MOST VALUABLE SOURCE OF AN ENTERPRISE, SO 
DHG PHARMA ALWAYS CREATES FAVORABLE CONDITIONS TO PROMOTE IN 
THE BEST WAY. 

EMPLOYEES HEAD OF DEPARTMENT AND ABOVE

For each working year, an employee is entitled 
to receive

1/2
For each working year, an employee is entitled 
to receive

01 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (Cont.)

month of social insurance 
contribution wage 

month of social insurance 
contribution wage

(average of 6 consecutive months) before retirement.  (average of 6 consecutive months) before retirement.

The working position salary is calculated on average in 6 consecutive months before leaving.

To be grateful for employees who have had time to be close-knit and dedicated at DHG Pharma but are not 
old enough to retire (to enjoy the social insurance benefits under the current Labor Law), wish to resign and 
receive support from the welfare fund at the rates as follows:

Spending on TET gifts for retired employees 
in line with State regulation and work at DHG Pharma years>20

Working at DHG Pharma for          

years 
30

 receive

months of salary by working position
06

Working at DHG Pharma for          

years 
20

 receive

months of salary by working position
03
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Under the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, digital transformation is no longer an option but 
has become a mandatory requirement for each country in general and a "survival" factor for 
businesses in particular. A digital transformation like a marathon requires preparation and proper 
investment so that businesses can "survive" in the market and grow faster, more sustainably and 
make a difference compared to competitors. It is also considered the key for businesses to quickly 
overcome challenges, seize market opportunities, and recover faster from the pandemic crisis. 

According to the World Bank, digital transformation brings four main benefits to 
businesses as follows:

More information, more options, higher sales, 
and more satisfied customers. Simultaneously, 
businesses are provided information on new 
consumption trends, approach new customers, 
adapt to changes in consumer tastes.

Delivering products and services more quickly 
and saving time for consumers.

Reducing costs, increasing competition for new 
products and services. Employees are enabled 
to work from home and have flexibility in 
working time.

Quickly solving procedures, improving service 
quality for customers.

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (Cont.)

In the preparation and implementation process, businesses have faced many barriers such as lack of digital 
skills and human resources, lack of a robust information technology platform to enable digital transformation, 
lack of technical thinking. 

Therefore, businesses should ensure the following six key elements to succeed in this marathon:

An integrated strategy with 
clear transformation goals

Utilizing all available resources 
to accelerate the digital 

transformation program

Effectively monitoring progress 
towards defined results

Leadership commitment from CEO 
to middle management

An agile management mindset 
drives wider application

Data platform and technology 
architecture according to 

business demand

With the motto "Our foundation for development is knowledge & creativity" and "Our competitive 
advantage is the superior differentiation" over the years, DHG Pharma has applied software solutions 
in administration operations such as sales management, customer information records; data analysis and 
report through the BI system; deploying DHG Co-Prosperity App and DHG Family App; software/applications 
to support working from home; document management software, etc. As a result, it brings the ability 
to optimize the cost of management and administration of the Company, improve the performance of 
employees and optimize the efficiency of human resource use, and simultaneously change the traditional 
operation method.
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MARKET 
PRESENCE

Management method

Human resources are the most valuable asset of DHG Pharma. To retain employees who are dedicated and devoted 

to the Company, DHG Pharma always pays close attention to employees’ income to help them promote their 

enthusiasm, passion, creativity, and dedication to contribute to the sustainable development so that the life of each 

individual, each family is more prosperous and happier. The starting salary of new employee by gender is higher than 

the regional minimum wage. In addition, the majority of senior management are Vietnamese citizens.

Scope of report

GRI 202-1: Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage.

GRI 202-2: Proportion of senior management hired from the local community.

As of 31 Dec 2021, the total number of employees at 

DHG Pharma is 2,678 people , of which 3.3% of them 

are senior managers. The majority of senior managers 

are Vietnamese citizens, accounting for 93.2%.

Simultaneously, the average income of employees is 

more than VND 20.6 million/month, 5 times higher 

than the minimum wage in the compared localities. 

The minimum income of newly recruited employees 

at DHG Pharma is VND 5.8 million/person/month, 1.3 

- 1.5 times higher than the regional minimum wage in 

Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh and Can Tho. Also, the minimum 

income of grade 6 and 7 employees (specialist/

executive/worker) is VND 18.2 million/person/month, 

4 times higher than the regional minimum wages in 

Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh and Can Tho. 

In addition to salary by job position, DHG Pharma 

also has a regime of salary payment for employees 

during the work suspension due to objective reasons 

such as natural disasters, fires, dangerous epidemics, 

relocation of operation places at the request of 

competent agencies or for economic reasons, etc.

As a way to encourage and motivate employees, the Company, on 

holidays and New Year, rewarded all employees when the Company 

achieved the sales and profit targets set out. DHG Pharma also conducted 

a KPI assessment for 100% of employees every six months and rewarded 

individuals with outstanding achievements to connect and align 

employees with the Company’s common goal. This also served as an 

effective way to accurately record work efficiency, motivate individuals, 

increase employee productivity, monitor and make timely decisions to 

improve the performance of subordinates. Simultaneously, individuals 

or groups participating in research/projects/plans/new products will be 

rewarded based on the effectiveness gained for the Company.
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Management method

Being aware that DHG Pharma is an enterprise producing products that directly affect human lives and consumers’ 

health, DHG Pharma’s staff wholeheartedly bring to the community quality products, the best services with reasonable 

price, fulfilling the sacred commitment “DHG Pharma Mission”. To carry out that mission, DHG Pharma has always 

determined to develop businesses to create benefits to serve society and the community.

Scope of report

GRI 203-1: Infrastructure investments and services supported

GRI 203-2: Significant indirect economic impacts

2021 is the most challenging year for the Vietnamese 

economy in general and Vietnamese enterprises in 

particular. Movement restriction and almost ban on 

travel, transportation, and social communication during 

social distancing have caused a sharp decrease in the 

supply of inputs for production, business, consumption, 

and investment process. This leads to enterprises having 

to reduce production or stop production and business 

activities, and employees have to work shorter hours or 

quit or lose their jobs. DHG Pharma also can not avoid the 

impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, with 

the determination to ensure production and business, 

maintain the supply chain, distribute pharmaceutical 

products to consumers during the pandemic, protect the 

health and income of employees, DHG Pharma always 

ensures jobs for nearly 2,700 employees. The Company 

always creates the best working conditions for employees, 

builds an attractive salary, bonus, remuneration, and 

INDIRECT 
ECONOMIC IMPACTS

benefits regime, regularly trains and develops human 

resources. This contributes to improving the quality and 

increasing income for local employees. As for employees 

who had to temporarily stop working as they could not 

participate in the “3 on-site” operations, the Company 

also supported employees to overcome this difficult 

period together. Along with creating jobs and investing 

in human resources, DHG Pharma is willing to contribute 

to the community and society, such as accompanying 

30,000 pharmacies to promptly bring health care products 

directly to consumers, sponsoring body temperature 

monitors, propaganda posters, etc. In addition, a series 

of health care products, support of pandemic prevention 

and control namely Bioskin antibacterial hand sanitizer 

gel, Bocalex Multi effervescent tablets supplemented 

with vitamins to boost immunity, Hapacol 650 - Analgesic 

- Antipyretic after vaccination, etc. were given to medical 

facilities, field hospitals and schools across the country. 

Furthermore, over the past 47 years, DHG Pharma 

has always actively taken care of individual’s health, 

maintained blood donation activities, implemented 

free medical examination and medicine programs for 

poor people in remote areas across the country, taken 

care of the lonely elderly and children at the orphanage 

center, and propagate health protection knowledge to 

the citizen. These meaningful and practical actions of 

DHG Pharma make an outstanding contribution to jointly 

building a healthier and more beautiful life.

Management method

To produce quality products, the source of production materials satisfying the quality requirements is a prerequisite, 

especially pharmaceutical materials, as they directly impact human health. Therefore, DHG Pharma always selects 

suppliers carefully. With the characteristics of the largest generic drug manufacturer in Vietnam, DHG Pharma’s raw 

materials are mainly imported from reputable foreign suppliers worldwide.

Scope of report

GRI 204-1: Proportion of spending on local suppliers

GRI 301-1: Materials used by weight or volume

The Vietnamese pharmaceutical 

industry is heavily dependent 

on raw materials and packages 

imported from abroad, in which 

the import proportion is about 

90%. Therefore, many companies 

are vulnerable to fluctuations in 

exchange rates, supplies, prices 

due to environmental impacts.

Product quality has always been 

considered the Company’s 

top priority for customers and 

consumers. Consequently, raw 

materials are always carefully 

reviewed by the Company and 

chosen from reputable suppliers 

in the world and Vietnam.

• Raw materials and adjuvants: DHG Pharma prioritizes import from large and prestigious 

manufacturers in the US, Europe (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Slovenia, etc.), Asia 

(Japan, China, India, Southeast Asian countries, etc.)

• Empty capsules: France, Indonesia, etc.

• PVC + Aluminum film + Coldforming film + Aluminum foil laminated paper: Austria, 

Thailand, China, Vietnam

• Most of the paper packaging (boxes, labels, manuals, etc.) are produced by DHG Pharma.

Purchase value 
from foreign 
suppliers/Total 
purchase value 

Purchase value 
from domestic 
suppliers/Total 
purchase value 

2020

2021

88.6%
89.4%

11.4%

10.6%
Purchase value 
from foreign 
suppliers/Total 
purchase value 

Purchase value 
from domestic 
suppliers/Total 
purchase value 

2020

2021

88.6%
89.4%

11.4%

10.6%

PURCHASE VALUE FROM DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN SUPPLIERS 
IN 2020 and 2021

STATISTICS ON THE NUMBER OF MATERIALS AND PACKAGING UTILIZED IN THE PERIOD OF 2019 - 2021

NO. ITEMS UNIT 2019 2020 2021

1 Raw materials and adjuvants Tons 3,161 3,224 3,044

2 Empty capsules Millions 740 925 753

3 Aluminum film, coldforming film, PVC Tons 1,436 1,364 1,348

4 Boxes & tubes Millions 10 11 11

5 Other packaging Kg 4,603 6,336 5,770

6 Paper packaging of all kinds Millions 281 305 261

PROCUREMENT  
PRACTICES
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PROCUREMENT  
PRACTICES (Cont.)

The selection and evaluation of suppliers increasingly play an important role in the business 

activities of an enterprise. As such, constantly updating information to make informed 

decisions in selecting and managing appropriate suppliers is a critical prerequisite for the 

Company to produce high-quality products on schedule, with reasonable prices, and ensure 

its competitiveness on the market. This will also improve inventory management capacity and 

minimize business risks.

To assess suppliers of raw materials and 

packaging used in production, DHG Pharma 

issued a Supplier Assessment Procedure to 

guide relevant units to evaluate and select 

appropriate suppliers that fully meet the 

objectives the enterprise is aiming for.

DHG Pharma will carry out the selection and 

evaluation of new suppliers in accordance 

with the issued procedure, including the 

request to provide information about 

supply capacity, evidence of quality system 

(GMP certificates and/or other certificates, 

sending samples for research, etc.). If the 

aforementioned research and evaluation 

results meet the requirements, the Company 

will perform a desktop audit or establish an 

Audit team to carry out an on-site audit.

The quality of input materials/other materials does not meet the 

Company’s requirements (affecting product quality).

• Periodic audit: Suppliers are monitored to be 

audited periodically. A periodic audit can be 

a desktop audit or an on-site audit based on 

the risk assessment.

• On-site audit: Audit team may include 

personnel from QM, QC, Factory, etc. and 

auditors are knowledgeable about the audit 

field/standard.

• Incident audit: If there are some signals of 

quality changes or differences compared 

with the original commitment without any 

notification, the incident audit should be 

performed.

• The supplier will not be added or rejected 

from the approved supplier list if violating 

one of the following errors:

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING SUPPLIERS 

The supplier does not cooperate and resolve complaints properly.

The supplier receives a warning letter from an authority with the reason 

related to the raw materials/materials which the Company is using or an 

export certificate is no longer suitable.

Management method

Anti-corruption is an essential and urgent need of every enterprise as corruption causes very high costs and affects 

the reputation of the business itself. Therefore, DHG Pharma regularly implements anti-corruption propaganda and 

training measures for all employees to raise the responsibility sense of each individual. Simultaneously, the Company 

also strictly and transparently applies rules, regulations and develops a centralized information reception channel to 

handle complaints promptly and minimize risks related to corruption.

Scope of report

GRI 205-2: Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

GRI 205-3: Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

ANTI-CORRUPTION

• New employees received integration training on 

“DHG Pharma Cultural Identity”, labor regulations, 

workplace culture, communication culture, and 

behavior culture.

• Developed, managed, and used the budget, purchased 

assets in accordance with the Financial Management 

Regulation, the Regulations on asset investment, and 

procurement of the Company.

• Staff were recruited, trained, and appointed on a public 

and transparent basis.

• Strictly followed regulations on making declarations 

of assets and income of the obligors according to the 

Anti-Corruption Law.

• All employees have signed material contracts. 

Employees are responsible for protecting and preserving 

the Company’s assets, money, and goods; efficiently 

preserving and utilizing machinery, equipment, 

tools, supplies, goods, and other assets assigned 

for management and use. When detecting acts of 

embezzlement and/or acts of property damage and/

or irresponsible conduct causing damage to the 

Company’s assets, the Company will take measures 

timely to protect the assets of the Company. Assets 

and reputation are clearly defined in the Regulation 

on compensation for material liability.

• Staff who make work-related decisions must aim at 

the Company’s common interests, not for personal or 

other individuals/organizations’ interests prescribed 

in the Regulation on transaction control with related 

parties and related members.

Anti-corruption is one of the most important tasks of DHG Pharma to ensure all activities are public, 
transparent, and increase operational efficiency.

In 2021, DHG Pharma has synchronously implemented anti-corruption propaganda and training at all units 
through the following activities:
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“DHG Pharma Cultural Identity” also specifies the transactions with related persons as follows:

• When carrying out transactions with related persons, the Company must sign contracts in written form based 

on equality and voluntariness. The contract content must be clear, specific and disclosed to shareholders 

upon request.

• The Company applies necessary measures to prevent related persons from interfering in the Company’s 

operations and harming the Company’s interests through controlling the purchase and sale channels of the 

Company’s goods or price manipulation.

• The Company applies necessary measures to prevent shareholders and related persons from conducting 

transactions that cause loss of the Company’s capital, assets, or other resources. The Company must not 

provide loans or guarantees to shareholders and related persons.

• The legal rights of the parties who have interests related to the Company are ensured.

• The Company must respect the legal rights and interests of all parties related to the Company, including 

banks, creditors, staff, consumers, suppliers, communities, and others with interests related to the Company.

The Company positively cooperates with people who have interests related to the Company through:

Providing all necessary 

information to the bank and 

creditors to help them assess 

the operation and financial 

situation of the Company 

and make decisions.

Encouraging them to give their opinions on 

the business, financial situation and important 

decisions related to their interests through 

direct contact with the Board of Directors, the 

Board of Management of DHG Pharma.

ANTI-CORRUPTION (Cont.)
CENTRALIZED INFORMATION RECEPTION CHANNEL

Moreover, to receive and process contributing opinions, information, feedback, and complaints of individuals, 

departments, and collectives to enhance operation efficiency, contributing to risk management process and protecting 

legal rights of individuals, departments, and the Company under the Company’s guidance and laws in a timely manner, 

in 2020, DHG Pharma implemented a centralized information reception channel. The centralized information reception 

channel is responsible for guiding individuals, departments, and organizations to contribute ideas, feedback, and 

complaints to the Company in accordance with laws.

Send feedback through DHG 
Family App, “Feedback” 
Section, select “General 

Director’s Mailbox” Topic.

Send an email to :
hopthutgd@dhgpharma.com.vn

Direct mail-in 2 ways: 

• Send to the “General Director’s 

Mailbox” located at the Security 

Station of the Company.

• Send to DHG’s headquarter - No. 288 

Bis Nguyen Van Cu, An Hoa Ward, Ninh 

Kieu District, Can Tho City via postal 

service. The envelope has to address 

the recipient that is the Manager of the 

Internal Control Department/personnel 

assigned by the General Director. 

Information is received in 1 of 3 following methods

Procedure for receiving and handling feedback, comments, complaints and suggestions:

In 2021, there was no record of violations related to corruption at DHG Pharma.

NO. IMPLEMENTER DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1 General Director Receiving information

2
Internal Control Manager/ Person assigned 

by the General Director

Preparing statistics, classifying, exchanging preliminary information 

Summarizing and preparing reports

3 General Director Considering, approving

4 Relevant functional departments Receiving, processing information, and sending feedback

5
Internal Control Manager/ Person assigned 

by the General Director

Sending feedback 

Sending and tracking the handling of feedback and complaints

6 Relevant functional departments Receiving, handling, and reporting

7
Internal Control Manager/ Person assigned 

by the General Director
Summarizing and preparing reports on post-processing and remedial results
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ANTI-COMPETITIVE 
BEHAVIOR

Management method

Competition is an essential issue for enterprises in the market. Unfair competition practices not only cause 

damage to businesses, but also negatively affect consumers. Therefore, DHG Pharma has strictly regulated the 

anti-competitive behavior in “DHG Pharma’s cultural identity” so that each employee can grasp and take action in 

accordance with the Company’s regulations.

Scope of report

GRI 206-1: Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices.

The management of product brands as well as the brand DHG Pharma is 

always paid special attention and careful supervision in all of the activities 

regarding the exchange, external affairs, trading, etc. so that they would 

maintain the same path for the development of DHG Pharma.

• Employ a learning, justified approach, and fair competition when accessing and 

working with competitors.

• Collect, share, and make full use of the information about the competitors available 

on the mass media, their policy statement and website, public speeches, and other 

publications. Concurrently, give credit to the source of information when using it. 

Do not collect information about the competitors in illegal or immoral ways.

• Do not get involved in activities harming competitors.

• Do not cooperate with other competitors to ruin another competitor.

• Do not produce and deliver the counterfeits and the imitations of the competitors’ 

products.

• Do not sully the competitors with anyone and do not give unfair evaluations of 

their products.

• Do not take advantage of the relationships with customers to incite them to have 

unfair attitudes and behaviors towards the competitors.

APART FROM BUSINESS COMPETITION IS HUMANITY 

HUMANITY WITH COMPETITORS 
IS THE VIEWPOINT OF ALL 
DHG PHARMA’S MEMBERS
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ENERGY

Management approach

Electricity plays an essential role in daily life and production. This is the driving force behind the production 

at the factories and the day-to-day operations of each company. Economical and efficient use of energy, 

not only helps reduce energy costs for the Company, but also contributes to reducing the impact of 

climate change and protecting the environment.

Electricity is monitored and managed at DHG Pharma as follows:
• Monitoring monthly electricity consumption to promptly take action to save energy.

• Enhancing a sense of responsibility toward energy conservation of each employee.

• Encouraging employees to constantly initiate measures to minimize energy consumption in each 
factory, department, and branch.

• Electromechanical Department is in charge of electricity management. This department is 
responsible for planning and reporting on monthly/yearly energy management, as well as 

implementing and evaluating the effectiveness of energy-saving solutions.

Scope of report
GRI 302-1: Energy consumption within the organization

GRI 302-3: Energy intensity

GRI 302-4: Reduction of energy consumption

GRI 302-5: Reductions in energy requirements of products and services

During the complicated developments of the pandemic, one of the major challenges for enterprises is to respond 

to the Covid-19 pandemic, and overcome the economic impact of the pandemic at the same time. In recognition 

of the challenges, DHG Pharma has been applying measures to monitor and control energy consumption at the 

Company, in order to reduce energy costs and balance the budget in the production and business process.

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION FOR PRODUCTION AND DAILY LIVING

CONTENTS UNIT 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Productivity
Million units of 
products/year

3,948 4,548 4,218 4,301 4,056

Electricity consumption Kwh/year 25,156,034 26,275,665 26,257,028 25,860,365 26,409,650 

Intensity Kwh/Million 
units of products  6,372   5,777 6,224 6,012 6,511   

Total electricity bills VND billion/year 40.66 41.67 45.38 44.27 46.00 

DHG Pharma calculated electricity consumption in accordance with total monthly electricity bills at 2 locations: headquarters 

of the Parent Company (288 Bis Nguyen Van Cu, Ninh Kieu, Cantho) and DHG Pharmaceutical Plant Branch (Tan Phu Thanh 

Industrial Zone, Chau Thanh A, Hau Giang).

DHG Pharma always supervises monthly electricity consumption, details as follows:
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ENERGY (Cont.)

GAS AND COAL CONSUMPTION FOR PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES

CONTENTS UNIT 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Gas consumption Kg/year 19,556 18,398 22,914  24,803   8,607   

Total gas bills VND Million/year 314 330 358 362 158   

Coal consumption Tons/year 187.88 42.38 56.11 19.82 24.5   

Total coal bills VND Million/year  857    212    297   105   130   
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ELECTRICITY 

CONSUMPTION (MJ)
GAS CONSUMPTION 

(MJ)
COAL CONSUMPTION 

(MJ)

TOTAL ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION WITHIN 

DHG PHARMA (MJ)

Total in 2021  95,074,740  407,111  735,000  96,216,851 

Gas and coal consumption at DHG Pharma are negligible. Gas consumption at DHG Pharma is mainly for production 

activities at the liquid medicines’ factory. Coal is mainly used for Plectranthus Amboinicus oil extract in An Giang.

ENERGY-SAVING SOLUTIONS

Re-enforcing internal communication to enhance a sense of 

responsibility toward energy conservation of each employee. 

Switching off unnecessary lights and electrical equipment when 

leaving the office or not in use.

Promoting the application of information technology 4.0, 

implementing the project of developing “DHG electronic office” 

to reduce the amount of paper discharged into the environment.

Regularly maintaining machinery, equipment and factories.

Regularly checking the layout and usage of electrical equipment, 

taking advantage of natural light and cool air, inspecting and 

maintaining electrical equipment and the Company’s electrical 

network, etc.

Checking and installing the general lighting system in a 

reasonable manner, switching off the lights in corridor, yard, 

garden, and fence when not necessary.

Promoting campaigns for innovations/ ideas for saving electricity 

for all employees within the Company.

Assigning a division for taking charge of managing and operating 

the air-conditioning system at factories in a coordinated and 

logical manner, to optimize the performance in energy saving.

When investing, replacing and repairing machinery, priority 

should be given to the advanced and energy-saving equipment 

and technologies, replacing low-efficiency lighting systems 

(incandescent light bulbs, etc.) with energy-saving lighting 

devices (energy-efficient compact lighting, etc.)
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WATER AND EFFLUENTS

Management approach

In the context of severe impacts of climate change, clean water sources are being gradually exhausted, it’s urgent to 

use freshwater sources for daily living and production in a rational and economical manner. Each individual can take 

small and practical actions every day such as do not throw trash and waste into rivers, turn off the tap after use, etc. to 

protect water resources effectively. Water and effluents are monitored and managed at DHG Pharma as follows:

• The Environment and Labor Safety Department is assigned the task of inspecting, supervising, maintaining 
compliance in environmental protection activities at the Company.

• Quality of input water is strictly tested and controlled.

• Output wastewater is treated in accordance with the current laws.

• Making monitoring reports on water quality after treatment in accordance with the law and the requirements 
of the competent authorities.

• Fully declaring and paying the environmental protection fee for wastewater in accordance with the law.

Scope of report

GRI 303-1: Interactions with water as a shared resource

GRI 303-2: Management of water discharge-related impacts

The input water source for the production and operation of DHG Pharma is always strictly controlled. In addition, 

DHG Pharma was approved by the People’s Committee of Can Tho for a wastewater discharge permit according to 

regulations. Every year, DHG Pharma prepares reports on the implementation of the wastewater discharge permit, 

and the monitoring results of water quality after treatment at the wastewater treatment system are always within 

acceptable limits, ensuring no harm to the surrounding environment.

TOTAL VOLUME OF WATER WITHDRAWN BY SOURCE

Surface water 0 m3 (not applicable)

Groundwater 0 m3 (not applicable)

Seawater 0 m3 (not applicable)

Produced water 0 m3 (not applicable)

Third-party water

242,294 m3/year

Water used at DHG Pharma is provided by Cantho Water 
Supply - Sewerage Joint Stock Company (JSC) and Hau 
Giang Water Supply and Sewerage - Projects Urban JSC.

WATER CONSUMPTION FOR PRODUCTION AND DAILY LIVING

Water used at DHG Pharma for the purpose of production (RO water use, distilled water for eye drops, cleaning machines 

and factories) and daily living (cooking, cleaning, watering plants, etc). Meeting water demands in both quality and 

quantity is a prerequisite in DHG Pharma’s sustainable development strategy.

Water consumption at DHG Pharma was 

calculated in accordance with total monthly 

water bills of the Cantho Water Supply - 

Sewerage JSC and Hau Giang Water Supply 

and Sewerage - Projects Urban JSC. Water 

bills were measured at 2 locations: the 

headquarters of the Parent Company (288 Bis 

Nguyen Van Cu, Ninh Kieu, Can Tho) and DHG 

Pharmaceutical Plant Branch (Tan Phu Thanh 

Industrial Zone, Chau Thanh A, Hau Giang). 

CONTENTS UNIT 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Productivity
Million units of 
products/year

3,948 4,548 4,218 4,301 4,056

Water consumption m3/year 240,568 215,746 221,734 266,678 242,294

Intensity
m3/Million units of 

products
61 47 53 62 60

Total water bills VND billion/year 2.1 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.3

% of water recycle/ total 

wastewater
 % 6.2% 6.7% 7.2% 6.3% 7.9%

GRI 303-3: Water withdrawal

GRI 303-4: Water discharge

GRI 303-5: Water consumption
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WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

RECYCLED AND REUSED WATER

Climate change has been adversely affecting the quantity and quality of water sources, 
reducing the water resources of rivers and streams, increasing the risk of gradual depletion of 
clean water sources. Therefore, measures to save water resources, to reuse/ recycle water are 
extremely necessary. In recognition of these challenges for water resources,  DHG Pharma has 
been oriented to save water resources, balance water usage through the recovery and reuse 
of wastewater after treatment to meet the prescribed standards. Wastewater after treatment 
for reuse is stored in the reservoir of the wastewater treatment system.

% OF WASTEWATER RECYCLED/TOTAL WASTEWATER
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WASTEWATER

The control of wastewater is an environmental protection measure that has been applied at the Headquarters of 
DHG Pharma and DHG Pharmaceutical Plant Branch.

CONTENTS 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Total volume of effluent 175,589 160,631 150,405 170,647 136,884

Headquarters of DHG Pharma 128,318 113,216 120,003 148,902 120,010

DHG Pharmaceutical Plant Branch 47,271 47,415 30,402 21,745 16,874

WATER-SAVING SOLUTIONS AT DHG PHARMA

In order to use and save water efficiently, DHG Pharma 
standardized its water pipes, installed new water meters 
certified by the City Water Suppliers at all units using 
water. Monthly statistics are supervised, switching on/off 
in using water for the right purpose is reminded.

DHG Pharma propagated and enhanced a sense 
of responsibility for all employees toward water 
conservation, and efficient use of water.

Through the role of the Science and Technology 
Committee, praising and rewarding employees who 
proposed excellent initiatives, ideas, and solutions for 
saving water and efficient use of water.

In the coming years, the Company shall continue 
to arrange a production plan in a logical manner, a 
batch size expansion, and a continuous production 
plan. It is projected to reduce cleaning time, water 
consumption and sanitary waste-water as well as to 
increase labor productivity, which shall result in a 
reduction in water consumption/units of product. 
Simultaneously, DHG Pharma uses water efficiently by 
designing a complete water supply system and ensuring 
no leakage, easy control, and easy repair in case of incidents.
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In 2021, production wastewater was recorded at about 8,684 m3/month, mainly generated from stages such 

as pharmaceutical production, machine, equipment, and factory cleaning.

Wastewater from daily activities of employees was about 1,317 m3/month.

All wastewater generated in daily life and production activities is collected to 02 wastewater treatment 

systems with the same capacity of 400 m3/day & night. Wastewater after going through these treatment 

systems will be discharged into the joint drainage system of Nguyen Van Cu street. The system has been 

completely developed and its operation is stable.

Total spending on wastewater treatment in 2021: Approximately VND 1.36 billion.

Treatment method: chemical physics + microbiology.

Periodic water quality monitoring is conducted 04 times a year at the Headquarters of DHG Pharma in Cantho. 

In 2021, the Natural Resource and Environmental Monitoring Center of Cantho Department of Natural Resources 

and Environment carried out 4 times of monitoring on 24 Mar 2021, 03 Jun 2021, 14 Oct 2021, 09 Dec 2021.I

HEADQUARTERS OF DHG PHARMA IN CANTHO

WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM FLOWCHART

MONITORING RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY AFTER TREATMENT AT THE WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT SYSTEM

All of the monitoring results in 2021 are within acceptable limits of QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT, ensuring that DHG Pharma’s 

production activities have little impact on the surrounding environment.

NO. PARAMETER UNIT MEASUREMENT METHOD
QCVN 

40:2011/ 
BTNMT

WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT SYSTEM 

1 & 2

1 pH - TCVN 6492:2011 5.5 – 9 7.06

2 BOD₅200C mg/l TCVN 6001-1:2008 50 11

3 COD mg/l SMEWW 5220 COD-C:2012 150 19.4

4 SS mg/l TCVN 6625:2000 100 12.8

5 Total Nitrogen mg/l TCVN 6638-2000 40 1.7

6 Total Phosphoric mg/l SMEWW 4500-P B&E:2012 6 0.3

7 Chloride (Cl-) mg/l TCVN 6194:1996 1,000 48.8

8 Color Pt-Co SMEWW 2120C:2017 150 13,86

9 Phenol mg/l TCVN 6216:1996 0,5 KPH (LOD=0.0003)

10 Cyanide mg/l SMEWW 4500-CN-.C&E:2017 0,1 0,0105

11
Ammonium (calculated 
according to N)

mg/l SMEWW 4500-NH3.B&F:2017 10 0,34

12 Chromium VI mg/l SMEWW 3500-Cr.B:2017 0,1 KPH (LOD=0.003)

13 Mn mg/l SMEWW 3111B:2017 1 KPH (MDL=0.05)

14 Fe mg/l TCVN 6177:1996 5 0.075

15 Free Chlorine (Cl₂) mg/l TCVN 6225-3:2011 2 0.605

16 Sulfide (S2-) mg/l SMEWW 4500-S2-.B&D:2017 0.5 KPH (MDL=0.22)

17 Coliform VK/100 ml TCVN 6187-2-1996 5,000  1,218   

18 Mineral oil mg/l SMEWW 5520B&F:2017 10 2.6

19 Arsenic (As) mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 0.1 0.00845

20 Mercury (Hg) mg/l SMEWW 3112B:2017 0.01 0.00085

21 Lead (Pb) mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 0.5 0.0052

22 Cadmium (Cd) mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 0.1 KPH (MDL=0.001)
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In 2021, the amount of wastewater of DHG Pharma Plant in Hau Giang was recorded at 16,874 m3/year, 

including production wastewater and domestic wastewater of employees.

Wastewater generated at the plant is collected to the wastewater treatment system with a capacity of 

300 m3/day & night. Treated wastewater meeting the prescribed standards will be connected to the 

centralized wastewater treatment system of Tan Phu Thanh Industrial Park - Phase 1.

Total spending on wastewater treatment in 2021: VND 481.4 million.

Treatment method: chemical physics + microbiology.

Periodic water quality monitoring at DHG Pharma Plant in Hau Giang is conducted 04 times per year. 

In 2021, the Natural Resource and Environmental Monitoring Center - Department of Natural Resources 

and Environment in Hau Giang and Quality Assurance and Testing Center in Can Tho carried out 4 times 

of monitoring (24 Mar 2021, 18 Jun 2021, 29 Oct 2021, 01 Dec 2021).

WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM FLOWCHART

Source 1: 
Non β-lactam Wastewater

SCR

Sludge 
recirculation

SCR

Pump

Pump

Pump

Pump

Source 2:
Wastewater Containing               

β-lactam

Source 3:
DHG PP1 wastewater

Collection 
hole - T101B

Collection 
hole - T101A

Excess sludge

Sludge 

O3

O3

NaOH PAC

Chlorine

Sludge
Dewatering - M502

Oxidation System 
- SM201

Reactor – T501

Air tank - T103A

G.UAF - T301, 
T103B tanksG.ABox - T302

Clarifier tank 
- T902

Intermediate 
clarifier – T401

Filtration pillar   
- T801

Deodorizing pillar 
- T802

Disinfection tank  
- T102

Receiving source
QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT (B)

Catchpit after 
Disinfection tank 

Drying tank

Sludge drying bed

Blowers

DHG PHARMACEUTICAL PLANT BRANCH IN HAU GIANG

WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

MONITORING RESULTS OF WASTEWATER QUALITY
All of the monitoring results in 2021 are within acceptable limits of QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT, ensuring that 

DHG Pharma’s production activities have little impact on the surrounding environment.

NO. PARAMETER UNIT MEASUREMENT METHOD QCVN 40:2011/ BTNMT 2021

1 Temperature ⁰C SMEWW 2550B:2012 40 29.1

2 pH - TCVN 6492:2011 5.5 to 9 7.8

3 Color Pt - Co SMEWW 2120C:2017 150 20

4 TSS mg/l TCVN 6625:2000 110 16

5 BOD₅ at 20oC mg/l TCVN 6001-1:2008 55 14

6 COD mg/l SMEWW 5220C:2012 165 22

7 Total Nitrogen mg/l TCVN 6638:2000 44 2

8 Total Phosphoric mg/l TCVN 6202:2008 6.6 2

9 Total Coliform MPN/100ml TCVN 6187-2:1996 5,000 KPH

10 Mineral oil mg/l SMEWW 5520 B&F:2012 11 0.8

11 Fe mg/l TCVN 6177:1996 5.5 0.25

12 Free Chlorine mg/l TCVN 6225-2:2012 2.2 KPH

13 As mg/l SMEWW 3114C:2017 0.11 KPH

14 Zn mg/l SMEWW 3111B:2017 3.3 KPH

15 Pb mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 0.55 KPH

16 Cd mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 0.11 KPH

17 Hg mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 0.011 KPH

18 Cu mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 2.2 KPH

19 Cr3+ mg/l SMEWW 3113B:2017 1.1 KPH

20 Cyanide mg/l SMEWW 4500-CN-.C&F:2012 0.11 KPH

21 Phenols mg/l SMEWW 4500-CN-.C&E:2017 0.55 KPH
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Operating and regularly inspecting the wastewater treatment systems to 

ensure that wastewater meets QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT standard.

Monitoring the operation of machinery and equipment in the wastewater 

treatment system and periodically performing equipment maintenance.

The Company signs contracts with specialized units to conduct periodic 

wastewater monitoring 4 times per year and annually prepares Environmental 

Protection Reports and sends to the Environmental Protection Agency of 

Hau Giang province/Cantho City according to regulations.

Regarding wastewater treatment system: The factory was installed an 

activated carbon adsorption system in combination with spraying NaOH 

solution and planting trees to limit odor emission to the surrounding area 

in accordance with the approved Environmental Impact Assessment.

AIR MONITORING RESULTS IN 2021

Implementation period:

NO. LOCATION TIME AND PLACE OF MONITORING

1
Headquarters of DHG 
Pharma in Can Tho

4 times/year: 24 Mar 2021, 03 Jun 2021, 14 Oct 2021 and 09 Dec 2021

Monitoring in 4 areas: 

• KK1: Production zone.

• KK2: Testing zone.

• KK3: Office area and security gate.

• KK4: Residential area under the wind direction.

2
DHG Pharmaceutical 
Plant Branch in Hau Giang

4 times/year: 24 Mar 2021, 18 Jun 2021, 29 Oct 2021 and 01 Dec 2021.

Monitoring in areas: 
• 01 point at the output of the dust and emission treatment system of the 

betalactam factory.

• 01 point at the output of the dust and emission treatment system of the 
nonbetalactam factory.

• 01 point at the output of the emission treatment system in QC Department.

• 01 point at the output of the emission treatment system of the printing and 
packaging factory.

MEASURES TO CONTROL WASTEWATER AT DHG PHARMA

WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

Headquarters of DHG Pharma in Cantho: Limits on air quality

NO. PARAMETER UNIT

QCVN 
24:2016/BYT 

(noise contact in 

8 hours)

QCVN 
26:2016/BYT 

(medium 

workload)

QCVN 
26: 2010/BTNMT
(from 6:00am to 

9:00pm)

QCVN 
27:2010/BTNMT 
(from 6:00am to 

9:00pm)

QCVN 
05: 2013/BTNMT

(one-hour 

average)

1 Noise dBA 85 70

2 Dust µg/m3 300

3 SO₂ µg/m3 350

4 NO₂ µg/m3 200

5 CO µg/m3 30,000

6 Temperature 0C 18 - 32

7 Vibration dB 75

NO. PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO QCVN

1 Dust
QCVN 19:2009/BTNMT 

(K p =1; Kv=1,0)

2
Ethylene; Acetone; Phenols; Toluene; n-Butyl acetate; Ethyl 
acetate; n-propanol; n-propyl acetate

QCVN 20:2009/BTNMT

DHG Pharmaceutical Plant Branch in Hau Giang: List of emission monitoring parameters
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EMISSION MONITORING RESULTS AT BETALACTAM FACTORY

EMISSION MONITORING RESULTS AT NONBETALACTAM FACTORY

INDICATORS UNIT
RESULTS QCVN 

19:2009/BTNMT
COLUMN BPHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4

Dust mg/Nm3 3.14 4.24 4.58 4.19 200

INDICATORS UNIT
RESULTS QCVN 

19:2009/BTNMT
COLUMN BPHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4

Dust mg/Nm3 2.62 3.48 5.03 5.12 200

DHG PHARMACEUTICAL PLANT BRANCH IN HAU GIANG

NO. INDICATORS
MEASUREMENT 

METHOD
UNIT

2021

KK 1 KK 2 KK3 KK 4

1 Noise TCVN 7878-2:2010 dBA 67.3 67.4 64.2 68.2

2 Dust TCVN 5067:1995 μg/m3 196.4 176.3 217.8 198.3

3 SO₂ TCVN 5971:1995 μg/m3 KPH (MDL=8) KPH (MDL=8) 12.7 8.0

4 NO₂ TCVN 6137:2009 μg/m3 KPH (MDL=3) KPH (MDL=3) 4.0 8.0

5 CO HD 5.4 HLb 28.1 μg/m3 4,813 4,611 3,698 4,175

6 Temperature QCVN 46:2012/BTNMT ⁰C 28.8 29.1 - -

7 Vibration RIOVIBRO Vm-63a dB 53.3 53.3 - -

The monitoring results showed that all the parameters at key areas of Headquarters of DHG Pharma in Cantho were 

very good and were within the limits of QCVN 24:2016/BYT, QCVN 26:2016/BYT, QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT, QCVN 27:2010/

BTNMT, QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT.

HEADQUARTERS OF DHG PHARMA IN CANTHO

WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

EMISSION MONITORING RESULTS AT QC DEPARTMENT

NO. INDICATORS UNIT
RESULTS

QCVN 20:2009/BTNMT
PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4

1 Ethylene mg/Nm3 <0.050 <0.10 KPH

Failed to monitor

-

2 Acetone mg/Nm3 0.46 0.41 KPH -

3 Phenols mg/Nm3 0.016 0.015 KPH 19

4 Toluene mg/Nm3 0.082 0.091 KPH 750

EMISSION MONITORING RESULTS AT THE PRINTING AND PACKAGING FACTORY

The emission treatment systems of the factory work well, reaching the treatment efficiency.

Through 04 emissions monitoring phases at the factory, the results showed that the parameters in the 

emissions after treatment were within the limits of QCVN 19:2009/BTNMT and QCVN 20:2009/BTNMT.

NO. INDICATORS UNIT
RESULTS

QCVN 20:2009/BTNMT
PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4

1 n-Butyl acetate mg/Nm3 48.6 51.2 KPH 25.3 950

2 Ethyl acetate mg/Nm3 72.5 74.4 KPH 20.9 1,400

3 n-propanol mg/Nm3 20.6 21.2 KPH 6.57 980

4 n-propyl acetate mg/Nm3 8.15 7.82 KPH 23.1 840
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Source: Emissions from production processes are mainly dust.

Mitigation measures: The Company’s emissions are mainly emissions from QC Department, pharmaceutical 

production, packaging printing, backup generators, air conditioners, laundry rooms, solid waste concentration 

area and wastewater treatment system, means of transport.

MITIGATION MEASURES FOR EMISSIONS

Emissions from QC Department: Emissions are processed through a fume hood system, which 

does not cause any environmental impact.

• In QC Department, there are fume hoods to limit the release of toxic gases into the 
environment. The fume hoods are equipped with an exhaust fan system and an activated 
carbon absorption system, which absorbs and retains toxic gases until saturated.

• Toxic gas from the fume hood will be collected to the toxic gas treatment tower located on 
the flat roof of the air intake system. At the toxic gas treatment tower, the emissions will be 
passed through the 5% NaOH injector to neutralize the acidic emissions, then through the 
activated carbon layer to deodorize as well as absorb other gases in the emissions, and after 
that, the emissions will exit to the environment.

WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

Reducing dust and emissions from pharmaceutical production

Raw material dust

• Dust generated from the pharmaceutical grinding and filtering, compression, etc will 
be kept in the central vacuum system. Dust is then transferred to the hazardous waste 
storage facility for a transfer to the treatment unit.

• Dust, emissions generated from the process of film coating and fluidized bed drying will 
be passed through the wet scrubber. The dust here is kept by the dust collector filters. 
Then, emissions and dust are absorbed by water. The emissions after being absorbed 
will exit, ensuring that they do not affect the workers and surrounding environment. 
The absorbed water after reaching the bottom of the scrubber will be led to the settling 
pond for sedimentation. The water will be taken to the centralized wastewater treatment 
system for treatment, the residue will be treated together with the sludge from the 
wastewater treatment system.

• Ensure sanitation in the production area after each shift according to the Company’s 

regulations.

Regarding Betalactam factory

• The central dust filtration system and the emission treatment tower at the Betalactam 
factory include:

Dust collection 

and treatment 

system C.01, C.02 

in Cefa area

Dust collection 

and air treatment 

system on the 

ceiling - Cefa area

Dust collection 

and treatment 

system P.01, P.02, 

Peni area

Dust collection 

and air treatment 

system on the 

ceiling - Peni area
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• Dust from the air handling system and production equipment goes to the central dust collector by the central 

exhaust fan. After the airflow passes through the central dust collection system, dust continues to be collected 

by the fan from the central dust collector through the H13 filter to the emission treatment tower. At the dust 

treatment tower, water (Javen 0.3 - 0.4% aqueous solution) is pumped to the spray rig. The emission and water 

flows (Javen 0.3-0.4% aqueous solution) move in opposite directions. Finally, the flows will pass through the 

activated carbon layer and discharge to the outside environment.

• Treated dust from the celling and laundry room is collected by the exhaust fan and moved into the emission 

treatment tower. Before entering the emission treatment tower, the air is passed through filters G4, F9, H13 and 

coal filter. At the dust treatment tower, water (Javen 0.3-0.4% aqueous solution) is pumped to the spray rig. The 

emission and water flows (Javen 0.3-0.4% aqueous solution) move in opposite directions. Finally, the flows will 

discharge to the outside environment.

Minimizing odors from the printing and packaging factory: In areas where odors from organic solvents are likely 

to be released (ink and solvent storage, offset and silk screen printing, gravure printing areas), pumps are installed 

to collect emissions to the central exhaust system, where activated carbon is arranged to adsorb toxic air. The gas 

mixture after passing through the central exhaust system will become clean air that is discharged to the environment.

Emissions from generators: As a manufacturing company, DHG Pharma has preferential treatment on power supply. 

Typically, the Company only uses generators under extraordinary circumstances in case of electrical problems or 

power outages. As days of power outages are often announced in advance, the Company re-schedules its production 

plan to suspend production activities, avoiding using generators, that are costly and affect the environment. Besides, 

the Company also installed an exhaust stack system to avoid accumulation of exhaust fumes, enhance diffusion of 

fumes, and avoid local pollution. As a result, the amount of fumes generated by generators is negligible.

Emissions from air conditioners: In order to reduce this type of emissions, the Company regulates saving 

practices such as turning on/off hours of air conditioners for the office sector. Also, the central refrigeration system for 

production and preservation of goods, in particular, is divided into many areas for easy control and usage in order to 

save electricity and minimize emissions.

Reducing emissions from the laundry room: The factory has fully equipped labor protection (masks, gloves, etc.) 

for workers. At the same time, the laundry room is designed in a ventilated area, making it easy for air circulation, 

ensuring the health of workers in the laundry department.

Minimizing odors from solid waste concentration area and wastewater treatment system

• Regarding solid waste concentration area: Waste generated at the factory is collected every day, not to 

be concentrated for a long time. In addition, there is a separate area for garbage collection vehicles in the 

technical area, at the end of the wind direction to avoid causing bad odors affecting the air environment inside 

and around the factory. At the same time, layout of green trees is planted to separate these areas, to create 

aesthetics and limit odor emission to the surrounding area.

• Odor treatment at wastewater treatment system: The factory was installed an activated carbon adsorption 

system in combination with spraying NaOH solution at the wastewater treatment system.

MITIGATION MEASURES FOR
 EMISSIONS (Cont.)

WATER AND EFFLUENTS (Cont.)

Regarding means of transport

• Complying with technical requirements such as not carrying overloaded goods, car maintenance, 

usage of right fuel, etc. Trucks, which transport raw materials, chemicals and sludge in/out of the 

wastewater treatment zone must be fully covered by canvas and regularly checked the safety and 

environmental sanitation for vehicles.

• Promulgating clear regulations for vehicles entering and leaving the factory area, minimizing the 

number of vehicles entering and leaving the factory. Arranging vehicles for transporting materials 

and products in a logical manner. Arranging spacious and ventilated parking lots.

Regarding circulation areas of means

• Reasonable layout of green trees along the roads in and out of the factory.

• An environmental sanitation team is established with the task of taking care of trees and grass, 

sweeping roads, spraying water during the dry season to reduce dust and heat in the circulation 

areas of means.
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Management approach

In 2021, DHG Pharma continued to maintain measures to manage, reduce and treat waste generated from daily operations 

and production at the Headquarters of DHG Pharma and DHG Pharmaceutical Plant Branch, details as follows:

• The Environment and Labor Safety Department is responsible for inspecting the collection, management and 

treatment of hazardous waste, daily-life waste, industrial waste and other wastes according to regulations.

• Communicating to raise awareness of the Company’s employees on environmental protection, minimizing waste 

to the environment, classifying waste before treatment.

Scope of report

GRI 306-1: Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts

GRI 306-2: Management of significant waste-related impacts

GRI 306-3: Waste generated

GRI 306-5: Waste directed to disposal

WASTE

Every year, DHG Pharma signs contracts with suppliers providing services such as collection, transportation 

and treatment of domestic waste, hazardous waste, etc. Waste generated from production and daily activities 

of DHG Pharma is always collected, transported, and treated to ensure compliance with current environmental 

standards and regulations.

MITIGATION AND TREATMENT MEASURES

NON-HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE

NON-HAZARDOUS 
SOLID WASTE UNIT

HEADQUARTERS 
OF DHG PHARMA

DHG PHARMACEUTICAL PLANT BRANCH

Domestic waste m3/year 715 1,245

Ordinary industrial 

solid waste
Kg/year 46,300 418,166

Waste collection 

companies

Can Tho Urban JSC

Viet Xanh Tay Do Environmental 

Company Limited.

Hau Giang Water Supply and Sewerage - 

Projects Urban JSC - Branch No. 4

Tien Phat Services Environmental Co., Ltd.

The source of non-hazardous solid waste includes domestic waste, and ordinary industrial solid waste. Every year, 

DHG Pharma holds bidding to sell to the functional unit for recycling, in order to reduce treatment costs and ensure no 

harm to the surrounding environment.

Domestic solid waste  including waste from the office sector, canteen, factory 

cleaning, tree cleaning, etc. The Company has arranged plastic trash cans with 

lids in the common areas of the employees, offices, canteens, production areas 

and along internal corridors to store generated domestic waste.

Every day, Can Tho Urban JSC collects about 2.17 m3/day of domestic waste  

at the Headquarters of DHG Pharma and Hau Giang Water Supply and Sewerage 

- Projects Urban JSC - Branch No. 4 collects 3.5 m3/day of domestic waste at DHG 

Pharmaceutical Plant Branch. Afterward, the cleaning staff clean, rinse and spray 

0.4% sterilized Javelle solution.

Ordinary industrial solid waste includes carton packaging, carton boxes, 

PE wrap, etc. Waste generated daily is brought to the concentrated area in line 

with regulations. The waste collection team of Viet Xanh Tay Do Environmental 

Company Limited and Tien Phat Services Environmental Co., Ltd. comes to 

collect and performs treatment methods according to the contracts, cleaning 

staff then comes to clean after the waste is collected.
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WASTE (Cont.)

MITIGATION AND TREATMENT MEASURES

HAZARDOUS WASTE

2021 UNIT
HEADQUARTERS 
OF DHG PHARMA

DHG PHARMACEUTICAL 
PLANT BRANCH

TOTAL

Hazardous waste kg/year 99,333 69,315   168,648

Treatment cost VND million 410.01 330 740.01

Waste collection 

and treatment 

companies

Green Earth JSC

VietXanh Environmental 

Manufacturing - Trading - 

Services Limited Company

Green Earth JSC

Strictly complying with regulations on environmental management guidelines at 

the Company and applicable laws.

All types of hazardous waste arising from the operation are collected, classified, 

labeled with hazardous waste codes and stored in separate warehouses dedicated 

to hazardous waste. The warehouses have warning labels on hazardous waste. 

The entire amount of hazardous waste will be collected and temporarily stored 

before being handed over to the functional units, ensuring no leakage or scattering 

to the surrounding environment.

The Company signed contracts with Green Earth JSC and VietXanh Environmental 

Manufacturing - Trading - Services Limited Company to collect and handle 

hazardous waste in line with regulations.

The Company has registered the hazardous waste source owners as follows

• Register of hazardous waste source owner No. 81/STNMT-CCBVMT issued for 

the 6th time on 13 Oct 2014 - DHG Pharma.

• Register of hazardous waste source owner issued for the 2nd time on 22 Dec 

2014 - DHG PP1.

• Register of hazardous waste source owner issued for the 2nd time on 05 Aug 

2014 - DHG Pharmaceutical One Member Limited Company.

The source of hazardous waste includes oily rags, fluorescent lamps, waste oil, waste electronic component, etc.

NO. NAME OF WASTE
CODE OF

HAZARDOUS
2021

(KG/YEAR)
TREATMENTS METHODS 

(*)
WASTE COLLECTION COMPANIES

1
Waste ink containing 

hazardous constituents
08 02 01  486   Burning - Solidification

Green Earth JSC + VietXanh 

Environmental Manufacturing - 

Trading - Services Limited Company

2

Waste ink cartridges 

containing hazardous 

constituents

08 02 04  1,080   Burning - Solidification

Green Earth JSC + VietXanh 

Environmental Manufacturing - 

Trading - Services Limited Company

3 Waste engine oils 17 02 04  113   
Make full use/Recycling - 

Burning - Solidification
Green Earth JSC

4
Wipes contaminated with 

hazardous constituents
18 02 01  1,665   Burning - Solidification

Green Earth JSC + VietXanh 

Environmental Manufacturing - 

Trading - Services Limited Company

5
Chemical waste in 

Laboratories
19 05 02  6,761   Burning - Solidification Green Earth JSC

6 Waste soft packages 18 01 01  31,565   Burning - Solidification

Green Earth JSC + VietXanh 

Environmental Manufacturing - 

Trading - Services Limited Company

7 Used active coal 02 11 02  129   Burning - Solidification Green Earth JSC

8

Waste sludge from 

wastewater treatment 

system

03 05 08  23,678   Burning - Solidification Green Earth JSC

9 Waste fluorescent bulbs 16 01 06  124   

Crushing - Burning -  

Make full use/Recycling 

- Solidification

Green Earth JSC + VietXanh 

Environmental Manufacturing - 

Trading - Services Limited Company

10
Waste batteries and 

accumulators
16 01 02  489   

PT (*) – Washing - Make 

full use/Recycling - 

Burning - Solidification

Green Earth JSC

11

Waste electrical 

equipment and 

components

16 01 13  -     

PT (*) - Make full use/ 

Recycling - Burning - 

Crushing - Solidification

Green Earth JSC

12
Saturated or used ion-

exchanging plastic
12 06 01  147   Burning - Solidification Green Earth JSC

13

Solid waste substances 

containing hazardous 

constituents

03 05 09  102,411   Burning - Solidification Green Earth JSC

Total  168,648   

(*) PT: Separation/Extraction/Filtration/Precipitation
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE

Management approach
Environmental protection has become a global issue. This is not only an urgent 

task for each country but also an obligation of every citizen and especially 

companies. Right from the first day of its business, the BOM of DHG Pharma has 

oriented the construction of a sustainable development strategy, with a close, 

reasonable and harmonious combination between economic development 

and environmental protection. 

Complying with laws and 

regulations on environmental 

protection, periodically 

making environmental 

reports according to 

regulations and at the request 

of the competent authorities.

Establishing short-term 

and long-term sustainable 

development goals on 

the basis of ensuring 

the harmonization of 

economic benefits with the 

interests of employees and 

environmental protection.

Regularly monitoring 

and evaluating the 

implementation of the 

goals for improvement 

and ensure completion 

as planned.

Economical and efficient 

use of energy and resources 

by applying management 

and technical measures to 

reduce energy and resource 

consumption while still meeting 

the needs and targets for daily 

operations and production.

Communication and 

training to raise awareness 

for employees on how to 

protect the environment, 

save energy and resources 

from small daily actions.

1

25

4 3

The following measures have been carried out at DHG Pharma

ESTABLISHING A DEPARTMENT IN CHARGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

• DHG Pharma has established the Environment and Labor Safety Department with the task of advising and assisting 

the Board of Management in organizing, inspecting, and supervising the implementation of environmental 

protection at the Company.

• DHG Pharma carried out environmental impact assessments and commitment to environmental protection at 

all factories before the factories were put into operation. During the operation process, the factories have always 

strictly complied with environmental laws, conducted environmental measurements and monitoring every 

quarter and reported to relevant competent authorities.

Scope of report

GRI 307-1: Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations

IN 2021, 

DHG PHARMA 
DID NOT RECORD
ANY VIOLATIONS 

OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS

NUMBER OF 
FINES

0 TIME

AMOUNT OF 
FINES  

VND 0

During its operation, DHG Pharma has always complied with the law on environmental protection. At the same time, 

the Company also received enthusiastic support from specialized agencies and organizations in technical solutions, 

management, inspecting and monitoring of environmental quality in the Company’s operational area.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CERTIFICATES OF THE COMPETENT AUTHORITIES

Environmental protection certificates in DHG Pharma’s production and business activities are as follows

• Decision No. 1730/QD-UBND dated 27 Jun 2014 approving the detailed environmental protection project of 

“Pharmaceutical Plant”, An Hoa Ward, Ninh Kieu District, Cantho City.

• Certificate No. 07/STNMT dated 16 Jun 2015 on completion of the detailed environmental protection project of 

“Pharmaceutical Plant” (at 288 Bis Nguyen Van Cu, An Hoa Ward, Ninh Kieu District, Cantho City).

• Decision No. 360/QD-UBND dated 03 Mar 2021 approving the environmental impact assessment report of the 

project “Investment for the Expansion of DHG Pharmaceutical Plant and DHG Printing and Packaging Plant” under 

DHG Pharma.

• Wastewater discharge permit (extension for the 2nd time) No. 28/GP-UBND dated 05 July 2021.

ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCE (Cont.)

• Enhancing the implementation of industrial 

sanitation in the manufacturing sector and 

means of transport. Sanitary areas of finished 

products, internal roads, and regular sprinkling 

of water in dusty areas.

• Developing a plan for working safety and 

health. Providing adequate and appropriate 

personal protective equipment in production. 

Supervising employees’ activities for 

environmental protection.

• Regular implementation of environmental 

monitoring programs periodically.

• Promoting propaganda on environmental 

protection, enhancing a sense of responsibility 

toward energy, electricity and water 

conservation of each employee through 

internal communication and factory briefings.

• Equipping trash cans to classify plastic, 

paper for recycling, and organic waste 

before transferring to the functional units for 

collection and treatment.

• Reducing the amount of single-use plastic 

waste by reviewing work processes and 

daily life of each individual and department, 

which provides a foundation for appropriate 

solutions. Using environmentally friendly 

paper bags instead of plastic bags.

• Back-Office Sector: prioritizing using emails 

to forward information, limiting the use 

of printing paper and discharge into the 

environment.

• Creating a green and friendly working 

environment by planting more trees in the 

office and workplace.

• Launching a movement to create a healthy 

and beautiful environment through the 

“Green, clean and beautiful working corners” 

activity. Departments have improved their 

working corners in accordance with “5S” 

criterion, which are Sort - Set in order - Shine 

- Standardize - Sustain.

SOLUTIONS TO MINIMIZE IMPACTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT COOPERATION WITH SUPPLIERS TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

In order to preserve and protect the environment systematically and professionally, DHG Pharma has been signing 

contracts with suppliers providing services such as collection, transportation, treatment of domestic waste, hazardous 

waste, etc. DHG Pharma has annually monitored and evaluated the cooperation with suppliers and will continue to 

expand this activity in the coming years.

NO. CONTRACTS WITH SUPPLIERS CONTENTS

1 Contract of industrial cleaning service. Providing daily cleaning service.

2
Contract for collection, transportation, 

treatment of domestic waste.

Collecting, transporting, and treating generated 

domestic waste.

3
Contract for collection, transportation, 

treatment of hazardous waste.

Collecting, transporting, and treating generated 

hazardous waste.

4
Contract for reporting on environmental 

protection.

Collecting samples, analyzing periodical monitoring 

samples 4 times a year for effluents, emissions, etc.

Making reports on environmental protection.

5

Contract for drainage and wastewater 

treatment services (applied at DHG 

Pharmaceutical Plant Branch in Hau Giang).

Treating wastewater to meet QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT 

(column B) before discharging it into the common 

wastewater collection system of the industrial park 

for further treatment to meet QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT 

(column A).

ORGANIC
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GRI 400 - SOCIAL

120 Employment

128 Occupational health and safety

140 Training and education

144
Diversity and equal opportunity

Non-discrimination

148

Labor/management relations

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Child labor

Forced and compulsory labor

150 Local communities

160 Customer health and safety

166
Marketing and labeling

Customer privacy



Management method

In the context of the digital era, “Placing people as the center, prioritizing human development” continues to 

be the central strategy and the key to build a sustainable business. Therefore, DHG Pharma always develops 

a fair, creative, flexible, and inclusive working environment. Simultaneously, the Company ensures employees’ 

health when participating in the “3 on-site” operations and connecting with employees when working at 

home. Simultaneously, the Company always appreciates the efforts and contributions of each member to the 

success of the “common house”, thereby increasing customer satisfaction and enhancing value for shareholders, 

partners, and community.

Scope of report

GRI 401-1: New employee hires and employee turnover

GRI 401-2: Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees

GRI 401-3: Parental leave

EMPLOYMENT

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

Challenges in human resource management for enterprises during the Covid-19 pandemic

• Image/Trademark

• Organizational culture

• Value

• Uncertainty management

• Business closure/ suspension

• Tightened regulations

• Financial difficulties

• Flexibility

• Digital transformation

• Stress

• Unemployment

• Unpaid leave

• Adapting to remote work

• Shortage of knowledge 

related to remote work

• Online tools

• Panic management

• Avoiding layoffs

• Employee retention

• Remote/online

• Shortage of technology knowledge 

• Shortage of management skills and 

knowledge during the pandemic

• New safety regulations

ENTERPRISE EMPLOYEEHUMAN RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT

At DHG Pharma, we highly appreciate the values created by employees and their contributions 

to the overall success of the Company. DHG Pharma determines that employees are the main 

resources and decisive factor for the sustainable development of the Company in accordance 

with the criterion of “Our ways of doing business are with responsibility, cooperation 

& promotion”. Therefore, building and developing professional and highly qualified, 

motivated, and enthusiastic staff at work is always a top priority in the Company’s long-term 

development strategy. In particular, ensuring stable human resources, boosting employee 

morale, adapting in a “3 on-site” working environment and allowing employees to flexibly 

work from home are prerequisites to help enterprises “live together” with the pandemic.

With 34 branches and nearly 2,700 employees across the country, DHG Pharma is aware that the Company has significant 

contributions and great influence to the general situation of society. Therefore, the Board of Management of the 

Company always pays great attention to create jobs for employees, increase the average annual income to ensure the 

living standards of employees. Appreciation and respect of human resources is also reflected in the management process 

in accordance with 3C principles: Compliance - Change - Communication. Each employee is a part of the Company 

and is encouraged to respond and communicate with superiors and other parties to work smoothly and achieve the 

highest performance. On the other hand, leaders and management levels respect and listen to employees’ opinions, 

and it creates conditions for employees to make long-term dedication and consider DHG Pharma as their second home.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN 2017 - 2021 PERSONNEL FLUCTUATIONS  IN 2021

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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EMPLOYMENT (Cont.)

STATISTICS OF HUMAN RESOURCES

HR CHART BY GENDER HR CHART BY FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

NO. CLASSIFICATION MALE  FEMALE  TOTAL 

1 Statistics by age group 1,582 1,096 2,678

 Under 30 years old 394 201 595

 30 - 50 years old 1,109 858 1,967

 Over 50 years old 79 37 116

2 Statistics by region 1,582 1,096 2,678

 The North 256 92 348

 The Central 164 34 198

 The South 1,162 970 2,132

3 Statistics by functional groups 1,582 1,096 2,678

 Back-office sector 391 420 811

 Production sector 308 374 682

 Sales sector 883 302 1,185

4 Statistics by type of labor contracts 1,582 1,096 2,678

 Indefinite term 1,245 933 2,178

 Definite term of 1 to 3 years 325 149 474

 Seasonal and short-term contracts,  apprenticeship, probation 12 14 26

5 Statistics by ethnicity 1,582 1,096 2,678

 Kinh people 1,540 1,072 2,612

 Hoa people 19 15 34

 Khmer people 13 7 20

 Others 10 2 12
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COURAGEOUS WARRIORS WITH THE MISSION 
“FOR A MORE BEAUTIFUL AND HEALTHIER LIFE”

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thanh Thuy - Head of Administration Department (Anti-pandemic 

Steering Committee) touchedly shared, “For me, the “3 on-site” campaign is a 

mission of happiness. I am happy to solve problems together and try together. I 

am happy because of the affection of DHG Pharma’s family. Also, I am happy that I 

have done a small part when keeping everyone safe during the pandemic.

The year 2021 witnessed the most complicated situation of the Covid-19 pandemic in Vietnam, significantly affecting 

the life and work of every citizen. Nevertheless, above all, the sweat and tears of the frontline medical team and the 

images of the staff preparing for the “3-on-site” campaign as “soldiers marching” with the spirit of resilience and courage 

have touched everyone’s heart.

With the determination to ensure production and business, maintain the supply chain, distribute pharmaceutical 

products to consumers during the pandemic and protect the health and income of employees, DHG Pharma has 

conquered all difficulties of the “3 on-site” operations and continued to mark as an enterprise towards the aspiration of 

value improvement - future connection.

EMPLOYMENT (Cont.)

• For the Production Sector, the accommodation 

arrangement for more than 700 employees while 

working and staying at the factory could not 

make it difficult for the production team. They had 

experience responding to changes in production 

models when the factories were continuously 

upgraded with the quality system. Therefore, when 

there is a call, the workers quickly arrange their 

family life to carry their luggage to implement the 3 

on-site campaign at the Company. Factories actively 

selected appropriate machinery and equipment and 

carefully prepared human resources. Accordingly, 

the factories divided personnel resources into 

teams A and B to rotate in the production process. 

DHG Pharma proactively took measures to 

reserve raw materials, interacted with suppliers, 

manufacturers, and customers to regularly update 

market fluctuations. The departments regularly 

discussed with others to adjust production plans, 

developed backup plans in accordance with the 

actual situation.

• For the Sales and Distribution Sector, the criterion 

“Satisfying customers’ aspirations” is the top priority. 

As a result, the Sales Sector quickly implemented 

several safety measures. The staff arranged 

their schedule scientifically and reasonably, and 

transactions with customers were flexibly done via 

Moreover, for the big boat “DHG Pharma” to firmly overcome the waves, it is impossible not to mention the 

boatman who makes great efforts, steers the ship sensitively and promptly to maintain production, market, sales, 

income, and lives of employees. Specifically, the BOD has deducted VND 2 billion from the BOD Remuneration 

Fund to support employees during the pandemic season. Also at this time, the Company had policies supporting 

salaries and allowances for employees who took part in the 3 on-site campaign. As a result, DHG Pharma’s staffs 

continue to work in a safe working environment, enjoy guaranteed income and social benefits. In particular, their 

families and family members are also cared for and encouraged every day with kindness and sincerity.

“In difficult circumstances, when people falter, the warriors of DHG Pharma confidently move forward as we are 

aware that this is the period when citizens should be provided with adequate health care and protection products 

more than ever. As a leading pharmaceutical enterprise, bringing medicines to consumers is no longer a business, 

but it also has become a great mission of DHG Pharma.”

phone, sales app, social networks such as facebook, 

zalo, etc. to increase the interaction with customers. 

Hence, it helped DHG Pharma promptly meet the 

drug demand for pandemic prevention and control 

operations.

• For the Back-office Sector, since the days when 

social distancing has not been implemented, DHG 

Pharma has been fully equipped with software and 

online meeting equipment for easy connection 

among employees, customers, and partners. Thanks 

to that, each employee can complete most of 

the work and ensure the assigned schedule even 

though working online from home.
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SPREADING POSITIVE ENERGY

During complicated and unpredictable pandemics, maintaining a healthy 

mental life, creating a positive attitude, and improving physical health is 

essential. DHG Pharma held the Online Olympic Contest of DHG Pharma for the 

first time with the desire to build an exciting activity, contribute to building cohesion 

in the Company, help employees exercise at home during the pandemic season, 

and spread positive energy “For a more beautiful and healthier life”. Employees 

shared video clips about health training internally and on social networking sites, 

contributing to the spread of positive things, optimism, and joy. The contest also 

helped employees learn and update knowledge about the Company’s products with 

the familiar spirit of “DHG Pharma’s staff must know DHG Pharma’s products”. It is 

difficult to predict precisely when the pandemic will end, everyone’s life will return to 

normal. However, we need to adapt, find the right way to live and work. This is also 

how the social distancing period becomes more meaningful.

EMPLOYMENT (Cont.)

The Company has focused on training and developing its employees as a priority strategy for the past half-century. 

Therefore, in addition to developing an attractive salary and bonus regime, DHG Pharma constantly creates a welfare 

regime for employees, their families, and family members to bring happiness to employees, help them work more 

productively, and promote their loyalties to the Company.

IDENTIFYING HUMAN RESOURCES

TO CREATE VALUES FOR THE ENTERPRISE AND THE SOCIETY

WELFARE REGIME

AS THE MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE

Health care

• Social insurance 

• Health insurance 

• Unemployment insurance

Welfare facilities

• Shared kitchen

• Shuttle bus

Other benefits

• Travel, annual vacation

• Sports and art activities

• Per diem/Travel allowance/Phone allowance/Uniforms

• Gifts on birthdays, funerals, and weddings 

• Supporting expenses in case of hospitalization, surgery, and suffering from long-term treatment

• Gifts for employees: New Year, Mid-Autumn Festival

• Gifts for employees’ children on Children Day 1 Jun, Mid-Autumn Festival, children who 

passed the university entrance exam and achieved outstanding academic performance 

• Providing foods that remind staff of their homeland

• New Year’s gifts for retired staff

Regime for female workers

• Gifts for female employees on 8 Mar, 20 Oct

• Childcare support 

• Advanced health insurance 

• Insurance for occupational accidents and diseases

• Periodic health examination

• Toxic allowances, allowances in kind

• Maternity allowance for female workers

• Monthly allowance for female workers

• Study space 

• Kindergarten 

• Dormitories or residential accommodation

• Swimming pool, football field
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Thanks to the dedicated and wholehearted care, all employees feel secure in the production and fully perceive the 

professionalism and loving care from the Company, and the production and business activities are maintained stably 

in the new normal state.

In Jul 2021, the Company issued “Remote Working Regulation” and employees will stay at home or somewhere where 

they can utilize technology and modern means of communication to stay in touch, perform daily tasks with DHG 

Pharma and its units/customers/partners. When working remotely, employees must ensure the work quality and 

efficiency and cooperate with colleagues and customers like when working at the office.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY

Management method

Ensuring health, safety, vaccines, and medical care for employees is a top priority. Furthermore, it helps 

employees feel secure to work and dedicate to DHG Pharma to adapt to the Covid-19 pandemic and the new 

normal quickly. Therefore, the Company’s activities are always ensured to take place safely, continuously, 

and effectively to timely supply goods to the market in general, and customers and consumers in particular.

Scope of report

GRI 403-1: Occupational health and safety 

management system

GRI 403-2: Hazard identification, risk assessment, 

and incident investigation

GRI 403-3: Occupational health services

GRI 403-4: Worker participation, consultation, and 

communication on occupational health and safety

GRI 403-5: Worker training on occupational health 

and safety

GRI 403-6: Promotion of worker health

GRI 403-7: Prevention and mitigation of 

occupational health and safety impacts directly 

linked by business relationships

GRI 403-8: Workers covered by an occupational 

health and safety management system

GRI 403-9: Work-related injuries

GRI 403-10: Work-related ill health

ADAPTING TO THE CONTEXT OF DISEASE AND NEW NORMAL STATUS

Facing the threat of Covid-19, improving employees’ health has become DHG Pharma’s top priority and ultimate 

mission. Not only did employees receive professional training, work in a professional environment, enjoy good benefits, 

and be well-taken care of, but also well protected with their physical and mental health during the pandemic period. 

Through numerous measures implemented properly - sufficiently - timely and strictly, the Company always stood side 

by side with employees to promptly respond to the pandemic through the following activities:

• Establishing a Steering Committee for 

Covid-19 Prevention and Control to regularly 

update the situation as well as direct quick 

and effective prevention measures.

• Issued “Working and accommodation rules” 

for employees who implement the “3 on-

site” and “2 on-site” options to ensure safety, 

order, daily life, and environmental sanitation. 

Developed Standard Operating Procedures 

(SOPs) to guide disease prevention. Fully 

equipped with essential personal items, 

arranged spacious and airy living space, 

separated resting areas for male and female 

workers. The resting areas are equipped with 

air conditioners, meeting the ventilation and 

natural light requirements to ensure workers’ 

health. To encourage employees to feel secure 

to work, the Company also focuses on the 

ideological work for employees, supporting 

staff to work and stay at the Company.

• Activate the work-from-home option for the 

Back-office Sector.

• Employees strictly adhered to the 5K 

Message of the Ministry of Health “Facemask - 

Disinfection - No gathering - Health declaration 

- Distance”. Employee health screening before 

working in the production area was carried 

out as if someone gets infected, it will spread 

and seriously affect the whole Company.
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A SAFETY WORKING ENVIRONMENT

To ensure long-term health and create a safe working environment that reassures employees when working, DHG 

Pharma has always complied strictly with legal regulations in relation to work-related health and safety. Such regulations 

are also sufficiently and frequently imparted to all employees when participating in the production process in factories.

The Environment and Labor Safety Department was established with the function of advising and assisting the 

Board of Management in organizing, inspecting, and supervising the implementation of environmental protection, 

occupational safety and health, fire and explosion prevention within the Company and its subordinate units.

Main responsibilities of the Environment and Labor Safety Department

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETYP (Cont.)

Occupational Health And Safety

Coordinating in developing rules, regulations, and procedures on measures to 

ensure occupational health and safety, and fire and explosion prevention.

Monitoring, inspecting and facilitating the registration for testing machines, 

equipment, supplies, and substances subject to strict requirements on occupational 

health and safety.

Coordinating in developing annual plans on occupational health and safety, as well 

as facilitating and supervising the implementation of the plans.

Identifying, assessing risks, developing measures for prevention, and emergency 

response in labor.

Organizing sessions for informing and publicizing regulations on occupational 

safety and health, etc.

Checking occupational health and safety at least once a month or irregularly 

according to job requirements. 

Monitoring and measuring indicators of the Company’s working environment.

Inspecting food safety within the Company.

Proposing and coordinating with units to implement measures to overcome the 

shortcomings in occupational health and safety, and to improve working conditions.

Preparing statistics, preliminary and final reports on occupational health and safety.

Coordinating with the Executive Board of the Trade Union in guiding the professional 

work in occupational safety and health activities at the units.

Fire And Explosion Prevention

Developing, retaining, and updating documents and procedures for fire and 

explosion prevention in accordance with current laws.

Inspecting and supervising the maintenance and compliance in fire prevention 

and fighting activities at the Company and its subordinates.

Developing plans for fire prevention, fire fighting, and rescue, organizing training 

sessions, on-site fire prevention rehearsal, and fire prevention rehearsal in 

collaboration with many departments in the most effective way.

Reviewing the regulations on fire safety.

Environmental Protection

Developing, retaining, and updating documents and procedures for 

environmental protection according to the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Report approved by state management agencies.

Checking, monitoring, maintaining compliance in environmental protection 

activities at the Company.

Developing guidelines for environmental management and risk assessment, 

to develop measures to prevent and respond to environmental incidents.

Inspecting and reporting to the state management agencies on environmental 

protection and environmental assessment annually according to regulations.

Supervising the collection, management, and treatment of hazardous wastes, 

domestic wastes, industrial wastes, and other wastes according to regulations.

Pest Control

Preventing the presence of pests in production activities and at the Company.

Identifying the causes of insect infestation, suggesting prompt and effective 

corrective actions, completely preventing the presence of pests in the production 

and finished-product processes.

Monitoring and checking the pest control of the whole factory periodically or 

extraordinarily when necessary and coordinating with the pest control team to 

implement (traps, baits, insect lights) at the units.

Collecting the data of pest control at each unit. Analyzing orientation and 

recommending appropriate measures to control them.
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(*) Subjects: Employees are signed labor contracts with the definite term and indefinite term as well as seasonal contracts with working time over 12 months. 
Due to the complicated situation of the pandemic, the Company only organized health examination for employees who register voluntarily.
(**) Voluntarily registered by employees
(***) The result of the health check is type V due to missing teeth or myopia.

Organizing rehearsals for fire fighting 

and rescue plans for members of the Fire 

Prevention and Rescue Team at finished 

product warehouses, headquarter of Parent 

company and DHG Pharmaceutical Plant 

Branch. Maintaining and cleaning all fire 

fighting equipment, pump systems, fire alarm 

systems at the Company and branches to 

ensure that the devices are always in good 

working conditions.

Coordinating with relevant units to implement 

pest control for the whole factory. Monitoring 

and checking to ensure that insect control 

devices are always in good working conditions. 

Site inspection, risk assessment, risk of insect 

intrusion were conducted. These activities 

informed the development of timely remedial 

measures proposed at DHG Pharmaceutical 

Plant Branch.

A SAFETY WORKING ENVIRONMENT (cont.)

Outstanding activities in 2021

Assessing CO₂ emissions at the Company, including 

assessing waste generation sources, identifying 

mitigation goals, and orientation to 2030.

Inspecting and reporting on unused machinery and 

equipment at the Headquarters of DHG Pharma. 

On this basis, measures for liquidating unused 

iron and steel scrap scattered at the Company 

were suggested to gain profit and ensure safety, 

environmental sanitation and landscape.

Developing plans for work safety and hygiene. 

Fully equipped with adequate and suitable 

personal protective equipment (PPE) in production. 

Changing PPE from personal size to general size has 

reduced procurement and handling costs of PPE.

Coordinating with relevant units to inspect work 

safety and hygiene, fire prevention, environmental 

protection, and monthly pest control at the 

Company’s factories.

Implementing inspection of equipment with strict 

requirements on work safety at factories.

Training for employees such as safety when 

working at height, pressure equipment safety, lifting 

equipment safety.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETYP (Cont.)

NO. INDICATORS IN THE REPORTING PERIOD UNIT 2021

1 Occupational accidents

Total number of occupational accidents Case None

Total number of people suffering from occupational accidents Person None

Number of days that employees are dismissed due to occupational accidents Day None

Total number of deaths due to occupational accidents Case None

2 Occupational diseases

Total number of people suffering from occupational diseases in 2021 Person None

Total number of occupational diseases cumulative at the time of reporting Person None

3
Number of employees given periodic health examination and 

occupational health examination

Periodic health examination (*) Person 1,484/1,484

Specialized health examination for female (**) Person 235/235

4 Results of classification of workers’ health

Type I % 8.7%

Type II % 66.8%

Type III % 23.6%

Type IV % 0.7%

Type V (***) % 0.2%

5 Occupational safety and health training

Number of staff trained to strictly operate equipment and use chemicals/Total 

number of existing employees who strictly operate equipment
Person/ person 288/288

6 Cost of occupational safety and hygiene

Personal protective equipment VND Billion 3.2

Statistical results in 2021
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Measures to prevent occupational accidents and diseases

During the meetings and early reports on occupational safety and health, the Company developed the annual 

occupational safety and health plan, conducted statistical work, and analyzed the results of the previous year. 

The Company concurrently considered the causes and proposed effective solutions to be implemented in the 

following year. Thanks to these measures, no occupational accidents and diseases occurred during the year. Moreover, 

the Company did not record any violation of environmental laws.

Respecting, at all levels, the rights for occupational health and safety.

Ensuring active participation of all stakeholders in ensuring a safe and healthy working 
environment through a set of standards of rights.

Top-prioritizing on precautionary principles.

At DHG Pharma, we understand that prevention can bring enormous benefits.

Therefore, DHG Pharma strives to build a preventive culture of occupational 

health and safety at work based on the participation of stakeholders including 

employers and employees as follows:

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETYP (Cont.)

STEPS FOR DEVELOPING AN OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY AND HEALTH PLAN

5 STEPS IN DEVELOPING OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 
AND HEALTH PLAN

Figuring out 

hazards

Making statistics on 

the implementation 

of the plan of the 

previous year

Implementing the 

approved plan

Collecting data and 

the need to use PPE 

at the units

Synthesizing and 

developing a plan 

for the whole 

Company

1

25

34
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TECHNICAL MEASURES

In design and construction, the Company eliminates potential causes leading to occupational 

accidents and diseases in the production process such as:

MEDICAL MEASURES

• Employees, especially workers must have full health records by the time of recruitment.

• Perform periodic health checks for early and timely detection and treatment of 

occupational diseases.

• Properly implementing the regime of toxic fostering and on-the-spot antidote for employees 

having direct contact with chemicals, raw materials, and uncovered products, etc.

• Arranging separate medical rooms at the factories, working 24/24 to best care for the health 

of employees.

• Inviting functional units to carry out annual and irregular measurement and inspection of 

the working environment in accordance with regulations when necessary.

PROVIDING PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)

PPE is a necessary measure to help workers minimize the damage caused by their working 

conditions and environment such as heat, noise, dust, toxic gas, dangerous hazards, etc. 

DHG Pharma always ensures to provide sufficient PPE, keep records and organize monthly 

crosschecks among units, and specifically report to relevant levels to raise safety awareness 

throughout the Company.

• Depending on job location and requirements, employees are provided with appropriate PPE.

• PPE meets all requirements for quality, purpose, aesthetics, and convenience.

• Employees who are equipped with PPE must use it properly while on duty.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETYP (Cont.)

• Providing shielding and warning in dangerous areas.

• Providing ventilation and air conditioners for high-temperature areas.

• Dust, toxic chemicals, and toxic gas must be processed through a fume hood system, vacuum 

systems, etc.

• Building a soundproofing room for noisy areas; Installing pedestals to reduce noise and vibration 

of machinery.

• Providing sufficient lighting, preferably using natural light.

• Creating good working space for a comfortable working posture and good performances.

• Strictly implementing periodic checks on machinery and equipment in accordance with the 

Company’s plans.

PROPAGANDA AND TRAINING MEASURES

• Inviting functional units to train, exchange, and share topics on occupational 

safety - health.

• Organizing internal training courses on safety for staff, especially factory workers.

• Providing training on basic first aid for the Company’s first-aid team.

• Printing and hanging panels, banners, and propaganda about labor safety - health.

• Regularly reminding and urging the inspection on compliance with the 

Company’s regulations on occupational health and safety.

WORK SAFETY

• Distribution of works must be appropriate to the health, gender, and age of employees.

• Arranging, locating equipment, and production lines to minimize contact with 

harmful chemicals for employees.

• Making reasonable working time and break time.

FIRE PREVENTION AND FIGHTING MEASURES

• Every week, the fire prevention and fighting team corporates with the security 

team to test and operate fire pumps. The team checks on fire extinguishers 

monthly, ensuring that fire extinguishers are recharged frequently and are ready 

in case of emergency.

• The fire alarm system is maintained periodically in accordance with regulations 

and is carried out by specialized departments.

• Equipping fire pumps for the fire brigade, renovating fire hydrants, and fire 

extinguishers for warehouses.

• Quarterly, the grounding resistance of the lightning protection system and the 

electrical system shall be measured.

• Training on the use of fire extinguishers of all kinds and appropriate locations for 

fire extinguishers.

• Making signage for explosion-prone areas: chemical storage area, drying areas, etc.

• Building evacuation diagrams, and emergency exits in case of incidents.

• Smoking is prohibited in the Company, in public, and in smoke-free zones.

• Stocking goods neatly and clearly, paying attention to exits.

• Not storing flammables/explosives with other goods.

• Concerned departments must regularly inspect electrical safety, equipment 

safety. Self-repair of electricity and uncontrollable uses of electricity is prohibited. 

Electrical appliances are turned off when not in use.
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NOISE AND VIBRATION

SOURCES

MITIGATION 

MEASURES

ARISE MAINLY FROM THE OPERATION OF MACHINERY IN 

THE PRODUCTION AREA AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

SYSTEM AREA.

• DISCONTINUING ISOLATION OF WORKERS FROM NOISE SOURCES 

BY ROTATING WORKERS BETWEEN PRODUCTION STAGES TO ENSURE 

INTERMITTENT EXPOSURE TO NOISE SOURCES. AT THE SAME TIME, 

SUPPLYING NOISE-CANCELING EARPLUGS FOR EMPLOYEES.

• IMPLEMENTING PERIODIC HEALTH EXAMINATION FOR EMPLOYEES 

TO PROMPTLY DETECT AND TREAT OCCUPATIONAL HEARING LOSS, 

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, ETC.

• CONDUCTING MEASUREMENT OF WORKING ENVIRONMENT TO MONITOR AND IMPROVE 

WORKING CONDITIONS FOR EMPLOYEES.

• MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT GENERATING LOUD NOISES ARE INSTALLED WITH SILENCERS 

OR PLACED IN SOUNDPROOF WALLS.

• REGULARLY INSPECTING AND PROMPTLY REPAIRING WORN AND DAMAGED EQUIPMENT 

AND MACHINERY IN CONJUNCTION WITH STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH PERIODIC 

MAINTENANCE REGULATIONS TO MINIMIZE NOISE IMPACT.

• WORKING ON MEASURES TO REDUCE NOISE IN THE AREAS ADJACENT TO RESIDENTIAL AREAS.

• BUILDING FENCES COMBINED WITH PLANTING TREES AROUND THE FACTORY, AND AT THE 

SAME TIME PLANTING TREES AROUND THE CONSTRUCTION WORKS, ALONG INTERNAL 

ROADS, ETC. TO ABSORB NOISE AND REDUCE NOISE LEVELS WHEN IT SPREADS TO THE 

SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETYP (Cont.)

QUALITY CONTROL, FOOD SAFETY AND HYGIENE OF KITCHEN FOR EMPLOYEES

The organization of kitchens for employees is always a special focus of DHG Pharma as the food quality 

directly affects the health of employees. The selection of food suppliers and kitchen contractors of DHG 

Pharma is conducted in the form of competitive offers. In the terms of the signed contract, it is also required 

and clearly stated that the contractor is obliged meet the requirements of food safety and hygiene in the 

kitchen for employees.

On a monthly/quarterly/annual basis, DHG Pharma always arranges human resources to irregularly check 

the kitchens to promptly detect abnormalities. Especially, from 2021, when the situation of the Covid-19 

pandemic is unpredictable, the Company will accelerate several inspection measures to strengthen the 

pandemic prevention and control as follows:

Regularly testing for the kitchen team similar to the production staff.

Ensuring reasonable nutrition for meals, increasing to 3 meals/day (morning/afternoon/ evening).

Making sure to keep distance between employees during meal time.
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Management method

The industrial revolution 4.0 has been creating rapid changes in the management, administration and 

development of the enterprise. In particular, human resource management, training and development 

have also witnessed several changes and enterprises should take many measures to adapt. Therefore, at 

DHG Pharma, we always prioritize the best conditions for all employees to develop comprehensively towards 

international standards. In 2021, DHG Pharma spent nearly VND 1 billion for training programs on expertise 

and skills.

Scope of report

GRI 404-1: Average hours of training per year per employee

GRI 404-2: Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs

GRI 404-3: Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

TRAINING AND 
EDUCATION

RECRUITMENT 

SIGNING CONTRACTS

Every year, the Company prepares a plan to recruit personnel in accordance with the work needs, the operation plan, 

short-term and long-term objectives. The recruitment requirements are disclosed on the Company’s Website to attracts 

and welcomes all candidates who have the desire to work in a “professional - dynamic - modern - friendly” environment. 

The recruitment process is based on three principles: Openness - Fairness - Equality. Depending on the needs and 

nature of the job, 100% of DHG Pharma’s employees can sign a labor contract before entering a job in one of the 

following forms:

Principles of signing contract at DHG Pharma: Voluntary, equality, goodwill, 

cooperation, honesty, and integrity. All commitments and agreements must 

not be against the law or social ethics.

All information about terms, jobs and workplaces, working hours, wages 

and forms of payment, employees’ rights and obligations, employers’ rights 

and obligations, and other issues are specified in the contract and/or wholly 

provided by DHG Pharma to employees.

The working time is 08 hours per day, no more than 48 hours per week. 

Employees of the Back-office Sector at the Headquarters, TPT Factory, 

branches, and central warehouses work during office hours. For employees 

who directly produce and support production, the working time is divided 

into three shifts to optimize the production plan to reduce product changing 

time. For direct sales staff, distribution staff (Order approval staff, Storekeepers, 

Warehouse workers, Drivers), the unit will arrange working time in accordance 

with the work of the units and the characteristics of the unit/locality.

LABOR CONTRACT 

Definite-term labor 

contract with a duration 

of up to 36 months from 

the date of its conclusion

Indefinite-term 

labor contract

1

2

CONTRACT IMPLEMENTATION

All employees are guaranteed to do the right job at the workplace as agreed in the signed labor contract.

The Company is entitled to temporarily reassign employees to perform other jobs which are different than labor 

contracts in the following cases: Natural disasters, fires, pandemics; Apply the measures to prevent and remedy labor 

accidents and occupational diseases; Electricity and water incidents; Production and business needs. The Company’s 

employer shall inform the employee at least 03 working days in advance, specify the reassignment period and only 

assign works that are suitable for the employees’ health and gender. The reassigned employee will receive the salary of 

the new work. If the new salary is lower than the previous salary, the previous salary shall be maintained for 30 working 

days. The new salary shall be at least 85% of the previous salary and not smaller than the minimum wages. In case the 

employee refuses to be reassigned for more than 60 working days in 01 year and has to suspend the employment, 

he/she shall receive the suspension pay from the Employer in accordance with Labor Law.

TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT BEFORE THE TERM

The Company and employees terminate the labor contract ahead of schedule must comply with the following deadline:

NO. TYPES OF LABOR CONTRACT
MINIMUM NOTICE PERIOD

EMPLOYER EMPLOYEE

1 Probation None None

2
Apprenticeship

A fixed term of under 12 months
03 working days 03 working days

3 A fixed term of 12 months to 36 months 30 days 30 days

4 Indefinite-term 45 days 45 days
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TRAINING AND 
EDUCATION (Cont.)

TRAINING AND DEVELOPING HUMAN RESOURCES

Training and developing human resources at DHG Pharma are built in accordance with each employee’s competence 

and professional skills. The Company has always tried to build an organization that regularly shares knowledge and 

experience for effective teamwork. These training programs have been constantly renewed, but still retained DHG 

Pharma’s cultural identity as a way to refine employees’ loyalty with the spirit of enthusiasm, commitment, acceptance, 

and adaptation to changes. 

GENERAL 

OBJECTIVE

1. DHG Pharma maintains a good working environment, increases the efficiency of internal 

human resources, improves the adaptability of employees to meet job requirements.

2. DHG Pharma changes its human resource policies towards flexibility in line with the 

complicated pandemic situation.

GOALS FY2021

1. All employees are trained to improve their professional qualifications and skills.

2. New employees are well-trained to adapt and integrate with the Company’s working 

environment quickly.

3. The program’s content closely follows reality to help employees update new knowledge 

and skills to cope with the rapidly changing business environment. Human resources are 

deeply trained in each field.

4. The successor teams are trained to be strong in management and good in expertise.

5. Training activities are organized flexibly and cost-effectively.

OUTSTANDING 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

IN 2021

1. Training forms are diversified, such as tutoring - on-site training, training under the 

guidance of lecturers invited by the Company, organizing conferences/workshops, online 

training.

2. In 2021, the Company organized 68 training programs with 2,677 trainees. The training 

hours were 70,466 with a total cost of nearly VND 1 billion. Because of Covid-19 pandemic, 

face-to-face training cannot be carried out regularly, so the Company mainly conducts in 

the form of online training, App or sending documents to employees for self-reference.

GOALS FY2022

1. Internal discussion and learning is promoted so that accumulated knowledge and experience 

can be shared with many audiences.

2. Online training is enhanced as it is easy to implement, flexible in terms of time, location, and 

cost-effective.

3. It is projected that the Company will deploy 80 training programs with an estimated cost of 

VND 3 billion in 2022.

TARGET NEW CONTENTS IN 2021 ORIENTATION IN 2022

Recruitment

Transparent, fair and objective recruitment. All 

candidates have an equal opportunity to participate in 

recruitment activities.

• Continuing to maintain and improve the 

Company’s recruitment policies.

• Registering to participate in several HR 

awards to enhance brand value.

Education

Providing training programs close to actual needs 

to help employees develop soft skills, professional 

expertise, foster and strengthen the successors.

• Training all employees according to 

appropriate needs: Soft skill training and 

professional training.

• Training successors according to the list of 

selected potential employees.

• Considering building and deploying an 

e-learning system for training.

Labor 

productivity 

management

Evaluating labor productivity based on KPIs.

Conducting an objective and comprehensive capacity 

assessment of staff/management level, thereby 

providing an appropriate income level, creating 

creative motivation for employees.

Reviewing, fulfilling and improving the KPIs 

system according to reality; evaluating the right 

people for the right jobs, creating motivation to 

promote employee’s efficiency.

Job security in 

the Covid-19 

pandemic

All employees are vaccinated with 2 doses of vaccine.

Flexible working plan in accordance with the 

changing situation caused by the Covid-19 pandemic:

• Establishing a Steering Committee for Covid-19 

Prevention and Control - closely monitoring the 

Government’s policy, developing regulations on 

pandemic prevention and control, propagating to 

all employees to jointly implement.

• Allowing employees to work from home, ensuring 

work efficiency.

• Reducing personnel costs to overcome difficulties 

with the Company.

• Adjusting the appropriate action plan, 

ensuring the safety of employees and the 

continuous operation of the Company.

• Allowing employees to work from home, 

ensuring work efficiency.
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Management method

DHG Pharma always tries to build a fair working environment, respects and listens to employees’ 

opinions, and all employees have equal access to resources and opportunities in training, 

development, and promotion at all levels regardless of their gender, ethnicity, skin color, region, social 

classes, marital status, creed, religion, health status, etc. Simultaneously, the Company is also willing to 

recruit the disabled, employees subject to social policies, ethnic minority employees, etc. and salary, 

bonus and welfare policies similar to other objects. This is the driving force for a 47-year-old company 

like DHG Pharma to continue to grow, develop and maintain its leading position in the Vietnamese 

pharmaceutical market. In 2021, DHG Pharma did not record any complaints or incidents related to 

discrimination.

Scope of report

GRI 405-1: Diversity of governance bodies and employees

GRI 405-2: Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

GRI 406-1: Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

In 2021, the total number of employees was 2,678 people. The number of female employees accounted for 40.9% of 

the total number of employees. Particularly, the number of leaders was 88 people, accounting for 3.3% of the total 

number of employees. In which, female leaders accounted for 18.2% of the total number of leaders.

Sales 
sector

Production
sector

Back-o�ce 
sector

10

20
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44

22
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13

Male Female

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
NON-DISCRIMINATION

LEADERS BY GENDER AND 

FUNCTIONAL GROUPS IN 2021

POLICIES FOR WOMEN

• All women and men have the same opportunities to 

be recruited, trained, and promoted if they satisfy the 

standards and requirements of the Company.

• Salary, bonus, and welfare policies between females 

and males are not different. DHG Pharma has paid 

salary and bonus pursuant to the performance of 

actual work and efficiency.

• The Company shall not dismiss female workers or 

unilaterally terminate the labor contract of those 

members due to marriage, pregnancy, maternity 

leave, or breastfeeding a child under 12 months of age; 

except the case where the term of the labor contract 

expires or the Company ceases its activities. Female 

employees must notify the HR Department at least 03 

months before taking maternity leave.

• Female workers have the right to unilaterally terminate 

the labor contract without compensation if they are 

certified by the hospital or medical examination center 

at the district or higher level that if they continue to 

work, it shall have an adverse effect on the fetus or 

serious health effect. In this case, the period for which a 

female employee must notify the employer in advance 

depends on the length of time assigned by the hospital 

or medical examination center.

• Female workers who are pregnant from 7 months or 

above or breast-feeding a child under 12 months of 

age (unless the employee agrees) are not permitted to 

work overtime, at night, or on business trips. Whenever 

an employer is informed of the pregnancy of a female 

employee who is doing laborious, toxic work, the 

employer shall assign her to less laborious or safer 

work, or reduce the working hours by 01 hour per day 

without reducing her salary, rights or benefits until her 

child reaches 12 months of age.

• It is also the Company’s priority to ensure the pregnancies’ 

health as well as guarantee to have enough  labor force 

in case the pregnancies are unable to work in the 3rd 

shifts. These working deficient cases will be reported 

to managers so that they can be assigned suitable jobs 

and get monthly pregnancy examinations; women with 

children less than 36 months old do not work in the 

3rd shift. Female employees who are nursing children 

under 12 months old are entitled to an hour off per day 

during the working period while still being paid full 

salary. Male workers covered by the social insurance 

scheme whose wives give birth to children are entitled 

to paternity leave in accordance with the law.

• In addition to the annual health checks, women are 

also counseled on women-related diseases for effective 

prevention.

With the role of connecting and ensuring fairness among 

all employees, the Trade Union of the Company always 

cares about women to thank women for their effort, 

intelligence, and creativity, contributing to the fulfillment 

of the assigned targets and plans. In addition to positive 

contributions to the development of the Company, 

women are always good wives and mothers, and actively 

participate in the Company’s activities.

At DHG Pharma,
ALL WOMEN’S RIGHTS 
are guaranteed in an

EQUAL
DEMOCRATIC AND FAIR     

MANNER
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DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
NON-DISCRIMINATION (Cont.)

It can be seen that sexual harassment is a persistent problem occurring with a dense frequency in today’s society, 

especially in the office environment. Therefore, to protect women, DHG Pharma has stipulated as a separate item in 

the Labor Regulations since Jan/2022. The details for the parties are as follows:

FIGHT AGAINST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN WORKING PLACE

• Implementing and supervising the implementation of regulations of law on preventing and 

combating sexual harassment in the workplace.

• Organizing dissemination of regulations of law on preventing and combating sexual harassment 

in the workplace among employees.

• Preventing and/or responding to sexual harassment in the workplace whenever a complaint 

or accusation is made; taking measures to protect the privacy, dignity, honor and safety of the 

victims, plaintiffs and defendants.

EMPLOYER

• Strictly implementing regulations on preventing and combating sexual harassment in the workplace.

• Participating in development of a work environment without sexual harassment.

• Preventing and reporting sexual harassment in the workplace.

EMPLOYEE

• Participating in the formulation, implementation and supervision of the implementation of 

regulations on preventing and combating sexual harassment in the workplace.

• Providing information and consultancy and representing sexually harassed employees and 

employees accused of sexual harassment.

• Disseminating and providing training in regulations on preventing and combating sexual 

harassment in the workplace.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF TRADE UNION
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LABOR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
CHILD LABOR
FORCED OR COMPULSORY LABOR

Management method

During 47 years of establishment and development, the Company has constantly built up and 
promoted a fair, dynamic, creative, proactive, and energetic working environment. Not only can senior 
leaders express opinions but rather staff’s voices from all levels are paid attention to, listened to so 
that favorable conditions can be created to maximize their capacity. Through the annual Employee 
Conference, all employees and employer discuss, plan and build a working environment of trust, 
mutual respect, stability and efficiency. In addition, the Company also strictly abides by the regulations 
on not using child labor, forced or compulsory labor.

Scope of report

GRI 402-1: Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes

GRI 407-1: Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective 
bargaining may be at risk

GRI 408-1: Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor

GRI 409-1: Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor

DHG Pharma sends important documents of the 
conference such as the collective labor agreement, 
labor regulation, receipts, expenses report of 
the employees’ bonus/welfare fund, etc., to the 
employees for review and comment 1 month before 
the meeting.

Particularly in 2021, to avoid gathering several 
employees, the heads of units shall preside over the 
organization of the Labor Conferences at the unit 
level and the Trade Union leaders will support to 
recognize comments. Simultaneously, the number 
of delegates attending the Labor Conferences at the 
cluster/company level is limited to ensure pandemic 
prevention.

At the Company’s Employee Conference, the 
delegates listen to reports on production and 
business situation during the year, next year’s 
business and production plans, emulation, reward, 
summary of the results of the Labor Conferences at 
the unit level. The collective labor agreement has 
been signed at the annual labor conference to ensure 
the legitimate rights and interests of employees as 

well as employers. This agreement is negotiated on 
the principles of voluntariness, equality, and publicity 
by the representative of the labor collective and the 
employer.

In addition, each department has a Trade Union 
member representing employees to ensure that 
all employees are treated equally and enjoy the 
Company’s appropriate protection against any 
discrimination in the workplace or profession. All 
comments, complaints, and aspirations of employees 
are encouraged to be shared through various 
forms: Email, mailbox, daily exchanges with heads 
of department or Trade Union, labor conference, 
etc. Trade Union leaders from leader positions or 
above are trained to promptly grasp the difficulties 
and problems of employees in groups, sectors, and 
clusters and promptly report them to their superiors. 
In 2021, the Company continued to implement a 
centralized information reception channel so that all 
feedback and opinions can be received quickly and 
confidentially.

Besides, DHG Pharma refrained from child labor as 
well as abuse, forced, and compulsory labor.

Every year, the Labor Conference is held to listen to employees’ aspirations and legitimate 

requirements, to carry out positive reforms every day aiming towards sustainable 

development. 

TAKE PART IN INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

NO. CONTENTS  REWARDING 
DECISIONS EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES

1

Initiative “Reducing compressed 
air consumption of the pressure 
vessel in blister machine of Al-Al 
products”

Decision No. 001/
QD-KHCN dated 
27 Sep 2021

Reducing the use of compressed air through the 
pressure vessel, saving electricity consumption 
of the air compressor. Extending the life of the 
pressure vessel.

2
Project "Reducing the cost of 
using PE bags in production at 
warehouses and factories"

Decision No. 002/
QD-KHCN dated 
16 Jul 2021

Adjusting to reduce the thickness, thereby 
reducing the volume of PE bags of different 
types of bags used in production. In 2020-2021, 
it is estimated to save VND 503 million.

3
Initiative “Reducing the quantity 
of ivory paper”

Decision No.003/
QD-KHCN dated  
27 Sep 2021

Due to quantity reduction, the amount of paper 
used to produce 1 box will also decrease.

• Estimated savings in 2021: VND 750 million.

• Estimated savings in 2022: VND 2.1 billion.

4 Initiative “Reduce size Alu/Alu”
Decision No. 005/
QD-KHCN dated 
27 Dec 2021

Save 3.5 kg - 4 kg of Alu/Alu on 1 product batch, 
reduce cost when buying Alu/Alu

5
New communication method in 
face shield

Decision No. 005/
QD-KHCN dated 
27 Dec 2021

• Create tools for communication and 
advertising at drugstores.

• Help customers prevent Covid effectively 
and safely.

6
Project of material budget 
management

Decision No. 005/
QD-KHCN dated 
27 Dec 2021

• Control the purchase price of raw materials.

• Reduce the time to control and track the 
production cost of raw materials after 
standardizing report forms and classifying 
raw materials.

7
Project “Design the system of 
governance report in Power BI”

Decision No. 005/
QD-KHCN dated 
27 Dec 2021

• Shorten the time to control, monitor and 
analyze fluctuations of production and 
business targets.

• Support effective decision making by 
providing fast, highly accurate data. At the 
same time, monitor the impact of decisions 
on production and business activities.

• Provide clear and transparent information 
and data to shareholders when required but 
still ensure the confidentiality of sensitive 
information.
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LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Management method

With the spirit of “mutual love and solidarity”, the Company has always been committed to the mission of 

improving people’s health with a sincere and grateful heart. Along with the meaningful message are practical 

activities, contributing to a profound impact on the community’s consciousness in joint effort to take care of,  

protect health, and spread good values for mutual development and build a healthier and more beautiful life.

Scope of report

GRI 413-1: Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs

GRI 413-2: Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities

Referring to DHG Pharma, people will immediately think of a leading prestigious 

pharmaceutical manufacturing company in Vietnam. Beyond that, however, another 

important thing contributing to the DHG Pharma brand is the spirit of sharing and social 

responsibility with a 47-year long journey to bring sustainable value to the community.

Throughout this journey, DHG Pharma is proud of creating good values for the 

community. It is not only the values created from its own cultural identity, but also 

the values of the desire to dedicate extensively, taking the community’s benefit as the 

starting point for all activities.

Experiencing the days affected by the pandemic, each of us has an obvious feeling 

that impermanent risks, family affection, and love between people are invaluable 

things that cannot be measured by any means. Giving is forever, and kindness has 

always been spread during the pandemic season in all provinces and cities of the 

S-shaped land and during the past two years at DHG Pharma.

FOR THE COMMUNITY JOURNEY OF THE TIRELESS LEGS

It is estimated that from the beginning of 2021 until now, DHG Pharma has donated over VND 19 billion for 

activities to accompany the community to overcome the Covid-19 pandemic and social security activities across 

the country. In detail, VND 3.5 billion was contributed to the vaccine fund of the Ministry of Health, Can Tho and 

Hau Giang provinces; more than VND 15 billion was supported by DHG Pharma for the health sector in provinces 

and cities nationwide through medical examination and treatment activities, and free medicine distribution to 

people; donating health care products such as Bioskin dry hand sanitizer gel, Bocalex Multi effervescent tablets, 

Oresol electrolyte rehydration products, or Hapacol fever-reducing pain relievers - products manufactured on lines 

meeting Japan GMP standards followed the hearts of the people who came to the front lines of the fight against 

the pandemic, the medical force and the general public. On all fronts fighting against the pandemic, DHG Pharma 

has stepped forward and stood side by side with the localities as the Company’s persistent tradition of dedication 

to public health for nearly half a century.

FROM THE BEGINNING OF 2021 UNTIL NOW, DHG PHARMA HAS DONATED 

VND BILLION

FOR ACTIVITIES TO ACCOMPANY THE COMMUNITY TO OVERCOME THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACTIVITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY,

IN WHICH:

>19

VND BILLION

DHG PHARMA CONTRIBUTED TO THE VACCINE 
FUND OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH, CAN THO 

AND HAU GIANG PROVINCES

3.5
VND BILLION

DHG PHARMA SUPPORTED FOR THE 
HEALTH SECTOR IN PROVINCES AND 

CITIES NATIONWIDE

>15



LOCAL COMMUNITIES (Cont.)

BEFORE THE PANDEMIC OUTBREAK 

Continuing the tradition of free medical examination and medicine distribution programs for poor people in remote 

areas, in April 2021, DHG Pharma cooperated with Team of Volunteer Doctors from Can Tho City Department of Health, 

Can Tho City General Hospital, Can Tho City Red Cross, Children’s Hospital, Traditional Medicine Hospital, Vinh Thanh 

District General Hospital organized 02 medical examination and distribution programs in Thoi Xuan Commune, Co Do 

District and Vinh Thanh District, Can Tho City.

With the spirit of expeditious and responsible work, the medical team conducted medical examinations, health 

checks and provided more than 900 free medicine to people in difficult circumstances.

This is one of the practical and proud activities in DHG Pharma’s journey of community health care, clearly demonstrating 

the mission and mission “For a healthier and more beautiful life” of DHG Pharma for nearly half a century.

DHG Pharma cooperated with the Team of Volunteer Doctors to carry out free medical examination and medicine distribution programs 
for people across the country.

With the spirit of joining hands, accompanying the whole country in the fight to repel the Covid-19 pandemic, more than 

40,000 bottles of Bioskin antibacterial hand sanitizer gel and thousands of Bocalex Multi and Oresol resistance-boosting 

effervescent tablets sponsored by DHG Pharma have been distributed to nearly 30 provinces and cities nationwide.

Many automatic antibacterial hand washing machines of DHG Pharma were also installed at major hospitals in Can Tho 

such as Children’s Hospital, Can Tho City General Hospital, Can Tho Central General Hospital, etc. to help reduce the risks 

of the outbreaks.

DHG Pharma accompanied medical facilities in disease 
prevention and people’s health care

DHG Pharma donated 38,000 bottles of hand sanitizer gel to 
primary school teachers in Ho Chi Minh City

AT THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC OUTBREAK 

bottles of Bioskin antibacterial hand sanitizer gel and thousands of Bocalex 
Multi and Oresol resistance-boosting effervescent tablets 

SPONSORED BY DHG PHARMA HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED TO NEARLY 30 PROVINCES AND CITIES NATIONWIDE.

>40,000
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AT THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC OUTBREAK  (cont.)

Mr. Tran Son Loc - Manager of Da Nang branch on behalf of DHG 
Pharma presented gifts in Da Nang

1,920 bottles of Bioskin hand sanitizer gel and 1,440 tubes of Bocalex 
were given to the Department of Health of Ha Nam province

DHG Pharma continues to accompany the Center 
for Disease Control and the Department of 
Education of Can Tho by donating thousands of 
pandemic prevention products. Specifically, DHG 
Pharma installed 7 automatic antibacterial hand 
washing machines at 7 exam sites and handed 
over 2,500 bottles of Bioskin hand sanitizer gel to 
the Department of Education and 27 test points 
in the area in the 10th grade entrance exam in the 
academic year 2021 - 2022. 

AUTOMATIC ANTIBACTERIAL
HAND WASHING MACHINES 

AT 7 EXAM SITES

7
DHG PHARMA

INSTALLED

LOCAL COMMUNITIES (Cont.)

DHG Pharma supports the Ministry of Health with  
VND 2 billion to buy COVID-19 vaccine

DHG Pharma’s representative (right) presented an amount of VND 
500 million to the representative of the Hau Giang Fatherland Front 

Committee to contribute to the Covid-19 Vaccine Fund

When the 4th wave of the pandemic in April 2021 became 
the one with the largest spread in Vietnam, the Government 
established a Covid-19 vaccine fund to purchase, import, 
research, produce and use Covid-19 vaccines. As one of the 
leading pharmaceutical companies in the industry, more 
than anyone else, DHG Pharma understands the urgency 
of providing Covid-19 vaccines to all people in the fastest 
time possible. Accordingly, DHG Pharma quickly made 
a decision to support the Ministry of Health with VND 2 
billion and the Hau Giang Fatherland Front Committee 
VND 500 million to buy vaccines to repel Covid-19.

DHG Pharma’s representative presented 2,500 bottles of Bioskin 
hand sanitizer to the Department of Education and Training for 

the 10th grade entrance exam 

DHG Pharma’s representatives presented Bioskin antibacterial 
hand sanitizer gel and automatic antibacterial hand washing 

machines at the exam site

VND BILLION
SUPPORT THE MINISTRY 

OF HEALTH

2
VND BILLION

SUPPORT THE HAU GIANG 
FATHERLAND FRONT COMMITTEE

500
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AT THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC OUTBREAK  (cont.)

With the motto “Taking community’s benefits as the starting point for all activities” to join hands with the 

whole country to fight the pandemic, DHG Pharma continued to support VND 2 billion for Can Tho City. In which, 

DHG Pharma’s employees volunteered to support a day’s salary to contribute VND 1 billion to the vaccine fund, 

VND 1 billion to sponsor 5,000 Covid-19 rapid test kits for the Center for Disease Control of Can Tho City.

Mr. Masashi Nakaura - General Director representing DHG 
Pharma (right) presented 5,000 Covid-19 rapid test kits to Mr. 
Tran Truong Chinh - Deputy Director of the Center for Disease 

Control of Can Tho City.

Mr. Doan Dinh Duy Khuong - Chief Operating Officer representing 
DHG Pharma (right) donated VND 1 billion to the Covid-19 vaccine 

fund to Mr. Nguyen Trung Nhan - Chairman of the Can Tho 
Fatherland Front Committee.

DHG PHARMA CONTINUED TO DONATE

VND BILLION

TO THE VACCINE FUND

1
VND BILLION

SPONSOR 5,000 COVID-19 RAPID TEST KITS 
FOR THE CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL 

OF CAN THO CITY

1
VND BILLION

FOR CAN THO CITY, IN WHICH:

2

LOCAL COMMUNITIES (Cont.)

In the third quarter of 2021, when the Covid-19 outbreak in the southern provinces and cities became 

increasingly complicated, the authorities deployed additional resources to support 19 southern provinces, 

in which the Military Institute of Traditional Medicine and the Military Medical Institute mobilized thousands 

of officials who were doctors, students and soldiers to help people fight the pandemic in localities in the 

epicenter. According to statistics of the Ministry of Health, as of noon on 21 August, there were 14,543 

medical staff, doctors, medical students under the Ministry of Health, Departments/Services/Institutes/

Schools/Hospitals of the Ministry of Health and at 35 provinces and cities volunteered to join a number of 

provinces in the South Central region, Ho Chi Minh City and southern provinces and cities to accompany and 

support the prevention of the Covid-19 pandemic. In addition to pandemic prevention, ensuring the safety 

of military medical personnel participating in the fight against the pandemic is essential. In such a situation, 

the BOD of DHG Pharma deducted VND 500 million to buy pandemic prevention equipment for the Military 

Institute of Traditional Medicine and the Military Medical Institute.

Also, in this peak period of distance, each sales warrior of DHG Pharma still tried to connect and accompany 

more than 30,000 drugstores that are DHG Pharma’s customers across the country, acting as a “bridge” to 

promptly bring health care products to consumers. Whether in the dark or on all quiet streets amid the social 

distancing order, people always saw green light emanating from light boxes at drugstores. This light source 

brought peace of mind to millions of patients and their families when they were in a hurry to buy medicine 

at night. This was a deeply imprinted time for pharmacists who daily contacted, advised and provided drugs 

to the community. All contributions of pharmacists deserve to be honored, and DHG Pharma is proud to 

accompany doctors on the difficult journey of the past year, when healthcare became the country’s buffer 

zone confronting the pandemic.

Green light still emanates from light boxes at drugstores through 
the pandemic season.

During complicated pandemic, pharmacists have to work 
2-3 times more than usual to fulfill the task of advising 

people on medicines.

THE PEAK OF THE PANDEMIC 
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THE PEAK OF THE PANDEMIC (cont.)

During the period from July 2021 to September 2021, DHG Pharma started a program to give 10 million Hapacol 650 

tablets to localities implementing the “speedy” vaccination plan such as Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, Binh Duong, Dong 

Nai and Can Tho.

When the COVID-19 vaccination campaign was deployed in localities, DHG Pharma became the back-stage 

supporting medical staff in post-vaccination work, as well as helping people protect their health at home by sending 

millions of doses of pain reliever, antipyretic Hapacol 650mg.

DRUGSTORES THAT ARE DHG PHARMA’S CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY,
ACTING AS A “BRIDGE” TO PROMPTLY BRING HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS TO CONSUMERS

>30,000

MILLION HAPACOL 650 TABLETS

TO LOCALITIES IMPLEMENTING THE “SPEEDY” 
VACCINATION PLAN

10
VND MILLION

BUY PANDEMIC PREVENTION EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
MILITARY INSTITUTE OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AND 

THE MILITARY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

500

DHG PHARMA CONNECTED AND ACCOMPANIED

DHG Pharma’s representative presented 1 million Hapacol 
tablets to Dong Nai Department of Health

Image of giving Hapacol 650 pain reliever and fever reducer to 
the vaccinated person in Ho Chi Minh City

LOCAL COMMUNITIES (Cont.)

It can be said that, with DHG Pharma, the journey of sharing with the community has been associated with the 

whole journey of development, maturity and growth. It is not only a social responsibility but also a cultural identity 

of the enterprise. Over time, the spirit of mutual affection, the sense of contributing to the community has been 

“instilled” in each member of DHG Pharma. Being willing to join hands with the community is not only showing 

the role and responsibility of the business but also becoming the “mind” of DHG Pharma’s activities. Indeed, after 

2 years of living with the Covid-19 pandemic, the complicated developments of the disease seem to have never 

tired the legs of DHG Pharma people on the journey for the community. And we strongly hold on to the belief 

that with joint effort, consensus, solidarity and determination, we will definitely win the pandemic, continue to 

develop the economy and society, and bring peace, prosperity, and happiness.

CDC Binh Duong received 1 million tablets from DHG Pharma

Hanoi Health Sector received 480,000 packs of Hapacol 650 given by DHG Pharma
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CUSTOMER HEALTH 
AND SAFETY

Management method

DHG Pharma always puts itself in the position of customers and consumers to objectively evaluate 

products in all aspects. DHG Pharma, as such, is remembered as a prestigious and humane brand 

in bringing customers high-quality products and services. With the trust of millions of consumers, 

DHG Pharma always strives to improve product quality and research and develop new products 

to serve customers’ needs.

Scope of report

GRI 416-1: Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

GRI 416-2: Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety impacts of products 

and services

With the sacred mission of improving human health, for nearly half a century, DHG Pharma has not only 

focused on investing in personnel, technology, raw material resources, production conditions, continuous 

improvement of the quality management system but also applied the most modern equipment and 

scientific research into products to bring the best values to consumers. DHG Pharma’s products are widely 

distributed throughout the provinces and cities across the country so that all consumers regardless of age, 

class, etc. can easily access Vietnamese medicines with high quality.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

PRODUCTION LINES SATISFYING JAPAN-GMP STANDARD

WHAT IS JAPAN-GMP STANDARD?

Japan-GMP is the Japanese Good Manufacturing Practice standard. In Japan, Japan-GMP has been 

established since 1974 and came into force in 1975, before EU-GMP (1989), and is constantly being 

updated to increase difficulty. Japan-GMP is directly certified by Japan Pharmaceutical and Medical 

Devices Agency (PMDA) for drug manufacturers. The agency is under the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare of Japan (MHLW). In theory, Japan-GMP is equivalent to PIC/S-GMP of PIC/S countries, EU-GMP 

of Europe, CGMP-USA of the United States, etc. However, according to Pacific Bridge Medical (PBM), in 

fact, Japan-GMP often requires stricter quality control and assurance than western countries.



CUSTOMER HEALTH 
AND SAFETY (Cont.)

HOW IS THE JAPAN-GMP ISSUANCE PROCESS?

The Japan-GMP standard accreditation process consists of two stages:

It usually takes about one year from submitting the registration application until obtaining 

the Japan-GMP certificate. To complete and submit the registration application, it is 

necessary to carefully prepare relevant documents (such as product safety, appraisal results, 

etc.). Japan-GMP will be valid for five years after the certificate is issued. When it expires, the 

enterprise must re-evaluate from the beginning to be renewed. Therefore, it is necessary to 

maintain a unified management system that meets Japan-GMP. If there are any changes, 

they must be reported promptly.

ENTERPRISES MUST BE LICENSED TO 

OPERATE IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL 

SECTOR IN JAPAN

EVALUATION AND RECOGNITION 

OF JAPAN-GMP STANDARDS FOR 

REGISTERED PRODUCTS (INCLUDING 

QUALITY ASSESSMENT, EFFECTIVENESS, 

SAFETY FOR REGISTERED PRODUCTS AND 

ASSESSMENT OF THE FACTORY).

WHAT SHOULD DHG PHARMA IMPLEMENT TO BE RECOGNIZED FOR JAPAN-GMP STANDARDS?

To be granted Japan - GMP certification, DHG Pharma should overcome strict barriers of experts. Thus, DHG Pharma 

has undergone a process of reviewing the entire quality system is being applied, fulfilling the entire production, 

testing and quality management system; staff; investing in factory machinery and equipment, etc. with the 

requirements to meet Japan-GMP standards. It includes the following main contents:

Process of managing, monitoring and checking product quality: updating and 
issuing more than 100 new internal documents.

 Personnel:
Each person in the production system should be fully equipped with knowledge and well-
trained. At two production lines meeting Japan-GMP standards, there are nearly 300 staff 
directly involved including managers who are university pharmacists, engineers, technicians, 
etc. And a team of skilled and experienced workers involved in operating 32 professional 
machinery and equipment. This is the result of personnel that have been improved their 
technical expertise and practical experience in many forms, namely professional training in 
Japan, practical training at the factory in Vietnam and online exchange between Taisho and 
DHG Pharma experts.

Factories: The following requirements must be satisfied: 
• Cross-contamination control is always ensured to meet the requirements, through strict 

inspection and monitoring measures for risks that may affect human health and product 
quality.

• Air, wastewater and exhaust systems before being released into the outside environment 
are thoroughly treated and monitored, in compliance with regulations in Vietnam and 
local specialized management agencies.

Machines, equipment and tools: are imported from manufacturing companies with 
well-known brands in the pharmaceutical field from Japan, Europe, etc. accompanied by 
safety certificates in terms of testing and appraisal with test requirements higher than WHO 
- GMP standards.

Raw materials:
The origin is clear, meeting the standards of the Japanese, American, British, European 
pharmacopeias, etc.

Logistics:
The factories have production lines that meet Japan-GMP standards. DHG Pharma also has 
a storage and distribution system that meets the standards of Good storage practice for 
drugs and medicinal ingredients (GSP), a distribution system meeting the standards of Good 
Distribution Practice for drugs and medicinal ingredients (GDP). All of the above aims to 
ensure that the product always achieves the best quality when it reaches the consumer.

Technical support:
In addition to existing staff with over 25 years of experience in implementing the GMP 
system of DHG Pharma, the Company also receives direct support and advice from Japanese 
experts comes from Taisho Corporation in Japan.
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JAPAN-GMP-CERTIFIED PRODUCTION LINES AT DHG PHARMA

“JAPAN-GMP ensures product quality and enhances DHG Pharma’s product 

credibility, opening up opportunities for domestic consumers to use drugs that 

meet international quality standards at affordable prices. Simultaneously, it 

becomes a national pride to enable to bring Vietnamese medicinal products to 

the world”, shared by Mr. Tomoyuki Kawata - Deputy General Director in charge of 

Production, Supply Chain and Technology Transfer.

Symbolizing the highest quality in Japan, Japan-GMP has become the premium standard in many countries 

worldwide. Therefore, Vietnamese businesses pursuing Japan-GMP is a good sign for society, bringing benefits to 

consumers, the health industry, and the country.

Medicines meeting Japan-GMP standards attract significant attention from consumers, especially in Vietnam, 

where only three pharmaceutical companies meet this standard. DHG Pharma is one of the above three enterprises 

recognized by the Japan Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) to meet Japan-GMP standards. 

The Non-Betalactam tablet and film-coated tablet production lines with nearly 100 products have been granted 

registration numbers by the Ministry of Health of Vietnam. Now, consumers feel secure and easy access to the lines 

of antibiotics, analgesic - antipyretic, neurological, hepatobiliary, gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, diabetes, etc. that 

meet international standards at an affordable price.

In parallel with the production lines meeting Japan-GMP standards, the remaining lines of DHG Pharma 

meet WHO-GMP standards. To increase competitiveness in the market as well as the desire to bring quality 

products to consumers, DHG Pharma has been implementing and upgrading the remaining lines to higher 

standards within the next five years.

PRODUCTION LINES ACHIEVING WHO-GMP STANDARDS

To ensure safe and effective use 

of medicine, the Company has 

implemented bioequivalence testing at 

the Central Institute for Drug Testing in 

Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. With the 

same effective treatments as brand-

name drugs, DHG Pharma hopes to 

provide customers the products with 

the same quality as the brand-name 

drugs with the best affordable prices.

BIOEQUIVALENT TESTING

43
As at 31 Dec 2021, 

the total number of products 
that achieved bioequivalence
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CUSTOMER HEALTH 
AND SAFETY (Cont.)



Management method

As an enterprise that produces pharmaceuticals, health supplements, and cosmetics, DHG Pharma 
strictly adheres to regulations on marketing communication and product packaging to provide scientific 
information, but it is easy to understand and penetrate the patient’s mind and heart. Simultaneously, 
the Company is always willing to receive comments from consumers and protect information related to 
customers.

Scope of report

GRI 417-1: Requirements for product and service information and labeling

GRI 417-2: Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information and labeling

GRI 417-3: Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications

GRI 418-1: Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data

To provide the most sufficient product information to consumers, in addition to meeting the regulatory 

requirements of the government and the Ministry of Health on product labeling, DHG Pharma also concentrates 

on clear, specific labeling designs and specifically in bilingual for all products such as ingredients, indications, 

usage, targeted users, storing conditions, etc. Since then, customers can understand and use the products 

easily and properly which results in the best performances. Simultaneously, we also encourage patients to ask 

doctors before use and alert patients to several risks they may encounter such as unwanted side-effects, cases 

for consideration and contraindication, solutions for the wrong dosage, etc.

PRODUCT LABELING

MARKETING AND LABELING
CUSTOMER PRIVACY

Researching and developing products and constructing a brand name instilled in people’s 

hearts is one of the key prerequisites contributing to DHG Pharma’s success over its 47-year 

development journey.

With such mentality, DHG Pharma has always been a pioneer in researching, applying, investing in modern 

technology, and transferring technology to develop high-quality products that satisfy consumers’ needs. 

Engineers, pharmacists, researchers, and specialists have also been sent overseas for training and professional 

exchange. The most vivid proofs for the values of these activities are that the Japan-GMP certified film-coated 

tablet and tablet production lines along with the quality system that meet international standards. All of 

these have contributed to strengthening the trust of customers, improving the prestige, and launching the 

company’s products to more far-reaching markets in other countries in the world. DHG Pharma currently 

has 284 products with circulation registration numbers nationwide. Among these, nearly 100 products are 

manufactured on two lines that have been certified with Japan-GMP standards. Consumers can now rest 

assured and have easy access to antibiotics (Clabact 250 and 500, Zaromax 250 and 500), pain relievers and 

antipyretics (Hapacol 325, 650, etc.), neurological drugs (Neni 800), hepatobiliary (Raxium), cardiovascular 

(Vastec), respiratory (Telfor 60, 120, 180), diabetes, etc. that are produced on production lines meeting 

the international standard at competitive prices. Through various marketing communication activities 

with inspiring stories about the commitment of scientists, product information is provided honestly and 

accurately whereas product quality is guaranteed along with appropriate distributing channels. Alongside 

these, DHG Pharma’s products are easily and scientifically accessible to customers, featuring a clear trait 

of DHG Pharma’s humanity. Furthermore, DHG Pharma has always strictly adhered to regulations on the 

communication of marketing information, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship activities.

LIFTING UP THE PRESTIGIOUS BRAND
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Each customer feedback is an invaluable gift, helping the Company timely grasp customers’ urgent needs 
as well as increasingly ameliorating and improving the quality of products and services. DHG Pharma has 
developed several channels for customers to easily share opinions, such as direct meetings, phone, email 
with the sales team, or give feedback at annual seminars and conferences.

Besides, if there are complaints about products, the QM Department will send information to the relevant 
departments and conduct a cause investigation, verify the entire production process, check samples, and 
identify the cause. In case of having a quality dispute claim, the QM Department will send the sample to 
a third party for confirmation of the analysis result. After receiving the above results, the Company will 
determine the cause and proceed to resolve the complaint. In particular, employees who receive complaints 
will respond to customers in less than 7 working days. With regard to complicated cases taking more time 
to investigate, the QM Department will inform customers via telephone and contact them as soon as the 
investigation result is revealed. Employees make monthly, quarterly, and yearly summary sheets, regularly 
review customer complaints dossiers, and timely report to the managerial level for remedies and avoidance 
of repetition.

MARKETING AND LABELING
CUSTOMER PRIVACY (Cont.)

As an experienced and passionate enterprise, who is in cooperation with global strategic 
partners, DHG Pharma will constantly develop, innovate and improve to provide the best 
quality products, ensuring health and safety for consumers and meeting the reliability and 
expectations of domestic and foreign customers.

APPRECIATING CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

NO. CRITERIA RECOGNITION LEVEL

1 The number of factories meeting GMP

100% of production lines meet WHO-
GMP standards. In which, 3 production 
lines meet Japan-GMP and PIC/s-GMP 
standards.

2 Number of violations of food safety and hygiene

No case was recorded.

3 Number of product recalls as the quality is not ensured

4
The total number of violations related to information and trademarks of 
products and services

5 Selling prohibited or disputed products

6
The total number of communication and marketing violations, including 
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship

7
The total number of grounded complaints related to violations of 
customer privacy

8 The total number of leaks, steal or loss of customer data

9
Value of fines and non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with 
laws and regulations in the social and economic area

MEASUREMENT INDICATORS

FLOW CHART OF CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS

When having any questions regarding product quality, promotion information, or advice on 
uses, customers can easily access and quickly get answers via:

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE

(+84) 292 3899 000 dhgpharma@dhgpharma.com.vn

Receiving complaints

Updating complaints
on the system

Receiving complaints

Checking samples, 
documents and test records

Reviewing 
the results

System

Unqualified
products

Qualified
products

Responding to the 
complaints

Responding to the 
complaints

Handling
unqualified products

Reporting-Saving 
profiles

Saving profiles

Opinion of the third 
party (if any)

SALES DEPARTMENT,
CUSTOMER SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

SALES DEPARTMENT,
CUSTOMER SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

QUALITY CONTROL (QC)
DEPARTMENT, QM DEPARTMENT,

FACTORY

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
(QM) DEPARTMENT

QM DEPARTMENT

QM DEPARTMENT

QM DEPARTMENT

RELEVANT UNITS
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Freedom of association and collective bargaining 

Child labor 

Forced and compulsory labor

148

102.42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement 44 - 51102.43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

102.44 Key topics and concerns raised

REPORTING PRACTICE

102.45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
Overview of the Sustainable Development report 8 - 9

102.46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries

102.47 List of material topics Identifying material aspects 52 - 55

102.50 Reporting period

Overview of the Sustainable Development report 8 - 9

102.51 Date of most recent report

102.52 Reporting cycle

102.53 Contact point for questions regarding the report

102.54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI 
Standards

102.55 GRI content index Reference table according to GRI standards 170

GRI 

103 MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103.1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

Identifying material aspects 52 - 55103.2 The management approach and its components

103.3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 
200 ECONOMIC

GRI 

201 ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

201.1 Direct economic value generated and distributed Economic performance 66 - 77

201.2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities 
due to climate change

Opportunities and challenges brought by climate change  

Digital transformation

72 - 73

76 - 77

201.3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other 
retirement plans Retirement regime 74 - 75

201.4 Financial assistance received from government Assistance received from the Government & 
contribution to the Government’s budget 69
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GRI 

202 MARKET PRESENCE

202.1 Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared 
to local minimum wage

Market presence 78 - 79
202.2 Proportion of senior management hired from the local 

community

GRI 

203 INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS

203.1 Infrastructure investments and services supported
Indirect economic impacts 80

203.2 Significant indirect economic impacts

GRI 

204 PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

204.1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers Procurement practices 81 - 82

GRI 

205 ANTI-CORRUPTION

205.2 Communication and training about anti-corruption 
policies and procedures Anti-corruption 83 - 85

205.3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

GRI 

206 ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR

206.1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, 
and monopoly practices Anti-competitive behavior 86 - 87

GRI 

207 TAX

207.2 Tax governance, control and risk management Assistance received from the Government & 
contribution to the Government’s budget 69

GRI 
300 ENVIRONMENTAL

GRI 

301 MATERIALS

301.1 Materials used by weight or volume Procurement practices 81 - 82

GRI 

302 ENERGY

302.1 Energy consumption within the organization

Energy 90 - 93
302.3 Energy intensity

302.4 Reduction of energy consumption

302.5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and 
services

GRI 

303 WATER AND EFFLUENTS

303.1 Interactions with water as a shared resource

Water and effluents 94 - 102

303.2 Management of water discharge-related impacts

303.3 Water withdrawal

303.4 Water discharge 

303.5 Water consumption

GRI INFORMATION DISCLOSE CONTENTS OF THE REPORT PAGE

GRI 

306 WASTE

306.1 Waste generation and signifcant waste-related impacts

Waste 110 - 113
306.2 Management of signifcant waste-related impacts

306.3 Waste generated

306.5 Waste directed to disposal

GRI 

307 ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

307.1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations Environmental compliance 114 - 117

GRI 
400 SOCIAL

GRI 

401 EMPLOYMENT

401.1 New employee hires and employee turnover

Employment 120 - 127401.2 Benefts provided to full-time employees that are not 
provided to temporary or part-time employees

401.3 Parental leave

GRI 

402 LABOR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

402.1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes

Labor/management relations

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Child labor

Forced and compulsory labor

148

GRI 

403 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

403.1 Occupational health and safety management system

Occupational health and safety 128 - 139

403.2 Hazard identifcation, risk assessment, and incident 
investigation

403.3 Occupational health services

403.4 Worker participation, consultation, and communication 
on occupational health and safety

403.5 Worker training on occupational health and safety

403.6 Promotion of worker health

403.7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and 
safety impacts directly linked by business relationships

403.8 Workers covered by an occupational health and safety 
management system

403.9 Work-related injuries

403.10 Work-related ill health

REFERENCE TABLE ACCORDING TO GRI STANDARDS
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GRI 

404 TRAINING AND EDUCATION

404.1 Average hours of training per year per employee
Training and education 140 - 143

404.2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition 
assistance programs

404.3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
and career development reviews Market presence 78 - 79

GRI 

405 DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

405.1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees Diversity and equal opportunity 
Non-discrimination 144 - 147

405.2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

GRI 

406 NON-DISCRIMINATION

406.1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken
Diversity and equal opportunity

Non-discrimination
144 - 147

GRI 

407 FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

407.1 Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of 
association and collective bargaining may be at risk

Labor/management relations

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Child labor

Forced and compulsory labor

148

GRI 

408 CHILD LABOR

408.1 Operations and suppliers at signifcant risk for incidents 
of child labor

Labor/management relations

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Child labor

Forced and compulsory labor

148

GRI 

409 FORCED OR COMPULSORY LABOR

409.1 Operations and suppliers at signifcant risk for incidents 
of forced or compulsory labor

Labor/management relations

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Child labor

Forced and compulsory labor

148

GRI 

413 LOCAL COMMUNITIES

413.1 Operations with local community engagement, impact 
assessments, and development programs

Local communities 150 - 159
413.2 Operations with significant actual and potential negative 

impacts on local communities

GRI INFORMATION DISCLOSE CONTENTS OF THE REPORT TRANG

GRI 

416 CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY

416.1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product 
and service categories Customer health and safety 160 - 165

416.2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and 
safety impacts of products and services

Number of violations of food safety and hygiene 
Number of product recalls as the quality is not 
ensured

168

GRI 

417 MARKETING AND LABELING

417.1 Requirements for product and service information and 
labeling

Marketing and labeling 
Customer privacy 166 - 169

417.2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and 
service information and labeling

The total number of violations related to information 
and trademarks of products and services 168

417.3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing 
communications

Selling prohibited or disputed products 
The total number of communication and marketing 
violations, including advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship

168

GRI 

418 CUSTOMER PRIVACY

418.1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of customer data

The total number of grounded complaints related to 
violations of customer privacy 
The total number of leaks, steal or loss of 
customer data

168

GRI 

419 SOCIOECONOMIC COMPLIANCE

419.1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social 
and economic area

Value of fines and non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with laws and regulations in the social 
and economic area

168

REFERENCE TABLE ACCORDING TO GRI STANDARDS

The SDR 2021 of DHG Pharma shall be printed in limited quantities to protect the 
environment. Therefore, please kindly pass the report to those interested when 
you no longer need to use it. In addition, the SDR 2021 shall also be published 
in an electronic version. If you are concerned, please kindly visit the website:  

www.dhgpharma.com.vn

SCAN QR CODE TO SEE  
THE ELECTRONIC VERSION
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